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Highlights 
 

We start this catalogue with a very interesting range of recently purchased books focussing on 
Australia and Botanical Illustration. We hope to follow this up with further books in these areas in 
Catalogue No. 111. 

 

Oologia Neerlandica (item 338) and three limited edition works illustrated by Richard Robjent 
(items 323, 324 & 325) are just a few of the recent acquisitions in our Fine, Illustrated & 
Antiquarian section.  

 

Three new titles in the New Naturalist series are planned for this year. Details for the next two can 
be found on the last page of this catalogue. We’ll be offering them for sale at a 25% discount off 
the RRP.  Please do feel free to ask for details about joining the group of customers who 
receive New Naturalists from us each time they’re published. 

 

Our Bookroom 
 

We buy and sell books from the bookroom located at my home in Hay on Wye. We’re here Monday 
to Friday 9.30am to 5pm and on Saturdays 9.30am to 12 noon. Parking available. 
 

With best wishes, 
 

Darren 
 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
 

Books can be ordered by telephone, email and letter. Also, many of the books in this catalogue can be viewed 
and purchased on-line at www.ardenbooks.co.uk. We accept debit and credit cards, bank transfers and 
Paypal,   We do not accept American Express.  All postage on books is extra. 
 

Abbreviations 
 

Vg very good t.e.g. top edges gilt pp pages  Dw dust wrapper                                 
illus. illustrations f.e.p. front end paper o/w otherwise nd no date 
a.e.g    all edges gilt b/w       black & white     sl slightly  pbk paperback  (Apr.2016) 
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Australia - European discovery, exploration & settlement 

1. Aird, W.V. The Water Supply, Sewerage and Drainage of Sydney, 1788-1960.  1st. Ed. Pub. Sydney. 1961  

pp.xviii, 347 with b/w. photographs, fold-out charts and maps. 8vo. Spine of red cloth boards gently faded o/w. a 

fine hdbk.     [49503]  £20.00 

An account of the development and history of the water supply, sewerage and drainage systems of Sydney and the near south 

coast, from their beginnings with the first settlement to 1960. 
 

2. Anonymous (attributed to James Matra). A Journal of a Voyage round the world in His Majesty’s Ship 

Endeavour, in the Years 1768, 1769, 1770 and 1771.  Fac. Rep. Pub. Antonio Giordano. 1975  pp.xvii, 130, 

[3]. 8vo. Neat signature to inside front cover. A limited edition of 250 copies, this being No. 19 and signed by 

Antonio Giordano. With an introduction and biography of James Matra by Giordano. Softback. Near fine. Scarce.    

[49509]  £50.00 

A limited edition facsimile reprint of an anonymous account of Cook's voyage round the world between 1768 and 1771.  The 

book was first published in 1771 and was unfavourably received by the Admiralty. Professor J.C Beaglehole attributed the 

work to James Matra who served on Endeavour as an able seaman and midshipman. The author of the Journal shows some 

hostility towards Cook and criticises some of his actions. 
 

3. Bassett, Marnie. The Governor’s Lady. Mrs. Philip Gidley King. 2nd. Ed. Pub. Oxford Univ. 1956  pp.xii, 

131 with b/w. illus. 8vo. A fine hdbk. in vg. dw.     [49494]  £8.00 

In the absence of published accounts it is difficult today to realize what life must have meant to women going from England to 

Australia in the early days of colonization. These extracts, from the journals of Mrs. Gidley King, (wife of the first Governor of 

Norfolk Island, who later became Governor of New South Wales) go some way to enhance our knowledge. We are given lively 

pictures of her voyages to and fro, and of contemporary life and politics in the Colony. 
 

4. Battye, J.S. (Introduced by B. K. de Garis). Western Australia. A history from its Discovery to the 

Inauguration of the Commonwealth. Facs. Ed. Pub. University W. Australia Press. 1978  pp.480 with two b/w. 

fold-out charts and a fold-out map at rear. Bookmark with night scene of Perth, Western Australia loosely inserted 

at front. 8vo. A fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw.     [49523]  £30.00 

A well produced facsimile of this work which was first published in 1924. 
 

5. Beale, Edgar. Sturt. The Chipped Idol. A study of Charles Sturt, Explorer. 1st. Ed. Pub. Sydney Univ. 1979  

pp.xii, 270 with several b/w. maps and illustrated end-papers. 8vo. A nr. fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw.     [49488] 

 £10.00 

This study probes the legend of that near-saint of Australian folklore and history, Charles Sturt.  
 

6. Bowden, K.M.  Captain James Kelly of Hobart Town.  1st. Ed. Pub. Melbourne University Press. 1964  

pp.vi, 126 with b/w. illus. and maps. 8vo. With two colour photographs of the tomb of James Kelly loosely 

inserted. Bookplate to front pastedown A thor. vg. hdbk. in thor. vg. dw.     [49500]  £10.00 

In this book, Dr Bowden traces the life of James Kelly, one of the most adventurous of the Hobart whaling masters.  
 

7. Carter, Harold B. Sir Joseph Banks. 1743-1820. 1st. Ed. Rep. Ed. Pub. British Museum (Natural History). 

1991  pp.xi, 671 with b/w. photos. and illus. 4to. A fine hdbk. in fine dw.     [49487]  £75.00 

In this authoritative biography, Harold Carter sheds light on many hitherto new aspects of the public and private life of Sir 

Joseph Banks.  
 

8. Carter, Harold B. Sir Joseph Banks (1743-1820). A guide to biographical and bibliographical sources. 
1st. Ed. Pub. St Paul’s Bibliographies & British Museum (Natural History). 1987  pp.328 with b/w. illus. 8vo. A 

fine hdbk. in blue cloth boards.     [49486]  £35.00 

This volume is intended as a comprehensive survey of Sir Joseph Banks’ papers, both published and unpublished, his specimen 

collections and relevant biographical material. 
 

9. Cobley, Dr John (Ed.). Sydney Cove. Volume 1 - 1788, The first year of the Settlement of Australia; 

Volume 2 - 1789-1790; Volume 3 - 1791 - 1792; Volume 4 - 1793 - 1795; Volume 5 1795 - 1800. Pub. 

Hodder and Stoughton. 1962  Complete five volume set. 8vo. All vg. to fine hdbks. in vg. to fine dws.    [49519] 

 £150.00 

This is a first-hand record of how the people in the Colony of New South Wales lived from the years of 1788 to 1800. Contents 

were compiled from contemporary sources - ships’ logs, diaries and journals. 
 

10. Cumpston, J. H. L. Thomas Mitchell. Surveyor General & Explorer. 1st. Ed. Pub. Oxford.  1955  pp.xiv, 270 

with b/w. photographs and maps. 8vo. E. S. Sayers’ bookplate to front endpaper. With a colour photograph of 

Thomas Mitchell’s grave loosely inserted at front. A nr. fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw.     [49511]  £30.00 
 



 

11. Davidson, Rodney. A Book Collector’s Notes. On items relating to the Discovery of Australia. The First 

Settlement and the Early Coastal Exploration of the Continent. 1st. Ed. Pub. Cassell Australia. 1970  pp.138 

with b/w. illus. 8vo. A fine hdbk. in thor. vg. dw., gently sunned on spine.     [49493]  £10.00 

Contains useful information for those wishing to build a collection of books in the fields of the discovery of Australia, its 

settlement and early exploration. 
 

12. Ferguson, George. Some Early Australian Bookmen.  1st. Ed. Pub. Australian National Univ. 1978  pp.65 

with b/w. illus. 8vo. Limited edition of 1,000 copies, this being No. 941. Signed by author. A fine hdbk. in nr. fine 

dw.     [49497]  £10.00 

This book selects some of the outstanding figures among booksellers, book publishers, authors and bibliophiles to show how 

the trade developed during its formative years. 
 

13. Gilbert, Lionel. The Royal Botanic Gardens, Sydney. A history 1816 - 1985. 1st. Ed. Pub. Oxford. 1986  

pp.xiv, 209 with b/w. photographs and illustrated front-end papers. 4to. A thor. vg. hardback in thor. vg. dw.    

[49641]  £30.00 
 

14. Jervis, J. (Edited by Mackaness, G.). The Cradle City of Australia.  A History of Parramatta. 1788 - 1961. 
1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. The Council of the City of Parramatta. 1969  pp.xiv, 242 with b/w. photographs and illus. 4to. 

Presentation bookplate, from the Mayor of the city of Parramatta. A nr. fine hdbk. in illus. boards.     [49477] 

 £10.00 

Parramatta claims the interest of historians since it was the cradle of settlement in Australia. Here began those two great 

primary industries, sheep-breeding and wheat-growing, from which the countries prosperity grew. 
 

15. Parkin, Ray. H. M. Bark Endeavour: Her Place in Australian History. With an Account of her 

Construction, Crew and Equipment and a Narrative of her Voyage on the East Coast of New Holland in 

the Year 1770. 3rd. Rev. Rep. Ed. Pub. The Miegunyah Press. 1999  Two volumes in slipcase. Text volume with 

extracts from journals and logs with b/w. illus., charts and maps, accompanied by a boxed set of plans and 

diagrams reproduced in natural size. Royal 4to. A fine set hardback set, with slipcase in fine condition.     [49482] 

 £250.00 

The text volume portrays the history of the Endeavour and the full account of Cook's first voyage to Australia. All plans, charts 

and illustrations in volume two were produced by the author. A remarkable work.  
 

16. Reed, A.W. (Ed.). Captain Cook in Australia. Extracts from the journal of Captain James Cook giving a 

full account in his own words of his adventures and discoveries in Australia. 1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. Reed. 1969  

pp.192 with b/w. photographs and illus. and fold-out map to rear, which has one closed tear. 8vo. A thor. vg. 

hardback.    [49495]  £7.00 
 

17. Ritchie, John. Punishment and Profit. The Reports of Commissioner John Bigge on the Colonies of New 

South Wales and Van Diemen’s Land, 1822-1823; their origins, nature and significance. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

Heinemann. 1970  pp.x, 324 with some underlining of text in blue pen on page 2. 8vo. A fine hdbk. in good dw. (a 

3.5cm x 2.5cm piece missing from front).     [49525]  £22.00 

Between 1819-21, John Thomas Bigge was commissioned to travel to Australia and conduct a thorough review of its history, 

present state and future prospects; then to present findings to Parliament. This volume discusses the reasons for Bigge’s 

appointment.  
 

18. Ritchie, John (Ed.). The Evidence to the Bigge Reports. New South Wales under Governor Macquarie. 
1st. Ed. Pub. Heinemann. 1971  2 volume set. 8vo. Nr. fine hdbks. in nr. fine dws.     [49526]  £30.00 

During the years 1819-21, Commissioner John Thomas Bigge visited Australia and conducted extensive inquiries into its past 

history, present condition and future prospects. He presented his findings to Parliament in 1822 and 1823. This two volume 

work presents part of the evidence which he collected. Volume 1 details oral evidence including transcripts of interviews. 

Volume 2 presents information sent to him in private letters. 
 

19. Riviere, Marc Serge. (Trans. & Ed.). The Governor’s Noble Guest. Hyacinthe de Bougainville’s account of 

Port Jackson, 1825. 1st. Ed. Pub. Melbourne. 1999  pp.xxvii, 291 with b/w. illus. 8vo. Only 1,000 copies 

produced. Nr. fine hdbk. in fine dw.     [49513]  £22.50 

This book is a translation of the private diaries kept by Baron Hyacinthe de Bougainville, during his stay in New South Wales. 
 

20. Sanders, Theodora. Bunbury. Some early history. 1st. Ed. Pub. Roebuck Society. 1975  pp.viii, 126 with b/w. 

illus. 4to. A nr. fine hdbk.     [49505]  £12.50 

Charts the development of the town of Bunbury (Western Australia) and its surroundings, from the time of the arrival of French 

ships in 1803. 
 

21. Skelton, R.A. Captain James Cook. After two hundred years. 1st. Ed. Rep. Ed. Pub. British Museum. 1976  

pp.32 with two colour and twenty-four b/w. illus. 8vo. A nr. fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw.    [49491]  £20.00 

Skelton draws a broad picture of Cook. 



 

 

22. Tyrrell, James R. Old Books, Old Friends, Old Sydney.  1st. Ed. Pub. Angus and Robertson. 1952  pp.xii, 193 

with b/w. photographs. 4to. A fine hdbk. in vg. dw.     [49517]  £12.00 
 

23. Wantrup, Jonathan. Australian Rare Books. 1788-1900. 1st. Ed. Pub. Hordern House. 1987  pp.x, 468 with 

b/w. illus. 4to. With Hordern House business card tipped onto half-title. A fine hardback in dw. lightly faded in 

places and small piece removed from rear.    [49520]  £45.00 

This book brings together a mass of material not otherwise available in a single book, and includes an impressive amount of 

previously unrecorded detail.  
 

24. Ward et al. The Sketchbook Series. Eight volumes. Pub. Rigby. 1970-76  Eight volumes from The Sketchbook 

series. 8vo. Illustrated with line drawings and maps. All hardbacks in nr. fine or fine condition, with vg. to fine 

dws.     [49572]  £45.00 

The Sketchbook Series runs to over 50 collectible volumes. They describe and illustrate the history and ‘current status’ of 

Australian towns, cities and regions.  Five of the eight volumes offered here are first editions (Tasmania, Paddington, Blue 

Mountains, Fremantle and Geraldton); with the other three reprints - The Rocks Sydney, Parramatta and Rottnest Island. 
 

25. White, J. (Chisholm, A. H. (Ed.)). Journal of a Voyage to New South Wales.  Rep. Pub. Angus & Robertson. 

1962  pp.xiii, 282 with sixty-five colour and b/w. plates. 8vo. A very good hdbk. in lightly chipped and marked 

dw.    [47642]  £22.00 

Originally published in 1790. 
 

26. Willard, Myra. History of the White Australia Policy to 1920.  1st. Ed. Rep. Corr. Ed. Pub. Melbourne. 1967  

pp.xii, 217. 8vo. Previous owner’s neat signature to ffep. o/w. a fine hdbk. in vg. dw.     [49515]  £10.00 

This work was originally published in 1923 and was the first to examine the White Australia policy.  
 

27. Withey, Lynne. Voyages of Discovery. Captain Cook and the Exploration of the Pacific. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

Hutchinson.  1988  pp.512 with b/w. illus. 4to. A set of fine Captain Cook Bicentenary stamps loosely inserted in 

front. A fine hdbk. in fine dw.    [49522]  £15.00 

More than simply a biography, Voyages of Discovery makes use of recent scholarship in such disciplines as history, 

anthropology, art history and literary criticism to place Cook in the broader context of Pacific peoples’ attitudes to their 

European ‘discoverers’. 
 

Botanical Illustration 

28. Blamey, Marjorie. Painting Flowers.  1st. Ed. Pub. Dorling Kindersley & Domino. 1998  pp.128 with colour 

illus. 4to. Signed by Majorie Blamey on half-title. A fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw.     [49408]  £40.00 

Marjorie Blamey is considered one of the best contemporary illustrators of plants and flowers and it is no wonder therefore 

that she has been involved in the publication of many book.  Here she provides good insight into her techniques. 
 

29. Brown, A. Flower Paintings from the Apothecaries’ Garden. Contemporary Botanical Illustrations from 

Chelsea Physic Garden. 1st. Ed. Pub. Antique Collectors’ Club.  2005  pp.135 with colour illus. Royal 4to. A 

fine hdbk. in fine dw.     [49432]  £50.00 

Flower Paintings from the Apothecaries’ Garden contains fifty-six colour reproductions of paintings, one by each artist. The 

plants depicted range from small alpines to magnificent trees and from food plants to those which yield life-saving drugs. 
 

30. Chirino, M. & Stevens, M. Arte y Botanica. Seleccion de Ilustraciones de The Society of Botanical 

Artists. Pub. Lunwerg. 2001  pp.236 with colour illus. Royal 4to. All text in English and Spanish. A fine hdbk. in 

nr. fine dw.     [49423]  £60.00 

The Society of Botanical Artists collaborated with Caja de Madrid to publish this superb work reproducing the work of the 

society’s members. 
 

31. Clay, Rotha Mary. Samuel Hieronymus Grimm. Of Burgdorf in Switzerland. 1st. Ed. Pub. Faber and 

Faber. 1941  pp.xxxii, 111 plus b/w. plates. 4to. A fine hdbk. in good to vg. dw. From the library of the author 

Nigel Temple with his bookplate to front paste down.    [49282]  £40.00 

The life and art of the 18th Century Swiss painter and poet Samuel Hieronymus Grimm are the subject of this book. His 

continental work is illustrated by 30 plates, many of them Swiss Alpine Scenery. His English work covers a wide range of 

subjects including his views of Selborne, which he made as a guest of Gilbert White. White considered him ‘a most elegant 

colourist’. 
 

32. Coats, A.M. The Book of Flowers. Four Centuries of Flower Illustration. Pub. Phaidon Press. 1973  pp.208 

with b/w. and colour illus. Crown folio. A nr. fine hdbk. in vg. dw.     [49372]  £15.00 

Covers the period 1485 to 1850, illustrated using 40 plates and supporting text. 
 



 

33. Dean, Pauline. Portfolio of a Botanical Artist.  Pub. Botanical Publishing. 2004  pp.157 with many colour 

illus. Royal 4to. A fine hdbk. in illus. boards.     [49419]  £25.00 
 

34. Elliott, Brent. An Illustrated History of The Garden Flower Flora.  Pub. The Royal Horticultural Society. 

2001  pp.335 with many colour illus. Royal 4to. A fine hdbk. in fine dw.    [49422]  £40.00 
 

35. Evans, Annie-Marie & Donn. An Approach to Botanical Painting in Watercolour.  1st. Ed. Pub. Hannaford 

and Evans. 1993  pp.183 with colour illus. throughout. 4to. A fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw. Scarce and sought after.    

[49427]  £400.00 

A superb work aimed at those with a good standard of skill in botanical art and wanting to move on to a higher, more 

professional level. The first part of the book is a background to the history of botanical illustration, followed by practical 

sections covering techniques, materials and numerous examples of work accomplished by Anne-Marie’s students. 
 

36. Findlay, W.P.K. Fungi. Wayside and Woodland Series. 1st. Ed. Pub. Frederick Warne. 1967  pp.xi, 202 with 

colour plates by Beatrix Potter. 8vo. Bookplate to front paste down. A fine hardback.     [49270]  £45.00 
 

37. Gordon-Craig Gallery. Fine Botanical Paintings. Contemporary Botanical Works from the Gordon-Craig 

Gallery. Pub. Gordon-Craig Publications. 2000  pp.104 with colour illus. Royal 4to. A fine hdbk. in illus. boards.     

[49433]  £15.00 
 

38. Grafton, C. B. (Ed.). 1,001 Floral Motifs and Ornaments for Artists and Craftspeople.  1st. Ed. Pub. 

Dover. 1987  pp.121 with many copyright-free floral designs. 4to. A thor. vg. softback.     [49405]  £12.00 

Offers graphic artists and craftworkers a variety of floral favourites in ornamental styles that range from 18th-century 

classical to Victorian and Art Nouveau. 
 

39. Grigson, Geoffrey & Buchanan, Handasyde. Thornton’s Temple of Flora.  Pub. Collins. 1972  pp.vi, 66 with 

colour and b/w. illus. 4to. A fine hdbk. in vg. plus. dw.    [49392]  £17.50 

Thorntons ‘Temple of Flora’ was first published in 1807, and represents to many, one of the most beautifully illustrated works 

of flower engravings. In 1951, the publisher Collins produced a facsimile of 36 of the plates, folio size. This is a smaller 

edition, printed to a high quality and giving a very good flavour of the original work. 
 

40. Hinz, P-A. et al.  The Liles. Lilien. Les Liliacees.  Pierre Joseph Redoute (1759-1840). Pub. Taschen. 2000  

pp.494 with colour plates throughout. Royal 4to. Fine hdbk. in fine dw.    [49416]  £40.00 

Pierre-Joseph Redoute is one of the most famous botanical illustrators of the Western world. Particularly outstanding are his 

eight volumes on the lily family, which were published under the title of Les Liliacees between 1802 and 1816. Here, the 

famous illustrations are accompanied by text written by Petra-Andrea Hinz and Werner Dressendorfer, with botanical 

descriptions researched by Ute and Dietrich Muller-Doblies.  
 

41. Hollis, J. (Ed.). Gordon Beningfield. The artist and his work. Pub. Viking. 1994  pp.76 with colour and b/w. 

illus. Royal 4to. A fine hdbk.     [49415]  £7.50 
 

42. Hooker, William. Hooker’s Finest Fruits. A Selection of Paintings of Fruits by William Hooker. (1779-

1832) Introduction by William T. Stearn and descriptions by Frederick A. Roach. Rep. Pub. The Herbert 

Press. 1997  pp.222 with colour illus. Royal 4to. A fine hdbk. in fine dw.     [49417]  £17.50 
 

43. Houston, Jayne. Painting Dresden Flowers with Jayne Hourston. Book II. 1st. Ed. Pub. Jayne’s Art Studio. 

1985  pp.79 with colour and b/w. photographs. 4to. In fine condition. Ringbound softback.     [49431]  £20.00 
 

44. Hunt, P.F. & Grierson, M. The Country Life Book of Orchids.  Pub. Country Life Books. 1978  pp.128 with 

colour and b/w. illus. Crown folio. A vg. hdbk. in good slipcase.    [49375]  £15.00 

Beautifully illustrated, using artwork from the end of the 19th Century alongside that of contemporary artists. Deals with 

orchid structure, then looks at orchids from around the world. 
 

45. Jay, E., Noble, M. & Hobbs, A.S. A Victorian Naturalist. Beatrix Potter’s Drawings from the Armitt 

Collection. Pub. F. Warne. 2002  pp.191 with colour illus. 4to. A fine hdbk. in fine dw.     [49404]  £45.00 

Few details had been known about Beatrix Potter’s scientific work until the discovery by Dr Mary Noble, of a series of letters 

between Beatrix and Charles McIntosh, the celebrated Scottish naturalist. In this book Mary Noble has used the 

correspondence between the two, to explain and annotate the paintings reproduced within this superb book. 
 

46. Knapp, Sandra. Potted Histories. An artistic voyage through plant exploration. 1st. Ed. Pub. Scriptum 

Editions. 2003  pp.336 with colour illus. 4to. A fine hdbk. in fine dw.     [49426]  £25.00 

Through botanical paintings and insightful essays, Potted Histories examines the fascinating history of plants and flowers. 

Over 20 plant families are profiled, including cacti, daffodils, iris, magnolia, poppies, roses, tulips and waterlilies. 
 



 

47. Korach, K.A. (Ed.). Botanical Art & Illustration. 1972-1973. Catalogue [of the] 3rd International 

Exhibition of Botanical Art & Illustration. 1st. Ed. Pub. The Hunt Institute for Botanical Documentation. 1972  

pp.187 with b/w. photographs. 8vo. A nr. fine hdbk. in illus. boards.     [49396]  £12.00 

This is the catalogue from the 3rd International Exhibition of  Botanical Art and Illustration held at the Hunt Institute. 
 

48. Lawrence, G. H. M. (Ed.). 20th Century Botanical Art & Illustration. 1968-1969. Catalogue [of the] 2nd 

International Exhibition of Botanical Art & Illustration. 1st. Ed. Pub. The Hunt Botanical Library. 1968  

pp.267 with b/w. photographs depicting both illustrators and their work. 8vo. A fine hdbk. in illus. boards.     

[49395]  £10.00 
 

49. Leith-Ross, Prudence. The Florilegium of Alexander Marshal at Windsor Castle. Volume 1. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

Royal Collection Enterprises. 2000  pp.viii, 384 with colour illus. Royal 4to. A fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw.     

[49430]  £90.00 

The Florilegium of Alexander Marshal (c.1620-82) has been part of the Royal Collection since the reign of King George IV. 

Now kept in the Royal Library at Windsor Castle, it contains 159 folios of exquisite watercolours which depict more than 600 

different plants, both native and exotic, together with meticulous studies of insects, birds, and animals. 
 

50. Mabberley, D. Arthur Harry Church. The Anatomy of Flowers. 1st. Ed. Pub. Merrell & The Natural History 

Museum.  2000  pp.128 with b/w. photographs and colour illus. 4to. A fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw. Out-of-print.     

[49428]  £90.00 

Arthur Harry Church’s botanical art is very highly regarded and he produced his greatest pieces for his unfinished publication 

Types of Floral Mechanism. Several volumes were planned in which he wanted to describe and illustrate the development and 

structure of 100 of what he considered to be, the best flowers. In the event, only one volume was published. This account by 

David Mabberley discusses Church’s work and presents, for the first time in many instances, a significant number of the 

unpublished illustrations. Fascinating. 
 

51. Mabey, R. The Flowering of Kew.  1st. Ed. Pub. Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew. 1988  pp.xv, 208 with colour 

illus. 4to. A fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw.     [49407]  £8.00 

Richard Mabey has made a selection of the finest pictures from Kew’s unique archive. He tells the story of the resident artists, 

explorer painters, inspired amateurs and official illustrators who have made Kew’s collection renowned throughout the world.  
 

52. McAllen, M. & Savill, R. Clematis. Plant Portraits of Species and Selected Cultivars. 1st. Ed. Pub. The Book 

Guild. 2001  pp.104 with colour illus. 4to. A fine hdbk. in fine dw.     [49402]  £3.50 

Monica McAllen’s delicate watercolours are perfectly complemented by Robin Savill’s entertaining and informative text about 

each specimen. 
 

53. Milne, J. Flowers in Watercolour. A step-by-step guide from simple flower studies to more advanced 

compositions. 1st. Ed. Pub. Batsford. 1992  pp.128 with colour illus. 4to. A fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw.     [49399] 

 £10.00 

Here, Judith Milne presents her simple and highly effective techniques, allowing the reader to follow step-by-step. Judith 

specialises in plant studies and has illustrated for Kew Gardens. 
 

54. Noltie, H. J. The Dapuri Drawings. Alexander Gibson & The Bombay Botanic Gardens. Pub. Antique 

Collectors’ Club.  2002  pp.240 with colour illus. Royal 4to. A fine hdbk. in fine dw.     [49421]  £25.00 
 

55. Noltie, H. J. Indian Botanical Drawings. 1793-1868. From the Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh. Pub. 

Royal Botanic Garden. 1999  pp.100 with colour illus. 4to. A fine softback.     [49412]  £35.00 
 

56. Norst, M. F. Ferdinand Bauer. The Australian Natural History Drawings. 1st. Ed. Pub. British Museum of 

Natural History. 1989  pp.120 with colour and b/w. illus. 4to. A fine softback.     [49406]  £25.00 

Illustrated with artwork Bauer completed during his time involved on the Investigator voyage. Travelling on the ship HMS 

Investigator, he worked as botanical draughtsman to Sir Joseph Banks' botanist, Robert Brown (1773-1858). 
 

57. Parsons, A. & Thomas, G. S. A Garden of Roses.  1st. Ed. Pub. Pavilion Books. 1987  pp.160 with colour illus. 

4to. With stamp mark of the botanist Anthony Huxley. A nr. fine hdbk. in illus. boards.     [49394]  £14.00 

Illustrated with plates from the superb work Genus Rosa by Alfred Parson, RA. The text gives details of the history of each 

rose, thereby making this a very interesting work. 
 

58. Ponsonby, L. Marianne North at Kew Gardens.  1st. Ed. Pub. Webb & Bower. 1990  pp.128 with colour illus. 

4to. With neat dedication signed by Laura Ponsonby on title page. A fine hdbk. in fine dw.     [49411]  £20.00 

Published to coincide with the centenary of her death, Marianne North at Kew Gardens is a tribute to a remarkable Victorian 

painter and traveller, beautifully illustrating her breadth of work 
 

59. Redoute, P.J. Redoute’s Roses.  Pub. Wordsworth. 1990  pp.342 with 167 full-page, colour reproduction of his 

work. Folio. Fine in nr. fine dw.    [49365]  £18.00 

A very well produced reproduction of the plates and text that formed Redoute’s ‘Les Roses’ published between 1817 and 1824. 



 

 

60. Ross-Craig, Stella. Drawings of British Plants. Vols. I to VIII. Rep. Pub. Bell and Hyman. 1949-74  Nine 

volumes. A complete set of the work bound in 8 volumes, plus the Index volume, making this a more easily 

navigable set. 8vo. Uniformly bound in blue cloth, with the index volume having a dw.  Boards lightly marked in 

places, otherwise in fine condition. A super set.     [49425]  £275.00 

Stella Ross-Craig, who died in February 2006, is said to be the finest and most comprehensive illustrator of British Flora, 

described by Wilfred Blunt as ‘unrivalled’ in her field.  Her ‘Drawings of British Plants’ took 26 years to complete and 

comprises 1,306 plates. 
 

61. Sackville-West, Vita. Some Flowers.  New Ed. Ed. Pub. Abrams. 1993  pp.111 with colour illus. 8vo. A fine 

hdbk. in fine dw.    [49403]  £9.50 

This new edition of a personal, erudite book (first published in 1939), has been enhanced by Graham Rust’s watercolours. 
 

62. Shaw, B. The Book of Primroses.  Pub. David & Charles. 1991  pp.96 with colour illus. 4to. A thor. vg. 

softback.     [49410]  £8.00 
 

63. Sherlock, Siriol. Botanical Illustration. Painting with watercolours. 1st. Ed. Pub. Batsford. 2004  pp.128 

with colour illus. 4to. A nr. fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw.    [49400]  £19.00 

Beautifully illustrated with over 150 examples of fine botanical art by the author, unless specified. 
 

64. Sherwood, S. & Matthews, V. (Eds.). Contemporary Botanical Artists. The Shirley Sherwood Collection. 
Pub. Weidenfeld & Nicolson. 1996  pp.240 with many colour illus. 4to. A nr. fine softback.     [49420]  £28.50 

Celebrating the renaissance of botanical art.  Contains work collected in the five years before publication, from over a 

hundred painters, living in seventeen different countries around the world.  
 

65. Sherwood, Shirley. A New Flowering. 1000 years of Botanical Art. Pub. Ashmolean. 2005  pp.200 with 

colour illus. 4to. A fine softback.     [49409]  £15.00 

Featuring reproductions of Botanical art spanning a period of 1000 years (up to the mid/late 20th century), this catalogue 

represents the Ashmolean’s leading exhibition of 2005. Flowers, fruit and vegetables, trees, succulents and more are depicted, 

accompanied by insightful text. 
 

66. Sherwood, Shirley. A Passion for Plants. Contemporary Botanical Masterworks. 1st. Ed. Pub. Cassell & 

Co. 2001  pp.264 with colour illus. Royal 4to. A fine hdbk. in fine dw.     [49429]  £35.00 

A Passion for Plants is the author’s homage to the renaissance of this art form. The best of contemporary botanical art has 

been assembled from her own collection and paired with her own recollections of the aritsts and their method of working.  
 

67. Showell, B. Watercolour Flower Portraits.  Pub. Search Press. 2006  pp.128 with colour illus. 4to. A fine 

hdbk. in fine dw.    [49424]  £15.00 

Packed with information on drawing and painting techniques, colour mixing and composition, an inspiration for anyone who 

wants to develop their flower painting skills, whether or not they have any previous experience.  
 

68. Stearn, W. & Rix, Martyn. Redoute’s Fairest Flowers.  Rep. Pub. The Herbert Press. 1997  pp.312 with colour 

illus. Royal 4to. A fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw.    [49418]  £20.00 
 

69. Stevens, M. The Art of Botanical Painting.  Pub. Collins. 2004  pp.144 with colour illus. 4to. Minor creases to 

half and full-title pages o/w. a fine hdbk. in fine dw. with dedication on title page from Margaret Stevens.     

[49413]  £40.00 

A practical guide to botanical painting in an impressive variety of media. 
 

70. Westland, P. The Complete Flower Arranger.  Pub. Parragon. 1997  pp.228 with colour photographs. 4to. A 

fine ring-bound softback.     [49414]  £10.00 

Contains over 60 step-by-step projects, including designs for special occasions and holidays, and ideas for dried flower 

arrangements. 
 

71. White, J. J. & Bruno, L. B. 9th International Exhibition of Botanical Art & Illustration.  1st. Ed. Pub. The 

Hunt Institute for Botanical Documentation. 1998  pp.191 with colour photographs depicting artwork and b/w. 

images of the illustrators. 4to. Closed tear to images either side of p.17 o/w. a fine softback.     [49397]  £17.50 

This is the catalogue from the 9th International Exhibition of  Botanical Art and Illustration held at the Hunt Institute. The vast 

majority of the works featured are held at the Institute. 
 

72. White, J. J., Farole, A. M. & Tomasic, S. M. (Eds.). 8th International Exhibition of Botanical Art & 

Illustration.  1st. Ed. Pub. The Hunt Institute for Botanical Documentation. 1995  pp.178 with b/w. photographs. 

4to. A nr. fine softback.     [49398]  £10.00 
 

73. Wunderlich, E. B. Botanical Illustration.  Watercolour Technique. 1st. Ed. Pub. Studio Vista. 1991  pp.144 

with colour and b/w. illus. 4to. A nr. fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw.    [49401]  £12.00 



 

Botany 

74. Allan, Mea. The Hookers of Kew.  Pub. Michael Joseph.  1967  pp.273 with b/w. photographs. 8vo. Newspaper 

clippings loosely inserted to rear of book. A thor. vg. hdbk. in vg. dw.    [49204]  £25.00 
 

75. Allen, B.M. A Selection of Wildflowers of Southern Spain.  Pub. Mirador Books. 1993  pp.254 with colour 

photography. 8vo. A nr. fine softback. Out-of-print.     [49295]  £14.00 

Describes more than 200 common plants of the area. 
 

76. Alon, Azaria. 300 Wild Flowers of Israel.  Pub. Steimatzky. 1993  pp.154 with colour photographs. 8vo. 

Flowers organised by colour. Small piece missing from rear cover, Contents fine. Overall a vg. softback.     

[49294]  £20.00 
 

77. Arnold, Rev. F. H. Flora of Sussex, or a list of the flowering plants & ferns found in the county of Sussex 

with localities of the less common species. 2nd. Ed. Pub. Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent. 1907  pp.xxi, 

154 with colour map and b/w. illus. 12mo. Historical signature dated 1930  to ffep. and some annotation in pencil 

to text, o/w. a vg. hdbk. in red boards.     [49531]  £12.00 
 

78. Babington, C.C.  Flora of Cambridgeshire: or A Catalogue of Plants Found in the County of Cambridge, 

with References to Former Catalogues, and the Localities of the Rare Species.  1st. Ed. Pub. van Voorst.  

1860  pp.lvi, 327. Small 8vo. Some tick marks to text in pencil otherwise text in very clean condition. Fold-out 

map at front of book with 3 small spots of foxing. Scattered foxing to end-papers. Original boards in thoroughly 

vg. condition.     [45915]  £75.00 
 

79. Babington, Charles. Flora Bathoniensis: or A catalogue of the Plants indigenous to the vicinity of Bath. 
Pub. E. Collings. 1834  pp.iv, 62 with uncut index. Small 8vo. Some neat, historical notes to 2 pages of text. Some 

minor rubbing to marbled boards. More recently a new cloth spine has been added. Overall a very good copy.    

[47405]  £45.00 
 

80. Baker, Richard St. Barbe. Among the Trees. Vol II (of II).  Ltd. Ed. Pub. Puncknoll. 1941  A very clean copy 

of the second volume of this two volume set. 4to. Limited to 500 copies. Attractively bound in half vellum and 

cream cloth boards. Nr. fine.    [45217]  £75.00 
 

81. Baumann, Hellmut. Greek Wild Flowers and Plant Lore in Ancient Greece.  Pub. Herbert. 1993  pp.252 

with colour photography and b/w. illus. 8vo. A fine hdbk. in fine dw.     [49297]  £22.00 
 

82. Baytop, T. & Mathew, B. The Bulbous Plants of Turkey. An illustrated guide to bulbous petaloid 

monocotyledons of Turkey. 1st. Ed. Pub. Batsford. 1984  pp.xii, 132 with 120 coloured photos. and 18 b/w. 

8vo. A fine hdbk. in fine dw.    [31800]  £65.00 
 

83. Bean, W. J. Trees & Shrubs Hardy in the British Isles. Volumes I-IV with Supplement. 8th Revised Ed. 

Pub. M. Bean & John Murray. 1981-92  Five volumes.  A near fine hardback set in same dustwrappers. Hard to 

find sets with the supplement volume. Last and best edition.    [49143]  £325.00 

The standard work used by the professional and amateur alike. A mass of accurate information is combined with an informal 

style to produce a blend of botanical description, horticulture and personal experience that is unique.  The supplement brings 

this set and edition up to be the most complete that was ever published. 
 

84. Beckett, G. &. Bull, A. A Flora of Norfolk.  Pub. Gillian Beckett. 1999  pp.320 with colour photos and dist. 

maps. Fine hardback in fine dw. Out-of-print.    [48120]  £40.00 
 

85. Benson-Evans, K. & Antoine, R. A Guide to the Freshwater, Brackish and Marine Algae of South 

Wales, UK.  Pub. School of Pure and Applied Biology, Cardiff. 1996  pp.vii, 387 with b/w. text figs. Large 4to. A 

vg. plus softback.     [49363]  £20.00 
 

86. Blamey, M. The Alpine Flowers of Britain and Europe.  Rep. Pub. Collins. 1986  pp.384 with colour plates 

by Christopher Grey-Wilson and other line drawings. 8vo. Bookplate of previous owner to inside front cover.  A 

nr. fine softback. Scarce.    [49380]  £30.00 

Still the best field guide for this area of the world. 
 

87. Bon, Marcel. The Mushrooms and Toadstools of Britain and North-western Europe.  1st. Ed. Pub. 

Hodder & Stoughton. 1987  pp.352 with colour and b/w. illus. Small 8vo. Previous owner’s small address label on 

front. A vg. softback.    [49562]  £20.00 
 

88. Bowmer, Roger. British Orchids. A site guide.  Pub. Crowood. 2008  pp.144 with colour photographs. Small 

4to. A fine softback.     [48899]  £12.00 
 



 

89. Brewis, A., Bowman, P. & Rose, F. The Flora of Hampshire.  Pub. Harley Books. 1996  pp.xii, 386 with 16 

coloured photographs and dist. maps. Med. 4to. A nr. fine softback.    [49676]  £20.00 

Contains over 1,750 species of vascular plants, 590 lichens and 459 bryophyte taxa. The main recording period covers from 

1950-1995. Details the structure and geology of Hampshire, its climate, the history of the vegetation and the habitats.   
 

90. Britten, James. European Ferns.  1st. Ed. Pub. Cassell, Petter, Galpin & Co. [1881]  pp.xliv, 196, with 30 

colour chromolithograph plates and 4 p. catalogue. 4to. Hinges starting, text and plates coming loose. Contents nr. 

fine; just a handful of plates have small amount of foxing to margins, o/w. they are in fine condition. Original 

green cloth boards with gilt and black decoration, rubbed on corners and pulled at ends.      [49390]  £45.00 
 

91. Brodo, I., Sharnoff, S.D. & Sharnoff, S. Lichens of North America.  Pub. Yale. 2001  pp.xxiii, 795 with colour 

photographs throughout and dist. maps. 4to. A near fine hardback in near fine dw.    [49004]  £45.00 

A superb work. 
 

92. Chalk, L. & Rendle, B.J. British Hardwoods. Their Structure & Identification. Forest Products Research 

Bulletin No. 3. Pub. HMSO. 1929  pp.vi, 53 with b/w. figs. 8vo. A thor. vg. hdbk.     [49283]  £18.00 
 

93. Christofides, Yiannis. The Orchids of Cyprus. A Guide to the Cyprus Orchids. 1st. Ed. By the author. 2001  

pp.147 with colour photographs and b/w. text figs. 8vo. With dedication from the author. A thor. vg. softback.     

[49300]  £15.00 
 

94. Clement, E.J. and Foster, M.C. Alien Plants of the British Isles. A Provisional catalogue of vascular plants 

(excluding grasses). Pub. Botanical Society of the British Isles. 1994  pp.xviii, 590. Some very feint, scattered 

speckle marks to top-edge of text block o/w. a fine softback. Latest edition.    [48722]  £15.00 
 

95. Colorado Native Plant Society. Rare Plants of Colorado.  1st. Ed. Pub. Colorado Nature Plant Society. 1989  

pp.73 with colour photos. and b/w. illus. 4to. A vg. plus softback. Out-of-print.    [49306]  £5.00 
 

96. Compiled by the Living Collections Department. Inventory of Living Collections. [at the] Arnold 

Arboretum of Harvard University. Pub. Harvard College. 1992  pp.161, plus index and 2 plans of the 

arboretum. Illustrated with line drawings. 4to. With dedication from Jennifer Quigley (of the Arnold Arboretum). 

A near fine softback.     [49276]  £25.00 
 

97. Cornejo, F. & Janovec, J. Seeds of Amazonian Plants.  Pub. Princeton. 2010  pp.xxviii, 155 with colour 

photos. and two b/w. illus. plates. 8vo. A new softback.     [49329]  £24.95 
 

98. Correll, D.S. Native Orchids of North America, North of Mexico.  Rep. Pub. Stanford Uni. Press. 1978  

pp.xv, 399 with illustrations throughout. 4to. A thor. vg. hardback in vg. dw.    [22860]  £25.00 

Treats 200 species and varieties of orchids native to the United States and Canada. 
 

99. Cox, E.H.M. Farrer’s Last Journey. Upper Burma, 1919-20. 1st. Ed. Pub. Dulau & Co. 1926  pp.xix, 244 

with b/w. plates and illustrated end-papers. 8vo. A fine hardback in vg. dw. with small amount of loss.    [43034] 

 £150.00 

Contains a complete list of all the Rhododendrons collected by Reginald Farrer and his field notes. 
 

100. Cullen, J. Hardy Rhododendron Species. A Guide to Identification. Pub. Timber Press. 2005  pp.496 with 

colour photos. 8vo. A new hdbk. copy. In-print at £35.00.    [47743]  £22.50 
 

101. Culpeper, Nicholas. Culpeper’s Complete Herbal and English Physician. Wherein several hundred 

herbs, with a display of their medicinal and occult properties, are physically applied to the cure of all 

disorders of mankind. Fac. Pub. Magna. 1992  pp.iv, 240, illus. of Culpeper and colour plates. 4to. A near fine 

hardback in near fine dw.    [49636]  £14.00 

A well produced facsimile of the 1826 edition. 
 

102. Daniels, R.E. & Eddy, A. Handbook of European Sphagna.  Pub. ITE. 1985  pp.262 with b/w. illus. and dist. 

maps. 8vo. A fine softback. Scarce.    [49272]  £40.00 
 

103. Davey, R. Measurement of Trees.  1st. Ed. Pub. Forest Press. 1942  pp.236 with b/w. frontis. and text figs. 

8vo. Presentation copy from the author. Boards gently faded in places o/w. a vg. hdbk.     [49287]  £10.00 
 

104. de la Bedoyere, C.  The Handbook of Native Trees and Shrubs.  How to Plant and Maintain a Natural 

Woodland.  Pub. New Holland.  2001  pp.128 with colour photographs and other text figs. throughout. 4to. A vg. 

softback.     [45672]  £14.00 
 



 

105. de la Bedoyere, Guy. The Diary of John Evelyn.  1st. Ed. Pub. Boydell. 1995  pp.380. 8vo. A thor. vg. 

softback.    [49687]  £14.00 

Covers the period 1620 to 1706. Here, de la Bedoyere provides an edited version of Evelyn’s diary, omittiing lengthy accounts 

of his travels abroad, his sermons and notices, in favour of what is considered the more important content. 
 

106. Delforge, Pierre. Orchids of Britain & Europe. Collins Photo Guide. Pub. Harper Collins . 1995  pp.480 

with colour photographs. 8vo. A nr. fine hdbk.     [48853]  £14.00 
 

107. Den Hoek, C.V. et al.  Algae. An introduction to phycology. Pub. Cambridge. 1995  pp.xiv, 623 with b/w. text 

figs. 4to. A thor. vg. softback.     [49362]  £25.00 
 

108. Dickson, J.H. et al. The Changing Flora of Glasgow. Urban and Rural Plants through the Centuries. 1st. 

Ed. Pub. Edinburgh. 2000  pp.xii, 402 with colour photos and many dist. maps. A fine hardback in fine dw.    

[47933]  £45.00 
 

109. Dobson, F.S. Lichens. An Illustrated Guide to the British and Irish Species. 3rd. Enl. Ed. Pub. Richmond. 

1992  pp.376 with nearly 100 colour photographs and many more b/w. 8vo. Softback, covers gently darkened on 

edges, o/w. a fine copy.    [49381]  £20.00 
 

110. Douglas, David. Journal kept by David Douglas during his Travels in North America, 1823-1827.  Rep. 

Trollius. Pub.  2003  pp.364. 8vo. A fine softback.    [45636]  £20.00 

This is a reprint of David Douglas’ complete Journals, originally published in 1914. 
 

111. Druce, G.C.  The Flora of Oxfordshire. A Topographical and Historical Account of the Flowering Plants 

and Ferns Found in the County; with Biographical Notices of the Botanists who Have Contributed to 

Oxfordshire Botany During the Last Four Centuries.  2nd. Ext. Rev. Ed. Pub. Oxford Clarendon Press.  1927  

pp.cxxxii, 538. 8vo. Pages rough cut as originally published. Contents beautifully clean. One or two sections 

uncut. With neat ownership inscription on ffep. With original dustwrapper which has a small amount of loss on the 

spine and edges. Overall a nr. fine copy of this extensively revised and scarce flora.    [45908]  £200.00 
 

112. Druce, George Claridge. The Flora of Buckinghamshire. With Biographical Notes of those Who Have 

Contributed to its Botany During the Last Three Centuries.  1st. Ed. Pub. Arbroath T. Buncle and Co.  1926  

pp.cxxvii, 437 with map in pocket at end of volume. 4to. Contents in fine condition. Original green cloth boards in 

nr. fine condition.    [49563]  £85.00 
 

113. Eckenwalder, James E. Conifers of the World. The Complete Reference. Rep. Pub. Timber Press. 2013  

pp.720 with colour and b/w. photographs and illustrations throughout. 4to. A fine hardback in lightly faded, o/w. 

fine dustwrapper. Latest edition. In-print at £44.99. Recommended    [49089]  £35.00 
 

114. Ellis, M.B. More Dematiaceous Hyphomycetes.  Rep. Pub. CAB. 1993  pp.507 with 383 text figs. 8vo. Neat 

inscription on half-title. A thoroughly very good softback.    [47559]  £45.00 

This is the companion volume to Dematiaceous Hyphomycetes. 
 

115. Ellis, Martin B. & Ellis. J. Pamela. Microfungi on Miscellaneous Substrates. An Identification Handbook. 
Enl. Ed. Pub. Richmond. 1998  pp.vi, 246 with b/w. line drawings. A fine hdbk. Out-of-print. Scarce.    [48877] 

 £100.00 
 

116. Ellis, R.G. Flowering Plants of Wales.  1st. Ed. Pub. Nat. Mus. Wales. 1983  pp.x, 338 with dist. maps and 

plastic overlay in rear board pocket. 4to. A vg. hdbk. in vg. dw.    [49561]  £15.00 
 

117. Emboden, W.A. Bizarre Plants. Magical, Monstrous, Mythical. Pub. Studio Vista. 1974  pp.ix, 214 with 

many b/w. illus. throughout. 8vo. A nr. fine hdbk. in vg. plus dw.     [49265]  £15.00 
 

118. Farjon, A.  A Natural History of Conifers.   Pub. Timber Press.  2008  pp.304 with colour photographs and 

line drawings throughout. 4to. A fine copy in fine dw.     [45096]  £22.50 

This illuminating review will fascinate plant lovers who wish to disover the extraordinary relatives of ordinary garden 

conifers; natural historians, who will relish seeing conifers reviewed in a broader context, and all who seek to learn more 

about the early history of life on our planet.  
 

119. Farrer, R. The Dolomites. King Laurin’s Garden. 1st. Ed. Pub. A & C Black. 1913  pp.vii, 207 with fold-out 

map. 8vo. Some very minor foxing. Original illustrated boards a little rubbed and bumped o/w. a very good hdbk. 

copy.    [47655]  £45.00 
 

120. Farrer, R. The Dolomites. King Laurin’s Garden. Rep. Pub. Cadogan Books. 1985  pp.vii, 207. A nr. fine 

softback.    [47675]  £7.50 
 



 

121. Farrer, R. The Garden of Asia. Impressions from Japan. 1st. Ed. Pub. Methuen & Co. 1904  pp.xii, 300 plus 

43 page Methuen catalogue. 8vo.  Light foxing. Ex-lib. Notes in ink on reverse of half-title and title pages. In 

original cloth binding, lightly bumped on corners. A vg. copy.    [33283]  £30.00 
 

122. Farrer, R. The Rainbow Bridge.  1st. Ed. 3rd. Imp. Pub. Edward Arnold. 1926  pp.xi, 383 with fold-out map. 

8vo. Contents in fine condition. Original blue cloth boards with gilt lettering in near fine condition. A nice copy.    

[43037]  £30.00 
 

123. Fitter, Richard & Alastair. Guide to the Grasses, Sedges, Rushes and Ferns. of Britain and Northern 

Europe. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1984  pp.256 with colour illus. and dist. maps. 8vo. A fine hdbk.     [49529]  £45.00 

This book provides comprehensive coverage of all the grasses, sedges, rushes and ferns of the British Isles, north-west Europe, 

Scandinavia and Iceland. Over 420 species are illustrated and over 590 described, family by family. 
 

124. Forty, Michelle & Rich, Tim. (Transcribers and Editiors). The Botanist. The Botanical Diary of Eleanor 

Vachell. (1879-1948). Pub. National Museum Wales. 2005  pp.227 with a b/w. illus. 4to. A fine softback. Out-

of-print. Scarce.    [49212]  £30.00 

Eleanor Vachell was a highly regarded amateur botanist. This diary predominantly tells the story of her botanical adventures 

with her friends during their quest to paint every British plant in the wild. She nearly completed it too, missing only 13 of 

approx. 1,800 species. 
 

125. Foundation Arboretum Trompenburg. Trees in Rotterdam. Arboretum Trompenburg. Pub. Foundation 

Arboretum Trompenburg. [1983]  pp.129 with colour and b/w. photographs. 4to. A fine hdbk. in illus. boards.     

[49291]  £14.50 

Published to celebrate the 25th Anniversary of this arboretum. Traces the establishment and development of the arboretum. A 

step-by-step approach takes the reader through sections of the garden.  
 

126. Friend, Rev. H.  Flowers and Flower Lore.   3rd. Ed. Pub. Swan Sonnenschein. 1886  pp.xvi,704 with illus. in 

text. 8vo. Contents in vg. condition with just a little foxing to the title-page. Dedication on title-page reads ‘to 

Helen from her loving husband, Christmas 1886’. This inscription is also written on the front paste-down. Gilt 

decoration to front board and spine. Spine showing some minor wear at ends. TEG. Overall a vg. copy.     [45901] 

 £75.00 
 

127. Gerard, John. (Gerarde, John). The Herball [Herbal] or Generall [General] Historie of Plants.  1st. Facs. 

Ed. Pub. Dover. 1975  pp.1630 with preface, index, tables and many wood block illus. Royal 4to. Light foxing to 

end-papers. Overall a thoroughly vg. hardback in green cloth boards.    [49635]  £100.00 

A facsimile of the complete edition of 1633, as revised and enlarged by Thomas Johnson 
 

128. Gimingham, C.H. Ecology of Heathlands.  1st. Ed. Pub. Chapman and Hall. 1972  pp.xv, 266 with b/w. 

photographs and text figs. 8vo. Previous owner’s neat signature to ffep. and some feint, scattered foxing to text 

block fore-edge, o/w. a vg. hdbk. in vg. dw., laminated by previous owner.     [49532]  £25.00 
 

129. Given, D.R. Rare and Endangered Plants of New Zealand.  1st. Ed. Pub. Reed. 1981  pp.vi, 154 with colour 

and b/w. photographs. 8vo. A nr. fine hardback in vg. dw.     [34132]  £12.50 
 

130. Grey-Wilson, C. &. Cribb, P. Guide to the Flowers of Western China.  Pub. Kew Publishing. 2011  pp.648, 

illustrated with over 2,000 colour photos and 10 maps. A new hardback.    [47788]  £70.00 

China's rich flora is unrivalled in temperate latitudes of the world, with 30,000 species of plants. Nowhere is this floral 

richness better seen than in the west of the country. 
 

131. Grierson, M., et al. An English Florilegium. Flowers, Trees, Shrubs, Fruits, Herbs. The Tradescant 

Legacy. 1st. Ed. Pub. Thames and Hudson. 1987  pp.240 with 52 colour plates depicting 150 plants. Crown folio. 

A fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw.    [49374]  £40.00 

William Stearn introduces this work with an absorbing account of the John Tradescants, the remarkable father and son 

gardeners and plant hunters. In artwork commissioned for this book, Mary Grierson illustrates 150 of the plants that the 

Tradescants knew, grew and in some cases, introduced to 17th Century England. Christopher Brickell supports this with 

extensive notes describing the plates and setting the plants in their botanical and horticultural context. 
 

132. Griffith, J.E.  The Flora of Anglesey and Carnarvonshire.  With an account of their Flowering Plants, 

Ferns and their Allies, Mosses, Marine Algae, Lichens and Hepaticae.  Pub. Bangor.  [c.1895]  pp.xx, 288 

with fold-out map at front of volume. Scattered foxing to fore-edges of text block, not affecting text. Small piece 

of loss from margin of ffep., otherwise contents in fine condition. Original green boards in fine condition.     

[45932]  £200.00 
 

133. Gut, Bernardo. Trees in Patagonia.  Pub. Birkhauser. 2008  pp.x, 283 with colour photographs and b/w. line 

figs. 4to. A new hdbk. in illus. boards.     [49356]  £42.99 



 

This book is a guide to the native trees and approximately 95% of the introduced arboreal species of Argentine and Chilean 

Patagonia. 
 

134. Hall, I.R. et al.  Edible and Poisonous Mushrooms of the World.   Pub. Timber Press.  2003  pp.371 with 

colour photographs throughout. 8vo. Lightly faded to front of dw. o/w. a fine copy. Hardback. Out-of-print and 

scarce in UK.     [44435]  £35.00 

A well-rounded look at mushrooms, including their cultivation, ethnobotanical uses, and the fascinating roles they play in 

nature. Provides expert advice on how to identify and distinguish between edible and poisonous wild mushrooms. 
 

135. Hara, H., Chater, A.O. and Williams, L.H.J. An Enumeration of the Flowering Plants of Nepal. Volume 3 

(of 3). Pub. British Museum (Natural History). 1982  pp. 226. Med. 4to. Old price stickers to covers o/w. fine 

softback. Scarce.     [49277]  £75.00 

This work is widely regarded as the most authentic and complete treatment of Nepalese plants. 
 

136. Harrap, Anne & Simon. Orchids of Britain and Ireland. A Field and Site Guide. Pub. A&C Black. 2005  

pp.480 with colour photos and dist. maps. Fine softback. RRP £29.99. Recommended.    [48897]  £18.00 
 

137. Harvey, A.G. Douglas of the Fir. A Biography of David Douglas, Botanist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Harvard. 1947  

pp.x, 290 with b/w. plates. 8vo. Bookplate to ffep. Neat ownership stamps to end-papers and several other places. 

Overall a thoroughly vg. hardback.    [31931]  £30.00 
 

138. Hendey, N. Ingram. An Introductory Account of the Smaller Algae of British Coastal Waters, Part V: 

Bacillariophyceae (Diatoms). Fishery Investigations, Series IV. Pub. Her Majesty’s Stationery Office. 1964  

pp.xxii, 317 plus 45 plates. 4to. A good to vg. copy with dustwrapper. Scarce.    [49264]  £50.00 
 

139. Henslow, J.S. On the Examination of a Hybrid Digitalis.  Facs. Pub. Cambridge.  1981  pp.(viii), 257-278 

with 4 plates, (one folding, one part coloured). 4to. The fold-out plate is a fine botanical illustration of the 

Foxglove hybrid, with the part coloured plate finely illustrating the floral organs. Nr. fine softback.    [49278] 

 £12.00 

This detailed account was first published in 1831. 
 

140. Hepper, F.N. Illustrated Encyclopedia of Bible Plants. Flowers and Trees, Fruits and Vegetables and 

Ecology. Pub. Inter Varsity Press. 1992  pp.192 with colour photos and illus. 4to. A fine hdbk. in fine dw.    

[49305]  £16.00 
 

141. Hodgson, W.  Flora of Cumberland. Containing a Full List of the Flowering Plants and Ferns to be 

found in the County, According to the Latest and Most Reliable Authorities.  1st. Ed. Pub. W. Meals and 

Company.  1898  pp.xxvi, 398 with some annotations in pencil to text. 8vo. Overall contents in fine condition with 

fold-out map at front of volume (which has 1 short closed tear). TEG. With the bookplate of Norman Nicholson to 

front paste-down and his signature to ffep. In original green cloth boards in nr. fine condition.     [45940]  £60.00 
 

142. Hooker, W. J. Flora Scotica. or a description of Scottish Plants, arranged both according to the artifical 

and natural methods in two parts.  1st. Ed. Pub. Archibald Constable & Co., Edinburgh; and Hurst, Robinson, 

and Co., London. 1821  Two parts bound as one. 8vo. A complete copy. Contents thor. vg. to fine. Half-calf with 

leather boards - more recent leather spine and end-papers. A vg. to fine. copy.    [48115]  £120.00 
 

143. Hoppe, Ansgar. A Field Guide to the Flowers of the Alps.  Pub. Pelagic Publishing. 2013  pp.192 with colour 

photos. Small 8vo. A new softback.    [49323]  £19.99 

Simple and reliable identification of more than 500 mountain flowers, by flower colour and flower shape. 
 

144. Hosie, R.C. Native Trees of Canada.  7th. Ed. Pub. Canada Forestry Service. 1975  pp.380 profusely illus. with 

b/w. photos. 8vo. A vg. softback, faded on spine.    [49284]  £10.00 
 

145. Hudson, C.T. & Gosse, P.H. The Rotifera; or Wheel-Animalcules. Volumes 1, 2 & Illustrations. Facs. 

Pub.  nd.  3 volumes. 4to. This is a facsimile reprint of the 1886 edition. Fine set of ringbound softbacks.     

[49185]  £40.00 

A reduced size facsimile. 
 

146. Jefferies, Richard. The Wood from the Trees.  1st. Ed. Pub. The Pilot Press Ltd. 1945  pp. 143 with b/w. 

photographs. 8vo. A vg. plus hdbk. in nr. vg. dw.    [49271]  £12.00 
 

147. Jenner (Edward). A Flora of Tunbridge Wells. Being a list of Indigenous Plants within a radious of 

fifteen miles around that place. 1st. Ed. Pub. J. Colbran. 1845  pp.xx [2], 134 with 2 hand-coloured plates and 

2pp. list of subscribers. Small 8vo. Original burgundy coloured cloth with gilt (and blind) lettering and decoration. 

With neat stamps of Rotheram Naturalists Society to ffep. and title. A near fine copy.    [49334]  £200.00 



 

 

148. Jermy, A. C. et al. Sedges of the British Isles. B.S.B.I Handbook No.1. 2nd. Ed. Rep. Pub. Bot. Soc. of the 

British Isles, Brit. Pteridological Society.  2000  pp.268 with text figs and dist. maps. Light creasing on card 

covers o/w. a very good softback copy.    [49639]  £10.00 
 

149. Johnson, Owen and More, David. Collins Tree Guide.  1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2004  pp.464 with illus. 

throughout. Large 4to. A fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw. A super copy of the large format, hardback edition.     [49569] 

 £50.00 

Over 1,500 trees described - the biggest number ever included in a single-volume field guide. 
 

150. Johnston, George. A Flora of Berwick-Upon-Tweed.  Volumes I and II.  Pub. Carfrae and Son.  1829-31  

Two volume set bound in one volume. 8vo. With 7 engraved plates, 2 being fold-out. Some foxing, with contents 

generally very clean. In contemporary half leather and marbled boards; binding showing its age on corners. Still 

quite handsome and a vg. copy. Scarce.     [46218]  £150.00 
 

151. Jones, David. Native Orchids of Australia.  1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. Reed  1993  pp.656 profusely illustrated with 

many colour photographs and line drawings. 4to. A new hardback copy in same dustwrapper.  Out-of-print.    

[19132]  £35.00 

David Jones described all known Australian orchid species. 
 

152. Kent, D.H. British Herbaria. An Index to the Location of Herbaria of British Vascular Plants. Pub. The 

Botanical Society of the British Isles. 1957  pp.101. 8vo. A nr. fine hdbk. in very gently faded blue cloth boards.    

[49367]  £7.50 
 

153. Kent, D.H. & Lousley, J.E. A Hand List of the Plants of the London Area. Flowering Plants, Ferns and 

Stoneworts. (Parts I-III). Pub. London Naturalist.  1951-53  Three parts in original covers. 8vo. Fine.    [49266] 

 £10.00 

Part 1. Introduction and Ranunculaceae to Portulacaceae; Part 2. Hypericaceae to Rosaceae; Part 3. Rosaceae to 

Compositae.  
 

154. Kershaw, L. et al. Plants of the Rocky Mountains. Lone Pine Field Guide. Pub. Lone Pine. 1998  pp.384 

with colour photography. 8vo. A vg. plus softback.     [49299]  £12.00 
 

155. Killick, J. et al. The Flora of Oxfordshire.  1st. Ed. Pub. Pisces. 1998  pp.xii, 386 with 111 colour photographs.  

Front edge of both boards have been bumped at bottom, causing a little tear in dw. Otherwise a fine copy.    

[32388]  £30.00 
 

156. Kingdon Ward, Frank. Mystery Rivers of Tibet.  Rep. Pub. Cadogan Books. 1986  pp.316 with a double-page 

map at rear of book. 8vo. A fine softback.    [46122]  £9.00 
 

157. Kingdon-Ward, Frank. Plant Hunting on the Edge of the World. Travels of a Naturalist in Assam and 

Upper Burma. 1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. Minerva. 1974  pp.x, 224 with b/w. plates and 3 maps. 8vo. Bookplate to ffep. 

A fine hardback in fine dw. with a 1cm closed tear on rear.    [32487]  £35.00 
 

158. Kingdon-Ward, Frank. Plant Hunting on the Edge of the World.  Rep. Pub. Cadogan. 1985  pp.383. 8vo. A 

vg. softback.     [46120]  £9.00 
 

159. Kingsbury, Noel. Hybrid. The History & Science of Plant Breeding. Pub. Chicago. 2009  pp.xiv, 493. 8vo. A 

fine hdbk. in fine dw.     [49163]  £12.50 
 

160. Kirk, P.M. et al. (Eds.). Ainsworth & Bisby’s Dictionary of the Fungi.  9th. Ed. Pub. CAB Intl. 2001  pp.xi, 

655 with text figs. Small 4to. Spine very gently faded o/w. a fine hdbk.     [47531]  £20.00 
 

161. Kristinsson, Hordur. A Guide to the Flowering Plants and Ferns of Iceland.  Pub. Orn og Orlygur. 1987  

pp.311 with many colour photographs, text figs. and dist. maps throughout. A nr. fine hdbk. copy in illus. boards, 

gently sunned and bumped on spine.    [48677]  £30.00 
 

162. Lang, David. Wild Orchids of Sussex.  Pub. Pomegranate Press. 2001  pp.144 with colour photography and 

dist. maps. 4to. A fine softback.     [49214]  £20.00 
 

163. Lin, Wei-Min. & Wang, Yi-Fu. The Wild Orchids of Taiwan. An illustrated Guide. Pub. KBCC Press. 2014  

pp.923 with over 1700 colour photographs and illustrations. 4to. A new copy that has been gently bumped on 

corners with resulting small (1.5cm) superficial tear to external rear joint. Otherwise a fine hardback. Special offer 

RRP £185.00.    [47600]  £95.00 



 

In this book, the authors describe and illustrate all 428 native orchid taxa recorded up to the end of 2012. “An invaluable 

wealth of knowledge made even more inviting by stunning photographs and an equally attractive layout. A must-have addition 

for every orchid library!” Carri Raven-Riemann, American Orchid Society accredited Judge. 
 

164. Lin, Wen-Hsiang and Chou, G. Phalaenopsis Kingdom. from Formosa. Pub. Asia Agri-Business Corp. 1987  

pp. 299 with 1047 colour photograpghs for the Genus Phalaenopsis and 163 for the Genus Cattleya. Royal 4to. A 

good number of advertisements providing further interesting information. A thoroughly vg. copy in illus. boards. 

Text in both English and Chinese.     [46294]  £40.00 
 

165. Linnaeus, C. Linnaeus Species Plantarum. A Facsimile of the First Edition 1753. Rep. Pub. Brit. Mus. 

Nat. Hist. 1957-59  Two volumes. 8vo. Inscription to ffep. of both volumes. A thoroughly vg. hardback set in vg. 

dws.     [45842]  £90.00 

The first edition of Linnaeus’s Species Plantarum, 1753, is the internationally accepted starting point for botanical 

nomenclature in general. It is thus an important reference work for systematic botanists as well as a landmark in the history of 

biology. Copies of the original issue are both rare and very costly. 
 

166. Lowe, E.J. A Natural History of British Grasses.  Pub. George Bell & Sons. 1871  pp.244 with 74 hand-

coloured engraved plates. 4to. Original spine relaid. Boards a little faded and marked in places. Scattered foxing to 

several areas.  Overall a vg. copy.    [38931]  £40.00 
 

167. Luer, C.A. The Native Orchids of Florida.  1st. Ed. Pub. New York Botanical Garden. 1972  pp.293 with 

colour photographs. Large 4to. A fine hdbk. in fine dw.    [39281]  £50.00 
 

168. Luer, C.L. The Native Orchids of the United States and Canada. (Excluding Florida). 1st. Ed. Pub. N.Y. 

Bot. Garden. 1975  pp.363 with many colour photographs, line drawings and dist. maps. Large 4to. A nr. fine 

hdbk. in nr. fine dw.    [31224]  £100.00 
 

169. Luttrell, E.S. Taxonomy of the Pyrenomycetes.  Fac. Univ. Microfilms, Michigan.  1967  pp. 120. 8vo. 

Softback. Neat ownership inscription. Nr. fine. Scarce.    [49267]  £25.00 
 

170. Manniche, Lise. An Ancient Egyptian Herbal.  2nd. Imp. Pub. British Museum Press. 1993  pp.176 with b/w. 

illus. 8vo. A nr. fine softback.     [49261]  £15.00 

Drawing on texts written by the Egyptians and their neighbours, and on works by classical authors and the Copts, Lise 

Manniche has reconstructed a herbal of 94 species of plants and trees used from before the pharaohs to the Coptic period. 
 

171. Merryweather, J. & Hill, M. The Fern Guide. An introductory guide to the ferns, clubmosses, quillworts 

and horsetails of the British Isles. Field Studies 8. Pub. AIDGAP. 1992  pp.101-188 with b/w. line drawings. 

4to. A fine softback.     [48874]  £7.00 
 

172. Mirov, N.T. Composition of Gum Turpentines of Pines. Forest Service Technical Bulletin No. 1239. 
Pub. U.S. Department of Agriculture. 1961  pp.158 with b/w. text figs. 8vo. Ex-lib. copy. A  thor. vg. hdbk.     

[49231]  £15.00 
 

173. Mitchell, A.A. & Wilcox, D.G. Arid Shrubland Plants of Western Australia.  2nd. Rev. Ed. Pub. Univ. of 

Western Australia. 1994  pp.x, 478 with colour photos. 4to. A thor. vg. softback. Out-of-print. Very scarce.    

[49301]  £100.00 
 

174. Moore, T. British Ferns and their Allies; Comprising the Ferns, Club-Mosses, Pepperworts and 

Horsetails. Pub. George Routledge [1861]  pp.iv, 187 with 10 colour plates. Small 8vo. End papers darkened 

o/w. contents in fine condition. Handsomely bound in original decorated boards in fine condtion. Overall a nr. fine 

copy.    [43537]  £40.00 
 

175. Morwood, W. Traveller in a Vanished Landscape. The Life and Times of David Douglas. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

Gentry Books. 1973  pp.244 with b/w. illus. 8vo. A nr. fine hdbk. in vg. dw.     [32502]  £15.00 
 

176. Murray, Richard Paget.  The Flora of Somerset.  [together with] A Supplement to the Flora of Somerset, 

by Edward Shearburn Marshall.  Pub. Taunton: Barnicott and Pearce.  1896 & 1914  Two volumes with 

frontispiece and folding map. 8vo. A near fine hdbk. set in original cloth binding.     [46219]  £125.00 
 

177. Nelson, E.C. and Walsh, W.F.  Trees of Ireland.  Native and Naturalized.  Pub. Lilliput Press.  1993  pp.vii, 

247 with colour plates and other text figs. Royal 4to. A fine hardback in fine dw.    [45068]  £95.00 

This elegant volume celebrates, and documents, over thirty native and naturalized trees. Silhouette and watercolour 

illustrations detail mature foliage, flowers and fruit. The text includes botanical information, background history, folklore, 

traditions, uses and propagation. 
 



 

178. Nelson, E. Charles. & Walsh, Wendy. The Burren. A companion to the wildflowers of an Irish limestone 

wilderness. Pub. Boethius Press & The Conservancy of The Burren. 1991  pp.343 with colour and b/w. illus. 8vo. 

A fine softback.     [48903]  £25.00 
 

179. Newton, A. & Randall, R.D. Atlas of British and Irish Brambles. A phytogeographical analysis of 

microspecies of Rubus sect. Rubus & sect. Corylifolii. Pub. B.S.B.I. 2004  pp.xxx, 98 with b/w. dist. maps. A 

fine softback.     [48871]  £12.00 
 

180. Nobel, Park S. Environmental Biology of Agaves and Cacti.  1st. Ed. Pub. Cambridge. 1988  pp.270 with 

b/w. photos. 4to. A nr. fine hdbk. in thor. vg. dw.     [49543]  £25.00 
 

181. Page, C.N. The Ferns of Britain and Ireland.  Pub. Cambridge Uni. Press. 1982  pp.xii, 447 with b/w. text 

figs. and dist. maps. 8vo. A vg. softback with lightly creased covers.     [48026]  £30.00 
 

182. Parsons, R. and Gerritsen, M.E.  A Compendium of Miniature Orchid Species.  Volume 1 and 2.  1st. Ed. 

Pub. Redfern Natural History.  2013  Two volumes with colour photographs throughout. Royal 4to. New 

hardbacks with new dustwrappers. Highly recommended.    [46785]  £70.00 

Presents the some of gems of the orchid family, the miniature orchid species, which can produce some of the most unusual 

flowers in the plant kingdom. Featuring in-depth descriptions of over 500 individual species. 
 

183. Paton, J.A. The Liverwort Flora of the British Isles.  Pub. Harley Books. 1999  pp.626 with b/w. line 

drawings. 4to. A fine hdbk. in illus. boards. Out-of-print.     [49211]  £120.00 
 

184. Pavord, A. Searching for Order. The history of the alchemists, herbalists and philosophers who 

unlocked the secrets of the plant world.  Pub. Bloomsbury. 2005  pp.v, 376 with colour illus. A new softback.     

[49350]  £14.99 

A fascinating insight into botanical history; from Athens in the Third Century BC, through Byzantium Constantinople and 

Renaissance Venice, Padua and Pisa to the present day. 
 

185. Paz, Uzi. Wild Flowers of the Holyland.  Pub. Massada. [1979]  pp.84 with colour photography. 4to. A fine 

hdbk. in good to vg. dw.     [49303]  £10.00 
 

186. Pegler, D.N. et al.  Fungi of Europe.  Investigation, Recording and Mapping. Pub. RBG Kew. 1993  pp.322 

with figs. and maps. throughout. 8vo. A vg. softback in part-faded covers.    [41029]  £18.00 
 

187. Phillips, R. Grasses, Ferns, Mosses & Lichens of Great Britain and Ireland.  Pub. Pan Books. 1980  

pp.191 with colour photographs. 4to. A fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw.     [49313]  £22.50 
 

188. Poland, John & Clement Eric. The Vegetative Key to the British Flora. A new approach to naming British 

vascular plants based on vegetative characters. Pub. BSBI. 2009  pp.526 with 24 pages of colour photographs 

and numerous b/w. line illustrations. A fine softback. In-print at £24.99.    [48815]  £22.00 
 

189. Pooley, E. A Field Guide to Wild Flowers.  Kwazulu-Natal and the Eastern Region. Pub. Natal Flora. 

2005  pp.630 with colour photography and b/w. text figs. 8vo. A thor. vg. softback. Latest edition. Out-of-print.     

[49298]  £30.00 

An excellent guide. 
 

190. Pooley, Elsa. Flowers, Grasses, Ferns and Fungi. Southern African Green Guide. Pub. Southern. 1998  

pp.64 with colour photographs. 8vo. A fine softback, with a few neat annotations in ink.     [49296]  £15.00 
 

191. Pope, C. et al. The Isle of Wight Flora.  Pub. Dovecote Press. 2003  pp.255 with b/w. photos and dist. maps. 

Fine hardback in fine dw. Limited edition of 800 copies. Out-of-print.    [48005]  £45.00 
 

192. Porley, R. D. England’s Rare Mosses and Liverworts. Their history, ecology and conservation. Pub. 

WildGuides. 2013  pp.224 with superb colour photographs. 8vo. A new hdbk. in illus. boards.     [49341]  £24.95 
 

193. Porley, Ron. Arable Bryophytes. A Field Guide to the Mosses, Liverworts and Hornworts of Cultivated 

Land in Britain and Ireland. Pub. WildGuides. 2008  pp.140 with colour photos. and text figs. 8vo. A new 

softback.     [49328]  £25.95 
 

194. Praeger, Robert Lloyd. Natural History of Ireland. A Sketch of its Flora and Fauna. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 

1950  pp.350. 8vo. A thoroughly vg. hardback in same dw.     [48181]  £30.00 
 

195. Preston, C.D. Pondweeds of Great Britain and Ireland. B.S.B.I. Handbook No.8. Pub. B.S.B.I. 1995  

pp.352 with b/w. line drawings and dist. maps. A near fine softback. Latest edition.    [48774]  £14.00 
 



 

196. Preston, C.D. & Croft, J.M. Aquatic Plants in Britain and Ireland.  Pub. Harley Books. 1997  pp.365 with 

b/w. illus. and dist. maps. 4to. A fine hdbk.     [49194]  £45.00 
 

197. Proctor, G. R. Flora of the Cayman Islands.  2nd Ed. Pub. Kew Publishing. 2012  pp.788, beautifully 

illustrated with 400 colour photographs and 250 line drawings. A new hardback copy in illus. boards.    [47789] 

 £75.00 

The three islands comprising the Cayman Islands (Grand Cayman, Little Cayman and Cayman Brac) support 415 native taxa 

in a land area little over 260 square kilometers, 29 of which are uniquely Caymanian. This full colour Flora of the Cayman 

Islands by George R. Proctor is a total revision of his first edition. 
 

198. Pryce, R.D. Carmarthenshire Rare Plant Register.  Pub. Botanical Society of the British Isles. 1999  pp.xvi, 

90 with colour photographs and b/w. dist. maps. 4to. A fine softback.     [49183]  £25.00 
 

199. Pryor, A.R.  A Flora of Hertfordshire.  With an introduction on the Geology, Climate, Botanical 

History, etc of the County.  1st. Ed. Pub. Gurney and Jackson.  1887  pp.xlvii, 588 with maps. 8vo. Scattered 

foxing at ends otherwise contents very clean and bright - with some notes and annotations occasionally in text (in 

pencil). Original decorated green boards in vg. condition. Overall a very good copy. On the half-title is a pencil 

inscription reading ‘Purchased from Lady Davy May 1947’.    [45921]  £85.00 
 

200. Purchas, W.H. and Ley, A. (Eds). A Flora of Herefordshire.  1st. Ed. Pub. Jakeman and Carver. 1889  

pp.xxxvii, 549 with 2 plates and fold-out map (in facsimile). 8vo. Small amount of foxing to contents o/w. a very 

good hdbk. copy in original green cloth boards.     [47924]  £90.00 
 

201. Purvis, O.W. et al. The Lichen Flora of Great Britain and Ireland.  Pub. Brit. Lichen Soc. 1992  pp.ix, 710. 

4to. A thor. vg. hardback in same dw., lightly faded on the spine (common with this work).     [47411]  £38.00 
 

202. Rackham, Oliver. Ancient Woodland. Its history, vegetation and uses in England. 1st. Ed. Pub. Edward 

Arnold. 2003  pp.xii, 402 with b/w. photography, text figs. and dist. maps. Previous owners’  initials neatly written 

on ffep o/w. a fine hdbk. copy in vg. to fine dw.    [47779]  £80.00 
 

203. Rackham, Oliver. Ancient Woodland. Its history, vegetation and uses in England. 2nd. Expanded. Ed. Pub. 

Castlepoint. 2003  pp.vii, 584 with colour photos and text figs. 4to. A fine hdbk. in fine dw.    [49210]  £70.00 

In this new, extended edition, nearly 23 years of additional research by Oliver Rackham has been incorporated. The result is 9 

new chapters, an updated and extended bibliography, while over 240 colour photographs, and more than 80 new diagrams and 

charts enhance the original, pioneering text. 
 

204. Rackham, Oliver. The Illustrated History of the Countryside.  2nd. Ed. Pub. Seven Dials, Cassell & Co. 2000  

pp.240 with colour photos. A fine softback copy.    [48088]  £25.00 

This marvellous book traces the history of the British countryside from the late Ice Age to the present. It examines how 

indigenous plants and wildlife, as well as the general topography, have altered over the centuries, and how the changing 

nature of the landscape shapes our lives. 
 

205. Rackham, Oliver. The Last Forest. The Story of Hatfield Forest. The fascinating account of Britain’s 

most ancient forest. 1st. Paperback Ed. Pub. Dent. 1998  pp.xiv, 302 with many illus. 8vo. Fine softback.    

[49506]  £20.00 
 

206. Rand, M. & Mundell, T. Hampshire Rare Plant Register. Rare, Scarce and Theatened Vascular Plants of 

Hampshire. Pub. Trollius. 2011  pp.437 with colour photography and b/w. dist. maps. 4to. A fine softback. 

Scarce.    [49209]  £30.00 
 

207. Rasetti, Franco. I Fiori Delle Alpi.  Pub. Accademia. 1980  pp.316 with 572 coloured photographs. 4to. A very 

good hardback in vg. dw. Text in Italian, with Latin names.     [34202]  £20.00 

A very well illustrated guide to the flowers of the Alps. 
 

208. Redfern, Margaret. & Shirley, Peter. British Plant Galls. Identification of galls on plants and fungi. Field 

Studies, 10. Pub. AIDGAP. 2002  pp.207-531 with b/w. line drawings. A fine softback.     [48880]  £20.00 
 

209. Rhind, P. & Evans, D. (Eds.). The Plant Life of Snowdonia. Including the Fungi and Lichens. 1st. Imp. 

Pub. Gomer.  2001  pp.xv, 173 with colour photography. 8vo. A fine hdbk. in fine dw.     [49190]  £60.00 
 

210. Rich, T.C.G. Crucifers of Great Britain and Ireland. BSBI Handbook No 6. Pub. Botanical Society of 

British Isles. 1991  pp.336 with many b/w. line drawings and dist. maps. A fine softback. With corrigenda loosely 

inserted to front. Latest edition.    [48694]  £9.00 
 

211. Robertson, S.A. Flowering Plants of Seychelles.  Pub. Royal Botanic Gardens Kew. 1989  pp.xvi, 327 with 

figs. in text. A nr. fine softback.     [40247]  £20.00 



 

 

212. Roche, L. Variation, Selection and Breeding of Coniferous Tree Species: An Introduction. Laurentian 

Forest Research Centre Quebec Region. Pub. Canadian Forestry Service Department of Fisheries and 

Forestry. 1971  pp.74 with b/w. photographs and text figs. 4to. Previous owner’s initials written on front cover. A 

thor. vg. softback. Scarce.    [49225]  £20.00 
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crease to covers of both vols. 2 and 3 o/w. a fine, softback set. In-print at £300.    [48083]  £225.00 

Vol 1. Woodlands and Scrub; Vol 2. Mires and Heaths; Vol 3. Grasslands and Montane Communities; Vol 4. Aquatic 

Communities, Swamps and Tall-herb fens; Vol 5. Maritime Communties and Vegetation of Open Habitats. 
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Isles and North-Western Europe.  Pub. Viking. 1989  pp.239 with colour and b/w. illus. 4to. A nr. fine hdbk. 

in nr. fine dw.     [49064]  £28.00 
 

215. Rose, Francis. The Wild Flower Key. How to identify wild flowers, trees and shrubs in Britain and 

Ireland. Rev. Pub. Frederick Warne. 2006  pp.576 with colour and b/w. illus. A fine softback. In-print at £19.99.    

[48872]  £15.00 
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pp.xiv, 328 with many figs. 8vo.  Scattered foxing on fore-edges only really affecting the end-papers.  Otherwise a 

vg. hardback. Still considered a classic text for this subject.    [36770]  £15.00 
 

217. Sawford, B. Wild Flower Habitats of Hertfordshire. Past-Present-Future. 1st. Ed. Pub. Castlemead. 1990  

pp.xvi, 299 with 16 coloured plates and many text illus. Light scattered foxing to fore-edge of text block otherwise 

a near fine hardback.     [46359]  £15.00 
 

218. Smith, C.J. Ecology of the English Chalk.  1st. Ed. Pub. Academic Press. 1980  pp.xvi, 573 with figs. 

throughout. 8vo. Neat inscription by author to ffep. A fine hdbk. in fine dw.    [31691]  £85.00 

A very detailed insight into the formation, climate, soils, colonisation and vegetation of English Chalk. 
 

219. Smith, G.E.  A Catalogue of Rare or Remarkable Phaenogamous Plants collected in South Kent; with 

Descriptive Notices and Observations.  Pub. Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown and Green.  1829  pp.viii, 78 with 

5 hand-coloured, copper engraved plates. 8vo. Some light off-setting from plates to facing text page. Corner of 

plate No. 5 shows historic crease and has been laid-down onto rfep. Bound in quarter leather and marbled boards 

in thor. very good condition. Overall a vg. copy of this scarce book of which there were only 350 copies printed.     

[46230]  £200.00 
 

220. Smith, G.M. Cryptogamic Botany. Vol.1 Algae and Fungi.   Vol.2 Bryophytes and Pteridophytes 2nd. Ed. 

Pub. McGraw Hill. 1955  Two volumes with many text figs. 8vo. A very good softback set.    [34390]  £10.00 
 

221. Stace, C.A. (Ed.). Hybridization and the Flora of the British Isles.  Pub. Academic Press. 1975  pp.xiii, 626. 

8vo. Dustwrapper a little sunned and creased in places o/w. a nr. fine hdbk. copy.     [47904]  £40.00 
 

222. Stearn, W.T.  Botanical Latin.   Pub. David and Charles / Timber Press.  2004  pp.xiv, 546 with line drawings. 

8vo. A vg. copy. Softback.     [46992]  £20.00 

This internationally renowned guide summarises the grammar and syntax of botanical Latin. Covers the origins of Latin and 

Latinized geographical names, symbols and abbreviations, epithets and more.  
 

223. Steveson, R. J. et al. (Eds.). Algal Ecology. Freshwater Benthic Ecosystems. 1st. Ed. Pub. Academic Press. 

1996  pp.xxvi, 753 with b/w. text figs. 8vo. A thor. vg. hdbk. Scarce. Out-of-print.    [49361]  £100.00 
 

224. Sussex Botanical Recording Society. The Sussex Rare Plant Register. of Scarce & Threatened Vascular 

Plants, Bryophytes, Charophytes and Lichens. Pub. Sussex Wildlife Trust. 2001  pp.127. 4to. A fine ringbound 

softback. Out-of-print. Scarce.    [49184]  £40.00 
 

225. Sutton, S.B.  The Arnold Arboretum:  The First Century. Pub. The Arnold Arboretum of Harvard University. 

1971  pp.72 with colour and b/w. photographs. 4to. A nr. fine softback.     [49222]  £10.00 
 

226. Swan, G.A. Flora of Northumberland.  Pub. NHS. of Northumbria. 1993  pp.351 with colour photos and dist. 

maps. 4to. A fine hardback in nr. fine dw. Without the 8 overlays that complete the work - Northumbria Natural 

History Society can provide copies free of charge, (0191 208 2790). In-print at £39.00.    [49191]  £28.00 
 

227. Tansley, A. G.  The British Islands and their Vegetation.  1st. Ed. Pub. Cambridge University Press. 1939  

pp, xxix, 930 with over 400 photographs and many figures. 4to. Several related articles and notes loosely inserted. 

A vg. copy in green cloth boards.    [38145]  £45.00 



 

 

228. Thunberg, C.P. Flora Japonica. Sistens Plantas Insularum Japonicarum. Facs. Pub. Oriole. 1975  pp.lii, 419 

with 2 fold-out plates and other text illus. 8vo. A nr. fine hardback in vg. plus dw.    [41362]  £125.00 

A facsimile of the first edition of 1784. Born in 1743, Carl Peter Thunberg was a Swedish naturalist dubbed ‘the father of 

South African botany’ and ‘the Japenese Linnaeus’. In the mid 1770s he travelled to Japan and collected many plants. His 

activities resulted in this, the first detailed description of the flora of Japan. 
 

229. Toomer, S. Planting and Maintaining a Tree Collection.  Pub. Timber Press. 2010  pp.183 with colour 

photographs. 8vo. A new hdbk. in new dw.     [49354]  £19.99 

Toomer gives insight into the historical, practical, and philosophical standpoint of collecting trees. Aimed at those interested in 

planting a handful of trees, for armchair tree collectors or for those collecting trees on a larger scale. 
 

230. Townsend, F. Flora of Hampshire, Including the Isle of Wight. or, A List of the flowering plants and 

ferns found in the county of Southampton, with localities of the less common species. 2nd. Ed. Pub. 

Lovell Reeve. 1904  pp.xxxviii, 657 with fold-out map. 8vo. A vg. hdbk.     [49178]  £30.00 
 

231. Trimen, H. and Dyer, W.T.  Flora of Middlesex: A Topographical and Historical Account of the Plants 

Found in the County; With Sketches of its Physical Geography and Climate, and of the Progress of 

Middlesex Botany During the Last Three Centuries.  1st. Ed. Pub. Robert Hardwicke. 1869  pp.xli, 428 with 

fold-out map. Scattered foxing on map and fore-edges of text block with text generally very clean. Front internal 

hinge a little tender, still fairly firm. With bookplate to front paste down. In original boards showing some shelf 

wear on spine and corners. Overall a vg. copy.     [45949]  £75.00 
 

232. Tulasne, L.R. and C. (Trans. into English by W.B. Grove). Selecta Fungorum Carpologia.   Pub. Oxford 

Clarendon Press.  1931  Three volumes with plates. A complete set. Folio. Bound in green half-morocco and cloth 

boards. Original wrappers bound into each volume. Boards a little faded in places with some light marks. Contents 

beautifully clean. A very good to fine set. Scarce.    [46260]  £400.00 

“The Carpologia at the time of its publication (1861-1865) was an epoch-making work and [is] one of the great mycological 

classics. Its primary purpose was to demonstrate the pleomorphism [variability in form] of the Ascomycetes which had been 

denied by some contemporary mycologists. In the Carpologia we have the most detailed descriptions and the best illustrations 

of the morphology and life-history of the Ascomycetes yet produced” (Editors' preface). 
 

233. Veitch, James. A Manual of Orchidaceous Plants. Vols. 1 & 2. Rep. Pub. Bishen. 1981  Two volumes. Both 

volumes have numerous illustrations from wood engravings in the text and folding maps. 8vo. Lightly sunned on 

spine, o/w. a nr. fine set.    [34657]  £95.00 

"This Manual has been compiled to supply amateurs and cultivators of exotic orchids with a fuller account of the principal 

genera, species and varieties cultivated under glass". 
 

234. Wang, Chi-Wu. The Forests of China. With a Survey of Grassland and Desert Vegetation. Pub. Harvard 

Uni. 1961  pp.xiv, 313 with b/w. photographs. 4to. Previous owner’s neat signature on front of covers and half-

title. Some minor scattered foxing on fore-edge of text block, covers a little worn on spine o/w. a thor. vg. 

softback. Scarce.    [49153]  £75.00 
 

235. Webb, Rev. R.H. and Coleman, Rev.W.H.  Flora Hertfordiensis: or A Catalogue of Plants found in the 

County of Hertford, with the Stations of the Rarer Species.  Pub. William Pamplin. 1849  pp.xlvi, 390 plus 

notice and supplement up to 1851 at rear. With fold-out map at front of volume. Contents beautifully clean and in 

fine condition. Spine darkened and boards marked in places, still in vg. condition. Overall a vg. plus copy.     

[45935]  £100.00 
 

236. Wendelbo, Per. Tulips and Irises of Iran and Their Relatives.  Pub. Botanical Institute of Iran Ariamehr 

Botanical Garden. 1977  pp.83 with colour photographs and b/w. illus.  8vo. Some minor, feint foxing on 

endpapers o/w. a fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw.     [49148]  £30.00 
 

237. West, G.S. & Fritsch, F.E. A Treatise on the British Freshwater Algae. Which are included all the 

pigmented protophyta hitherto found in British freshwaters. Rep. of Rev. Ed. Pub. Wheldon & Wesley. 1968  

pp.xvii, with many figs in text. 8vo. Softback. A previous Somerset based owner has pasted and inserted into this 

copy, a good number of articles, pieces of correspondence and a couple of photographs relating to algae in 

Somerset and Dartmoor.  This includes a copy of a paper published in 1952 entitled ‘The Algae of Somerset’ by 

W. Watson. An interesting working copy.    [49370]  £20.00 
 

238. White, A. et al.  The Succulent Euphorbieae. (Southern Africa). 1st. Ed. Pub. Abbey Garden Press.  1941  

Two volumes with 24 colour plates, b/w. photographs and other text figs. 4to. A vg. to fine hardback set in maroon 

cloth boards. Scarce.    [44271]  £175.00 
 



 

239. Wild Flower Society. A Guide to Some Difficult Plant. Illustrated Articles from the Wild Flower Society 

Magazine 1973-1988. Pub. Wild Flower Society. 1990  pp.iv, 131 with b/w. illus. 8vo. A nr. fine softback.    

[49205]  £6.00 
 

240. Wilson, Ernest H. Smoke that Thunders.   Rep. Pub. Waterstone.  1985  pp.248. 8vo. A fine softback.    

[44433]  £5.00 
 

241. Wink, M. & Van Wyk, B-E. Mind-Altering and Poisonous Plants of the World. A scientifically accurate 

guide to 1,200 Toxic and Intoxicating Plants. Pub. Timber Press. 2008  pp. 464 with colour photography 

throughout. 8vo. A new hardback copy. Recommended.    [42595]  £30.00 
 

242. Woodruff, Una. (Ed.). Amarant. The Flora and Fauna of Atlantis by A Lady Botanist. Pub. Paper Tiger. 

1981  pp.127 with colour and b/w. illus. 4to. Previous owner’s small, neat address label on ffep. A vg. hdbk. in vg. 

dw.    [49391]  £15.00 

The drawings reproduced here have been taken from the notebooks of 17th Century lady botanist, Lady Elizabeth Hurnshaw. 

In 1681 she journeyed to the Americas. She never reached her destination, but found herself on an island called Amarantos, 

which is now believed to have been the legendary land of Atlantis. 
 

243. Woods, J. The Tourist’s Flora: A Descriptive Catalogue of the Flowering Plants and Ferns of the British 

Islands, France, Germany, Switzerland, Italy and the Italian Islands. 1st. Ed. Pub. Reeve, Benham & Reeve. 

1850  pp.lxxxii, 503 with one plate and 16pp. of publisher’s catalogue. 8vo. Endpapers renewed. A vg. hardback 

in original boards with spine relaid.    [49560]  £30.00 
 

244. Woods, Ray. The Lichen Flora of Brecknock.  Pub. By author. 2003  pp.128 with colour & b/w. photographs 

and dist. maps. 4to. A fine softback.     [48588]  £25.00 
 

245. Woods, Ray. The Mosses and Liverworts of Brecknock.  Pub. By author. 2006  pp.134 with colour & b/w. 

photos., and dist. maps. 4to. Title & contents page clipped at bottom corner o/w. a fine softback.     [48587] £15.00 
 

246. Woodward, Stephen. Swithland Wood. A study of its history and vegetation. 1st. Ed. Pub. Leicestershire 

Museums. 1992  pp.vii, [i], 227 with b/w. photographs. Med. 4to. A near fine softback.    [49637]  £12.00 
 

247. Woolley, Benjamin. The Herbalist. Nicholas Culpeper and the fight for medical freedom. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

Collins. 2004  pp.x, 402 with illus. 8vo. Single black line drawn across top of text block, o/w. a fine hdbk.     

[49346]  £12.00 

Detailed and easily read. A fascinating insight into the life and background of Nicholas Culpeper (1616-1654) set within the 

broader context of the period. 
 

248. Wynne, G. Flora of Flintshire. The Flowering Plants and Ferns of a North Wales County. Pub. Gee. 1993  

pp.400 with colour photographs, b/w. illus. and dist. maps. 4to. Fine hdbk. in fine dw.     [49197]  £18.00 
 

249. Zhengyi, Wu & Raven, P.H. Flora of China. Illustrations. Gentianaceae through Boraginaceae. Vol. 16. 
Pub. Science Press (Beijing) & Miss. Bot. Gar. Press (St.Louis). 1999  pp.383.  English and Chinese text.  Spine 

lightly sunned, o/w. a vg. hardback.    [31920]  £90.00 
 

Entomology 

250. Asher, J. et al. The Millennium Atlas of Butterflies in Britain and Ireland.  Pub. Oxford. 2001  pp.xx, 433 

with colour photographs and dist. maps. 4to. A fine hdbk. in fine dw. Out-of-print.     [49213]  £25.00 
 

251. Barnett, R.J. et al. Moths of the Bristol Region. Wildlife of the Bristol Region: 3. Pub. BRERC. 2008  

pp.526 with colour photography, text figs. and b/w. illus. 4to. A fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw. In-print at £33.50.    

[49171]  £25.00 
 

252. Bradley, J. D. et al. British Tortricoid Moths.  1st. Ed. Pub. The Ray Society. 1973-79  Two volumes with 90 

full-page colour plates and 42 fine b/w. illustrations. 4to. A fine fardback set in near fine dustwrappers which are 

lightly rubbed at extremities. A very nice set indeed.    [46486]  £350.00 
 

253. Brock, P. D. A Comprehensive Guide to Insects of Britain and Ireland.  Pub. Pisces Publications. 2014  

pp.iii, 524 covering 2,100 insect species, illustrated with over 2,700 detailed colour photographs & 2,000 dist. 

maps. 8vo. A new softback copy. Highly recommended.    [47624]  £28.95 

“This new field guide to insects is billed as the most comprehensive ever, and for once this is no exaggeration”, Peter Marren, 

British Wildlife, August 2014. 
 



 

254. Brock, P. D. A Photographic Guide to Insects of the New Forest and Surrounding Area.  Pub. Pisces 

Publications. 2011  pp.314 with over 1,300 species included, illustrated with 1,600 full colour photographs. 8vo. 

A new softback copy.     [47623]  £18.95 

The photographs include behavioural images, accompanied by concise text with key information and locations in which to 

identify, enjoy and photograph these insects. Sections on the history of entomology in the New Forest and information on 

different habitats are also included. 
 

255. Brown, D.C.G. The Larger Moths of Warwickshire.  Pub. Atropos. 2006  pp.382 with colour photographs and 

dist. maps. 4to. A fine hardback in fine dw.     [48580]  £40.00 
 

256. Brown, V.K. Grasshoppers. Naturalists’ Handbooks 2. 1st. Ed. Pub. Cambridge. 1983  pp.64 with colour 

illus. and b/w. text figs. 8vo. A fine softback.    [49580]  £7.50 
 

257. D’Abrera, B. Butterflies of the Australian Region.  1st. Ed. Pub. Lansdowne Press Ltd. 1971  pp, 415 with 

colour plates throughout. Crown folio. Mild foxing to fore-edges of text block, not affecting contents which are 

clean and in fine condition. Dustwrapper gently faded to the spine otherwise fine. Overall a nr. fine copy.    

[47263]  £85.00 

‘Covering Australia, Papua New Guinea, the Moluccas, New Zealand and the islands of the South Pacific. All the major 

species are described and illustrated in over 3,000 natural size colour photographs.’ 
 

258. D’Abrera, B.  Butterflies of the Neotropical Region.  Part I - Papilionidae & Pieridae. Part II - Danaidae, 

Ithomiidae, Heliconidae & Morphidae. Part III - Brasolidae, Acraeidae & Nymphalidae (Partim). Part 

IV - Nymphalidae (Partim).  Pub. Lansdowne Editions.  1981-87  Four volumes with colour plates throughout. 

Crown folio. Fine hardbacks in fine dustwrappers.     [47264]  £450.00 

The first four parts of a seven-part series covering the true butterflies (super-family Paplionidae).  
 

259. d’Aguilar, J., et al. A Field Guide to the Dragonflies of Britain, Europe and North Africa.  Pub. Collins. 

1986  pp.336 with 40 coloured plates and 130 dist. maps. 8vo. A vg. copy in illus. boards. Scarce.    [41645] 

 £30.00 
 

260. Dijkstra, K.D. Field Guide to the Dragonflies of Britain and Europe.  1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. B.W.P. 2014  

pp.320 with colour photographs, illus. and dist. maps. A new copy in card covers.     [44780]  £21.95 

All the resident and migrant dragonflies and damselflies from the Arctic to the Sahara. Includes detailed field descriptions, 

innovative tables and keys by some of Europe’s leading dragonfly experts.  
 

261. Dixon, T. & Thieme, T. Aphids on Deciduous Trees. Naturalists’ Handbooks 29. Pub. Richmond. 2007  

pp.138 with colour photos. and b/w. illus. 8vo. A new softback.     [49326]  £14.99 
 

262. Duff, Andrew. Beetles of Somerset. Their status and distribution. 1st. Ed. Pub. Somerset Archaeological & 

Natural History Society. 1993  pp.269 with b/w. text figs. and maps. 8vo. Related articles loosely inserted at rear. 

Previous owner’s neat inscription to ffep. o/w. a thor. vg. softback.     [49533]  £7.50 
 

263. Edwards, M. & Jenner, M. Field Guide to the Bumblebees of Great Britain & Ireland.  Pub. Ocelli. 2009  

pp.108 with colour photographs. 8vo. Nr. fine softback. RRP £11.99.    [49387]  £5.00 
 

264. Ek-Amnuay, Pisuth. Beetles of Thailand.  1st. Ed. Pub. Amarin. 2002  pp.407, with 46 plates. 8vo. With keys. 

Three small, minor indentations on front board, o/w. a fine hardback.    [49508]  £35.00 
 

265. Engels, Wolf (Ed.). Social Insects. An Evolutionary approach to Castes and Reproduction. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

Springer-Verlag. 1990  pp.[i], 264 [i] with 41 figures, one in colour. 8vo. A fine hardback.    [49507]  £75.00 

Ants, Social Wasps, Social Halictine Bees, Xylocopine Bees, Bumblebees, Honey Bees, Stingless Bees and Eusocial Bees. 
 

266. Erzinclioglu, Zakaria. Blowflies. Naturalists’ Handbooks 23. Pub. Richmond. 1996  pp.71 with colour and b/w. 

illus. 8vo. Front edge of card covers very gently sunned o/w. a fine softback.    [48806]  £10.00 
 

267. Forsythe, T.G. Common Ground Beetles. Naturalists’ Handbooks 8. Pub. Richmond. 1987  pp.74 with 

colour and b/w. illus. 8vo. A nr. fine softback.     [49208]  £8.00 
 

268. Forsythe, T.G. Ground Beetles. Naturalists’ Handbooks 8. 2nd. Ed. Pub. Richmond. 2000  pp.96 with b/w. 

illus. 8vo. A new softback.     [49324]  £14.99 
 

269. Goater, Barry. British Pyralid Moths. A Guide to their Identification. Pub. Harley Books. 1986  pp.175 with 

colour plates. 8vo. Neat address label on front endpaper. A fine hdbk. in fine dw.    [49176]  £25.00 
 

270. Harde, K.W. A Field Guide in Colour to Beetles.  Pub. Silverdale Books. 2000  pp.333 with over 1,080 

illustrations in full colour and further b/w. illus. 8vo. A fine softback.    [48829]  £35.00 



 

 

271. Harker, Janet. Mayflies. Naturalists’ Handbooks 13. Pub. Richmond. 1989  pp.56 with colour and b/w. illus. 

8vo. A fine softback. Out-of-print.    [48823]  £15.00 
 

272. Heath, J. (Ed.). The Moths and Butterflies of Great Britain and Ireland. Volume I. Micropterigidae - 

Heliozelidae. Pub. Curwen Press. 1976  pp.342 with b/w. photographs and text figs. 4to. A fine hdbk. in fine dw.     

[49379]  £32.50 
 

273. Heath, J. et al. (Eds.). The Moths and Butterflies of Great Britain and Ireland. Volume 10. Noctuidae 

(Part II) and Agaristidae. Pub. Harley Books. 1983  pp.459 with b/w. dist. maps. 4to. A fine hdbk. in fine dw., 

gently darkened on spine and top edge.     [49378]  £35.00 
 

274. Kirk, W.D.J. Insects on Cabbages and Oilseed Rape. Naturalists’ Handbooks 18. Pub. Richmond. 1992  

pp.66 with colour and b/w. illus. 8vo. Neat address label on front cover. Fine softback.     [48136]  £5.00 
 

275. Leather, Franz. A Monograph of the Odontolabini, a subdivision of the Coleopterous Family Lucanidae. 

(Vol XI., Part XI). Pub. Transactions of the Zoological Society of London.  1885  pp.385 - 502, plus 14 

lithographed plates. Royal 4to. Closed tear to margin of one plate. Small amount of foxing to 2 plates and several 

leaves of text o/w. contents fine. Green cloth boards in vg. condition. Scarce.    [49314]  £80.00 

The illustrations by Edwin Wilson are quite superb. 
 

276. Leather, S.R. & Bland, K.P. Insects on Cherry Trees. Naturalists’ Handbook 27. Pub. Richmond. 1999  

pp.82 with colour illus. and b/w. text figs. 8vo. A new softback.     [49579]  £8.00 
 

277. Lewington, R. Guide to the Day-Flying Moths of Britain.  Pub. FSC. 2006  Full-colour 8-panel laminated 

chart designed for use outside. 8vo. This fold-out chart shows 103 species of day-flying macro-moths.    [49173] 

 £3.00 
 

278. Linssen, E.F. Beetles of the British Isles. Series 1. Wayside and Woodland Series. 1st. Ed. Pub. Frederick 

Warne. 1959  pp.300 with nineteen plates in colour, twenty in b/w. and text figs. 12mo. A nr. fine hdbk. in good to 

vg., sl. chipped dw.     [49530]  £50.00 
 

279. Majerus, M. & Kearns, P. Ladybirds. Naturalists’ Handbooks 10. Pub. Richmond. 1989  pp.103 with colour 

and b/w. illus. 8vo. A fine hdbk. in illus. boards. Out-of-print.    [49206]  £15.00 
 

280. Marren, Peter & Mabey, Richard. Bugs Britannica.  1st. Ed. Pub. Chatto & Windus. 2010  pp.xii, 500 with 

colour photos. and illus. 4to. A fine hdbk. in fine dw., price clipped.     [49555]  £19.50 

Sister volume to Flora Britannica and Fauna Britannica. 
 

281. Marshall, J.A. & Haes, E.C.M. Grasshoppers and Allied Insects of Great Britain and Ireland.  Pub. 

Harley Books. 1988  pp.252 with colour photos, illus. and b/w. line drawings and dist. maps. 8vo. Publisher’s 

‘Bookmark Key to Species’ Names’ with Scientific names and English name translations loosely inserted to front. 

A nr. fine hdbk. in fine dw.     [48781]  £45.00 
 

282. Merritt, R. et al.  Atlas of the Dragonflies of Britain and Ireland.  Pub. HMSO. 1996  pp.xi, 149 with colour 

photographs and dist. maps. 4to. A fine softback.    [48597]  £14.00 
 

283. Morris, M.G. Weevils. Naturalists’ Handbooks 16. Pub. Richmond. 1991  pp.76 with colour and b/w. illus. 

8vo. A fine softback. Out-of-print.    [49207]  £18.00 
 

284. Powell, Dan. A Guide to the Dragonflies of Great Britain.  Pub. Arlequin Press. 1999  pp.127 with colour 

illus. and dist. maps. 8vo. A fine softback.     [49187]  £12.00 
 

285. Prys-Jones, Oliver & Corbet, Sarah A. Bumblebees. Naturalists’ Handbooks 6.  3rd. Ed. Pub. Pelagic 

Publishing. 2011  pp.130 with colour and b/w. illus., text figs and dist. maps. 8vo. A fine softback.     [48987] 

 £16.00 
 

286. Redfern, M. Insects and Thistles. Naturalists’ Handbooks 4. Pub. Cambridge. 1983  pp.64 with colour and 

b/w. illus. 8vo. A nr. fine softback.     [49308]  £7.00 
 

287. Resh, V.H. & Carde, R.T. (Eds.). Encyclopedia of Insects.  Pub. Academic Press. 2003  pp.xxviii, 1266 with 

colour photographs and b/w. illus. 4to. A fine hdbk. in fine dw.     [49052]  £40.00 

A comprehensive work devoted to all aspects of insects, including their anatomy, physiology, evolution, behaviour, 

reproduction, ecology, and disease. 
 



 

288. Rotheray, Graham E. Aphid Predators. Naturalists’ Handbooks 11. Pub. Richmond. 1989  pp.77 with colour 

and b/w. illus. 8vo. A nr. fine softback.     [48822]  £7.50 
 

289. Russwurm, A.D.A.  Aberrations of British Butterflies.   Pub. Classey Ltd.  1978  pp. 151 with colour plates 

throughout. 8vo. Small stain to top edges of dw., otherwise a thoroughly vg. hardback.     [46284]  £15.00 
 

290. Salt, D.T. &. Whittaker, J.B. Insects on Dock Plants. Naturalists’ Handbooks 26. Pub. Richmond. 1998  

pp.56 with colour and b/w. illus. 8vo. Neat address label on front cover. A fine softback.     [48137]  £5.00 
 

291. Sawford, B. The Butterflies of Hertfordshire.  1st. Ed. Pub. Castlemead. 1987  pp.xi, 195 with colour and b/w. 

photography and dist. maps. 8vo. A fine hdbk. in fine dw.    [29574]  £10.00 
 

292. Shirozu, T.  Butterflies of Formosa in Colour.   Pub. Hoikusha 1960  pp.481 with 76 colour plates, 

distribution maps and text figs. throughout. 4to. Hardback with dw. Contents in fine condition. Dustwrapper spine 

lightly faded. Overall a near fine copy in slipcase which is lightly rubbed along edges. Japanese text with Latin 

names. Scarce.     [47256]  £100.00 
 

293. Shirozu, T. and Hara, A.  Early Stages of Japanese Butterflies in Colour.  Volume 1 and 2.  1st. Ed. Rep. 

Pub. Hoikusha 1969  Two volumes with colour photographic plates and text figs. throughout. 4to. Hardbacks with 

dws. Contents in fine condition. Dustwrappers a little worn along edges. Both in vg. slipcases. Overall a 

thoroughly vg. set. Japanese text with Latin names. Scarce.     [47257]  £225.00 
 

294. Skinner, B. Colour Identification Guide to Moths of the British Isles. (Macrolepidoptera). Pub. Viking. 

1986  pp.267 with colour plates and b/w. illus. 4to. A fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw.    [49170]  £25.00 
 

295. Skinner, Gary J. & Allen, Geoffrey W. Ants. Naturalists’ Handbooks 24. Pub. Richmond. 1996  pp.83 with 

colour plates and b/w. illus. 8vo. A fine softback.     [48864]  £20.00 
 

296. Sterling, P. and Parsons, M. Field Guide to the Micro Moths of Great Britain and Ireland.   Pub. BWP. 

2012  pp.416 with colour plates and photographs throughout. 8vo. A new softback.    [44211]  £29.95 

Recommended. 
 

297. Stone, John L. S. & Midwinter, H. J. Butterfly Culture. A guide to breeding butterflies, moths and other 

insects. 1st. Ed. Pub. Blandford. 1975  pp.104 with colour photos. 8vo. A fine hdbk. in illus. boards.     [49584] 

 £7.50 
 

298. Stubbs, A.E. & Falk, S.J. British Hoverflies. An Illustrated Identification Guide. Pub. British Entomological 

& Natural History Society. 1983  pp.253 with 12 colour plates depicting 190 species. 8vo. A vg. hdbk.     [49189] 

 £22.00 
 

299. Stubbs, A.E. & Falk, S.J. British Hoverflies. An Illustrated Identification Guide. 2nd. Ed. Pub. The British 

Entomological and Natural History Society. 2002  pp.469 with 12 colour and b/w. plates and illus. depicting 190 

species. 8vo. A fine hdbk. in fine dw. Latest edition.     [49193]  £30.00 
 

300. Waring, P. and Townsend, M. Field Guide to the Moths of Great Britain and Ireland.  2nd Ed. Rep. Pub. 

B.W.P. 2013  pp.444 with colour photographs and illus. 8vo. A new softback.     [44771]  £29.95 

This is the second edition of the most comprehensive guide to the larger moths of Great Britain and Ireland. It includes 

descriptions of almost every macro-moth known to have occurred in Great Britain and Ireland.  
 

301. White, Rev. W.F. Ants and Their Ways.  Pub. The Religious Tract Society. [c.1885]  pp.xvi, 279 with b/w. 

illus. 8vo. Some scattered foxing to end papers and fore-edge of text block. Original decorated cloth boards, 

darkened on spine. Overall a vg. copy.     [49200]  £20.00 
 

302. Xu Yongliany, Philip Yik-Fuilo and Wind-Leung Hui. Hong Kong Butterflies.  Pub. Cosmos Books. 2004  pp. 

563 with many colour photos throughout. 8vo. A near fine softback. Hard to find.     [48435]  £40.00 

Text in English and Chinese. Presents information on 238 species found in Hong Kong. 
 

303. Young, M. The Natural History of Moths.  Pub. Poyser Natural History. 1997  pp.xiv, 271 with 16 colour 

plates and b/w. text figs. 8vo. A fine hdbk. in fine dw.    [48439]  £28.00 
 

304. Zahradnik, J. A Field Guide in Colour to Bees and Wasps.  Pub. SB. 1991  pp.192 with colour photographs 

and illus. 8vo. A fine copy softback. Scarce.    [48053]  £35.00 
 

305. Zeuner, F.E. & Manning, F.J. A Monograph on Fossil Bees. (Hymenoptera: Apoidea). Bulletin of The 

British Museum (Natural History) Geology. Vol. 27, No. 3. Pub. The British Museum (Natural History). 

1976  pp.268 with 4 b/w. plates. 4to. A fine softback.     [49223]  £28.00 



 

 

Fine, Illustrated & Antiquarian 

306. Anderson, J. The New Practical Gardener, and Modern Horticulturalist.  Pub. William Mackenzie. [1874]  

pp. 988 with 27 colour chromolithograph plates. 4to. Minor amount of scattered foxing to contents, o/w. contents 

in fine condition. Original half, straight-grain leather with marbled boards in vg. condition. Handmade bookplate 

featuring calligraphic writing, dated 1878.    [38280]  £125.00 

A comprehensive work which will be of interest to those seeking traditional methods of cultivation and those interested in the 

history of gardening and horticulture.  
 

307. Barrett-Hamilton, G. E. H.  A History of British Mammals.  1st. Ed. Pub. Gurney & Jackson 1910  Two 

volumes comprising all 21 parts that were published. Crown quarto. With many plates (colour & b/w.) and further, 

smaller illustrations in text. A small amount of scattered foxing, o/w. contents in fine condition. Handsomely 

bound in blue cloth; gilt lettering to spine and with the front covers of the original parts bound in at the end of each 

volume. A near fine set.    [27299]  £275.00 

Highly recommended. Barrett-Hamilton’s work was aimed at those people wanting a scientific appraisal of British Mammals. 

It proved, despite not being fully completed, to serve as the standard text for a generation. 
 

308. Bewick, Thomas. A History of British Birds.  8th. Ed. Pub. for R.E. Bewick 1847  Two volumes. With 36 page 

synopsis and one leaf advert for works by Thomas Bewick at rear of Vol. 1 and the additional 14 wood-cuts of 

Foreign Birds (made for this edition) at rear of Vol. 2. Medium 8vo. Original, decorated & panelled levant 

morocco boards, with more recent spines, all in vg. plus condition. Boards gently rubbed in places. AEG. Minor 

foxing to end-papers, o/w. contents in fine condition. Provenance: With the bookplate of James Richardson to 

front paste-down of both volumes. A manuscript inscription ‘Received from Mr J Richardson Nov 28 1871 

£1.11.6, Jane Bewick’ to top of title page in Vol.1; Jane Bewick was Thomas Bewick’s eldest daughter and is 

well-known for her lifelong veneration for her father's memory. Also, the obituary notice of Isabella Bewick, 

printed in The Newcastle Daily Chronicle on Sat. 9th June 1883, is tipped to ffep Vol.1. An interesting set.    

[49383]  £300.00 

‘....six editions were issued in Bewick’s lifetime, and in the year 1847 an eighth, edited by John Hancock with great skill, and 

containing some extra 20 tailpieces [vignettes], which Bewick had executed for a projected History of British Fishes, appeared, 

this edition being in many respects the best’ (Mullens and Swann).  
 

309. Butler, Arthur G. British Birds’ Eggs:  A Handbook of British Oology. Pub. E.W. Janson. [1886]  pp.viii, 

219 plus 38 colour chromolithograph plates by the author. 8vo. Text in fine condition; several plates with some 

foxing, largely confined to margins, o/w. in fine condition. Previous owners inscription removed from front paste-

down. ‘1886’ neatly written at foot of title-page. Six neat inscriptions to text being corrections of, for example, a 

location mentioned in the text. Original boards in thor. vg. condition, lightly marked on rear. Scarce.    [49348] 

 £225.00 

Mullens & Swann (1917) indicate 28 plates but there are in fact 38 plates in a complete copy of this work.  
 

310. Butler, Arthur G. British Birds with their Nest and Eggs.  Pub. Brumby and Clarke. 1896  Six volume set, 

with 24 colour chromolithographed plates of eggs (containing 475 figs.) by F.W. Frohawk. (4to.). Original gilt 

dec. boards in vg. condition. Some plates with scattered foxing, o/w. contents fine. AEG. Marbled end-papers. 

With the armorial bookplate of ‘Lionel Cresswell...Burley in Wharfedale, Esq.’.    [49355]  £175.00 
 

311. Culpepper [Culpeper], Nicholas. The English Physician Enlarged. With three hundred and sixty nine 

medicines made of English Herbs that were not in any Impression until this. Pub. London. 1794  pp.[12], 

345, [3]. 12mo. Rear end-paper removed. Cords stretched at p.73. Ownership inscriptions to front-paste down and 

ffep dated 1800 and 1810. Contents in very good condition. Handsome, original full-calf binding, with gilt 

lettering and tooling to spine; showing wear at spine ends and overall binding in good to vg. condition.     [49638] 

 £195.00 
 

312. Curtis, John. British Entomology. Being illustrations and descriptions of the Genera of Insects found in 

Great Britain. 1st. Ed. Pub. for the Author, London. 1823-40  Sixteen volumes bound as eight. Royal 8vo. With 

770 hand-coloured plates. Collated and complete. Recently rebound in handsome, period-style full-calf leather by 

Bayntun-Riviere of Bath. Spines richly decorated with gilt and block tooling. With title page for each volume.  

Contents and binding in fine condition. Scarce, especially so in this condition.    [49109]  £12,500.00 

‘John Curtis was one of the finest insect illustrators of the nineteenth century - probably only Noel Humphries was his equal, 

and that in talent rather than industry. His sixteen volumes of British Entomology, with their 770 exquisite colour plates, are by 

any estimation one of the milestones of entomological publishing. Among the many new species of moths and butterflies it 

introduced were the Black Hairstreak, in 1829, and the Lulworth Skipper, in 1833’ (Salmon p.138). 
 

313. Darwin, Charles. The Formation of Vegetable Mould. Through the action of Worms. 1st. Ed. 6th. Thou. 

Corr. Ed. Pub. John Murray. 1882  pp.vii, [i], 328.  Neat underlining of text in places, o/w. contents vg. A late 

19th century article considering earthworms pasted to p.130. Several gatherings sitting a little proud. Two neat 



 

signatures. Webbing a little exposed at internal hinges, still firm. Original boards rubbed in places, o/w. thor. vg. 

Freeman 1362.    [40001]  £90.00 
 

314. Darwin, Charles. Insectivorous Plants. Second edition revised by Francis Darwin. 2nd. Ed. Pub. John 

Murray. 1888  pp.xiv, 377 plus 32 page John Murray catalogue dated Sept. 1888. 8vo. In original green cloth 

binding with gilt lettering and decoration to spine. Some minor wear at spine ends, o/w. boards in thor. vg. 

condition. Some of gauze at rear internal hinge exposed, o/w. binding thor. vg. Contents in fine condition. 

Freeman 1225.    [49335]  £175.00 
 

315. Darwin, Charles. The Power of Movement in Plants.  1st. Ed. 1st. Iss. Pub. John Murray. 1880  pp.x, 592 plus 

list of works (dated May, 1878). In original green cloth boards (with brown end-papers) in thoroughly very good 

condition. A very minor amount of foxing to blank white ffep and last page of list of works, o/w. contents in 

thoroughly very good condition also. Binding in vg. condition with end-papers just drying at front. Overall a 

thoroughly very good copy of this scarce title. Would be very hard to better. Freeman 1325.    [47420]  £2,000.00 

‘The first edition was published on November 6, 1880, and it is recorded that 1,500 copies were sold at Murray’s autumn 

sale....There are thirty-two pages of inserted advertisements dated May 1878....’ Freeman. 
 

316. Dresser, Henry Eeles. Eggs of the Birds of Europe. Including all the Species Inhabiting the Western 

Palæarctic Area. 1st. Ed. Pub. by the Author, at the Office of The RSPB.  (1905-1910)  Two volume set with 106 

colour plates and further illustrations in text. Collated and complete. Royal 4to. Handsomely bound in 

contemporary crushed half morocco, with gilt lettering on spine. TEG. Original printed wrappers bound in at. A 

fine set. Scarce.    [49154]  £1,750.00 
 

317. Forsyth, William. A Treatise on the Culture and Management of Fruit-Trees; In Which a New Method 

of Pruning and Training is Fully Described. 1st. Ed. Pub. Longman and Rees. 1802  pp.viii, 371 with 13 plates 

(12 fold-out). Contents beautifully clean. In original, handsome, full leather binding with gilt decoration and 

lettering to spine. Front external hinges showing some wear at top and bottom - binding in fine condition. With 

armorial bookplate of John Bolton to front paste down, and his neat signature to top corner of title page. A very 

nice copy of the large format first edition.     [47678]  £295.00 
 

318. Hogg, Robert. The Fruit Manual. containing the Descriptions, Synonymes, and Classification of the 

Fruits and Fruit Trees of Great Britain;  with 101 Engravings of the Best Varieties. 4th. Ed. Pub. Journal 

of Horticulture Office, London. 1875  pp.viii, 600 plus 56 pages of plates illustrating 101 fruits. 8vo. Errata slip 

present. Original pebbled maroon cloth boards with embossed pattern. Skilfully rebacked preserving most of 

original spine. End-papers sympathetically renewed at same time. Spine lettering a little faded. Rubbed corners. 

Contents near fine. Overall a vg. copy.     [21720]  £115.00 

Robert Hogg (1818–97) was a British nurseryman and an early secretary of the Royal Horticultural Society.  He first published 

this work in 1860, adding to it with each new edition.  It was very much the standard reference work of the period. 
 

319. Johnson, C & Pierpoint Johnson, C. British Poisonous Plants.  2nd. Ed. Pub. Van Voorst. 1861  pp.iv, 76 plus 

32 hand-coloured plates by John E. Sowerby. Crown 8vo. A very clean copy internally, with text and plates in fine 

condition overall. Boards in thor. vg. condition, with just several small, lightly coloured marks.     [48609] £150.00 

A lovely copy of this the preferred, revised and enlarged edition. The principal poisonous Fungi are also described and 

illustrated. 
 

320. [Johnstone, Mrs Christian Isobel]. Scenes of Industry displayed in the Bee-hive and the Ant-hill.  1st. Ed. 

Pub. John Harris, Corner of St. Paul’s Church-Yard.  1827  pp.xii, 212 with 4 pages of publisher adverts. 

Complete with six Georgian style plates inclusive of frontis. 12mo.  A little light foxing to text and plates (some 

darkening to the borders of plates). One short, closed tear to title, o/w. contents very clean, in fine condition. Neat 

inscription to ffep reads ‘S. Moss, Grove Vale, East Dulwich 1870’. Original quarter-calf leather with printed 

boards with skep illustration rubbed and worn in places o/w. in vg. condition. Scarce. (Harding 203).     [49571] 

 £150.00 

A charming book explaining the natural history of bee and ant-hives in a story of two parts.  The first tells the story of how a 

Hive operates, who does what, when and how.  Part two approaches the story of an Ant-hill in very much the same manner. 

The charming plates are related to the story of the Hive, each having three distinct illustrations thereby illuminating the text. 
 

321. Kappel, A.W. & Kirby, W.E. British and European Butterflies and Moths. (Macrolepidoptera). Pub. 

Ernest Nister. 1895  pp.xvi, 273 with 30 fine chromolithographed plates. Medium 4to. Contents in fine condition. 

A previous owner has pasted in a fold-out lithographed plate illustrating 70 British butterflies, together with a  

loosely  inserted small, hand-coloured illustration of a moth. Original decorated cloth boards gently rubbed on 

corners and gently faded on spine, o/w. in fine condition.     [49316]  £120.00 
 

322. Kingdon-Ward, Frank From China to Hkamti Long.  1st. Ed. Pub. Edward Arnold. 1924  pp. 317 with 

photographic frontis., a further 19 photographs (across 16 pages), fold-out map and 16 page publishers catalogue. 

8vo. With the signature of Frank Kingdon-Ward on a separate piece of card, loosely inserted. Lightly bumped on 



 

corners, otherwise original cloth binding in fine condition. Very minor amount of foxing, o/w. contents in fine 

condition.    [34931]  £550.00 
 

323. McKelvie, Colin Laurie and Robjent, Richard. The Grouse. Studies in Words and Pictures. 1st. Ed. Pub. Fine 

Sporting Interests, Holt. 1991  pp.141 with 24 full-page colour plates, tipped-in by hand onto plate sunk pages, 

and over 60 sepia sketches. Royal 4to. Handsomely bound in half maroon morocco leather; with lettering & 

tooling in 22 carat gold leaf and raised bands to spine. TEG. Cockerel hand-marbled end-papers. Mint condition. 

Matching buckram slip-case blocked in gold. Mint condition. Contains an original signed sepia sketch of a Grouse 

by Richard Robjent. Signed by author Colin McKelvie. A limited edition of 270 copies of which this is No.199.  

With purpose made, labelled and numbered, publishers box.    [49573]  £725.00 

A superb work. Dubbed the living successor to Archibald Thorburn, Richard Robjent’s work is highly regarded and much 

sought after. 
 

324. McKelvie, Colin Laurie and Robjent, Richard. The Partridge. Studies in Words and Pictures. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

Fine Sporting Interests, Holt. 1993  pp.117 with 24 full-page colour plates, tipped-in by hand onto plate sunk 

pages, and over 60 sepia sketches. Royal 4to. Handsomely bound in half blue morocco leather; with lettering & 

tooling in 22 carat gold leaf and raised bands to spine. TEG. Cockerel hand-marbled end-papers. Mint condition. 

Matching buckram slip-case blocked in gold. Mint condition. Contains an original signed sepia sketch of a 

Partridge by Richard Robjent. Signed by author Colin McKelvie. A limited edition of 270 copies of which this is 

No.199.  With purpose made, labelled and numbered, publishers box.    [49574]  £725.00 
 

325. Martin, Brian and Robjent, Richard. The Pheasant. Studies in Words and Pictures. 1st. Ed. Pub. Fine 

Sporting Interests, Holt. 1995  pp.121 with 24 full-page colour plates, tipped-in by hand onto plate sunk pages, 

and over 60 sepia sketches. Royal 4to. Handsomely bound in half red morocco leather; with lettering & tooling in 

22 carat gold leaf and raised bands to spine. TEG. Cockerel hand-marbled end-papers. Mint condition. Matching 

buckram slip-case blocked in gold. Mint condition. Contains an original signed sepia sketch of a Pheasant by 

Richard Robjent. Signed by author Brian Martin. A limited edition of 270 copies of which this is No.199.  With 

purpose made, labelled and numbered, publishers box.    [49559]  £725.00 
 

326. Millais, J.G. British Deer and their Horns.  1st. Ed. Pub. Henry Sotheran. 1897  pp.xviii, 224 with many 

illustrations in text, coloured frontispiece, 6 full-page illustrations and 10 electro-etched plates. Folio. The 10 

electro-etched plates have some scattered foxing, very largely confined to their borders. Text very clean. Original 

illustrated binding lightly marked in places, showing a little rippling on boards, overall in vg. condition. Overall a 

vg. copy.     [32175]  £350.00 

One of the first in-depth treatments of any group of British mammals. Superbly illustrated.  J.G. Millais was a professional 

artist and dedicated naturalist.  He spent years familiarising himself with the animals he illustrated in the interests of 

portraying them accurately. 
 

327. Miller, Philip. The Gardeners Kalendar. Directing what works are neceffary to be done every month in 

the kitchen, front and pleafure-gardens and in the conservatory. 5th. Ed. Pub. London. 1739  pp.xv, 333 [ii] 

with illus. frontis. 8vo. Two ownership inscriptions; one to ffep. another, dated 1740, on the title page. Contents 

nr. fine. More recently rebound in half-morocco leather, with marbled boards; in nr. fine condition. A very 

pleasing copy.     [49349]  £220.00 
 

328. Parkinson, John. Theatrum Botanicum. The Theater of Plantes. 1st. Ed. Pub. London. 1640  Bound in two 

volumes; pp.1755 [1] with 2,714 fine wood cut illustrations. Royal 4to. Frontis., last leaf of index and Errata leaf 

in facsimile, reproduced professionally on laid paper, closely matching original. Several neat repairs incl., to verso 

of title page and the margins of 3 pages of the index. Some minor marking to contents, o/w. very clean and in 

thoroughly vg. condition. Bound in Victorian/early 20th Century quarter calf-leather with gilt lettering and raised 

bands on spines. Rubbed at spine ends, more-so at bottom. Cloth boards show some old mottling to fore-edges.  

Overall, a complete copy with some interesting provenance, in vg. condition.    [49045]  £4,250.00 

A magnificent work and arguably the most detailed herbal in the English language. This copy was owned by English Botanist 

George Claridge Druce (1850-1932).  He passed his exams to become a Pharmacist, yet his main interest was Botany.  In 

1876, he was one of the founders of the Northampton Natural History Society. A serious author - he wrote ‘The Flora of 

Oxfordshire’ in 1886, then in 1887 ‘The Flora of Berkshire’, in 1926 ‘The Flora of Buckinghamshire’ and in 1929, ‘The Flora 

of West Ross’. 
 

329. Paxton, Joseph. Paxton’s Magazine of Botany and Register of Flowering Plants.  1st. Ed. Pub. W.S. Orr. 

1844/45  pp.xii, 280 with 46 fine hand-coloured plates and letterpress. Royal 8vo. Plates very clean and contents in 

near fine condition. Original half morocco leather binding with marbled boards in vg. condition, showing some 

wear at top of spine.    [43095]  £275.00 

Sold as a collection of plates and interesting period gardening information. A mixed volume. Some of the content is from 

Volume 11 (1844) with the vast majority being from Volume XII (1845). 
 



 

330. Repton, Humphry. Observations on the Theory and Practice of Landscape Gardening. Including some 

Remarks on Grecian and Gothic Achitecture. 1st. Ed. Pub. J. Taylor, London. 1803  pp. 16, 222 [2], frontis., 

(portrait of author), 27 plates. Fourteen overslips. Collated and complete. 4to. Portrait and one engraved plate 

lightly foxed. A little, light offsetting. Double-page plate has small, neat repair at fold. Otherwise contents in fine 

condition. Prov: Bookplate of Walter Ambrose Harding, Madingley Hall, Cambridgeshire. Recently rebound in 

handsome, period-style, half-brown calf-leather with marbled boards by Bayntun-Riviere of Bath. Spine richly gilt 

tooled and lettered. Binding in fine condition.    [49126]  £8,250.00 

In 1756, Lancelot ‘Capability’ Brown was commissioned by Madingley Hall’s then owner, Sir John Hynde Cotton to 

modernise its landscape. Whilst Humphry Repton wasn’t employed by Madingley, the last owner of the Hall before it was 

acquired by Cambridge University, Walter Ambrose Harding, did make changes to the gardens.  A very thoughtful man, it is 

highly probable that Ambrose referred to this work. Interestingly, a good number of the original Capability Brown introduced 

features are still evident at Madingley Hall, including the view to the east from the front door of the Hall. 
 

331. Repton, Humphry. The Red Books of Humphry Repton.  Facsimile Ed. Pub. Basilisk Press. 1976  Four 

hardback volumes in slipcases and an encompassing, handsome, cloth presentation case. Three volumes oblong 

4to, one volume folio. High quality reproductions of the original colour & b/w. plates and the classic overlays 

Repton is famous for. Each volume is beautifully bound in quarter red morocco leather with marbled boards. Five 

hundred and fifteen sets were made of which 500 were for sale. This is set number 247. Fine condition.  A 

magnificent work and a must for the Repton enthusiast.    [45439]  £3,250.00 

Exact facsimiles of three of Repton’s Red Books - those for Antony House, Attingham Park and Sheringham Hall. The fourth 

volume is an explanatory  text by Edward Malins.  Malins sets Repton in his historical and cultural setting, assessing his 

contribution and tracing his work. 
 

332. Smith, J.E. & Sowerby, J. English Botany; Coloured Figures of British Plants. 2nd. Ed. Pub. C.E. Sowerby, 

London. 1832-1846  12 volumes complete with 2,580 copper engraved, part hand-coloured plates. Collated and 

complete. 8vo. A very minor amount of foxing and off-setting, o/w. the contents are in fine condition. Very 

handsomely bound in auburn coloured half-calf leather with ornately decorated spines. TEG. Bindings in very 

good to fine condition.    [49036]  £1,800.00 

‘One of the most celebrated of all British Flora’, (Blanche Henrey). The colouring of the plates in this and the 1st edition is 

superior to that of the third edition. 
 

333. Strutt, Jacob George. Sylva Britannica;  or Portraits of Forest Trees, distinguished for their antiquity, 

magnitude, or beauty. 1st. 4to. Ed. Pub. for the Author by Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown and Green. [1830]  

pp.viii, 151 plus 49 etched & mounted plates and additional illustrated title page. Quarto. Printed on India paper. 

Original green cloth boards, title lettered in gilt on black spine label. Foxing to some parts, o/w. contents in fine 

condition. Some spine lean. Rubbing and minor wear to the board extremities. Hinges held internally by the cords, 

paper at hinges has cracked (a common occurrence for this work when found in its original binding).    [26368] 

 £275.00 

Strutt’s aim for this work was ‘to perpetuate the remembrance and preserve the characteristics of some of these objects’. Of the 

many ‘objects’ included, (fine English and Scottish tree specimens) some examples are, The Moccas Park Oak, Larches at 

Dunkeld, the Fountains Abbey Yew and the Cedars in the Apothecaries Garden in Chelsea. Scientific detail is as he said 

minimal, in favour of providing through images and text a ‘pictorial description, [and] every circumstance of local connection, 

or traditional interest’. 
 

334. Switzer, Stephen. The Nobleman, Gentleman and Gardener’s Recreation: Or, an introduction to 

Gardening, Planting, Agriculture, and the other business and pleasures of a Country life. 1st. Ed. Pub. B. 

Barker and C. King. 1715  pp.[viii], xxxiv, 266, [16] with engraved frontis. 8vo. From the library of 

internationally renowned, English garden designer, Rosemary Verey (b.1918 - d.2001), with her bookplate to the 

front paste-down. Two small holes in text, with letters supplied in early hand. Beautifully bound in original full 

calf-leather Cambridge panel binding which shows some wear at spine ends, to external hinges and the corners of 

the boards. Overall binding in vg. condition. Contents in thoroughly vg. condition. Very scarce.    [47610] 

 £1,950.00 

This was eminent garden designer Stephen Switzer’s first published work. He dedicated the book to the Marquess of Lindsey, 

for whom it is thought that Switzer designed the gardens at Grimsthorpe Castle, near Bourne in Lincolnshire (Blanche Henry). 

It contains the first lengthy historical review of the development of gardening in England. 
 

335. Thorburn, Archibald. British Mammals.  1st. Ed. Pub. Longmans Green. 1920  Two volumes with 50 illus. in 

colour and many line drawings. Royal 4to.  TEG. Scattered foxing to end-papers, o/w. contents fine. Original red 

cloth boards in near fine condition.    [38262]  £575.00 
 

336. Thorburn, Archibald. A Naturalist’s Sketchbook.  1st. Ed. Pub. Longmans, Green & Co. 1919  pp.viii, 72 plus 

60 plates (24 in colour, 36 in collotype as published). Royal 4to. TEG. Cluster of small holes to the paper of the 

front pastedown and the two subsequent free-end papers. Otherwise, the contents are in fine condition. Original 

red cloth boards which have held their colour very well, lightly marked in places. With a neat stamp to verso of 



 

title reading ‘If thou art borrow’d by a friend, Right welcome shall he be, To read, to study, not to lend, but to 

return to me’. A nice copy.    [31986]  £325.00 

The artwork of the Scottish artist and animal painter Archibald Thorburn continues to be very popular. In his introduction to 

this work, Thorburn wrote ‘The series of water colour and pencil sketches reproduced in this volume have been gathered from 

various sketch books and portfolios, representing part of the congenial though by no means easy labour of some thirty years’. 
 

337. Thornton M.D., Robert John & Bewick, Thomas. A New Family Herbal: or popular account of the natures 

and properties of the various plants used in medicine, diet, and the arts. 1st. Ed. Pub. Printed for Richard 

Phillips. 1810  pp.xvi, 901, plus 3 pages adverts. Illustrated with wood-block engravings by Thomas Bewick. 8vo. 

Two neat signatures to endpapers. A minor amount of foxing to end-papers, title page and adverts, o/w. contents 

beautifully clean and in fine condition. Handsomely bound in half-calf leather with gilt decoration and lettering; 

entitled ‘Bewick’s Herbal’ on spinee. Marbled boards and end-papers. Boards lightly rubbed and marked o/w. in 

thor. vg. condition. A nice copy of a desirable herbal.    [49144]  £325.00 
 

338. Van Pelt Lechner, A.A. Oologia Neerlandica. Eggs of Birds Breeding in the Netherlands. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

Martinus Nijhoff. 1910-13  Four volumes depicting 667 birds eggs over 191 chromolithograph and heliotype 

plates. Collated and complete. Crown 4to. English text. Bound in half calf-leather with green cloth. Spines show a 

degree of uniform fading to a more brownish shade. Contents beautifully clean and in fine condition. Boards near 

fine condition. A handsome set of this very scarce and highly regarded work.    [49369]  £3,500.00 

‘A work on the eggs of the birds of Holland, of unusual merits...(it) was issued in an edition of 250 copies, 100 of which were 

printed in English [the rest in Dutch] (Zimmer II, 651). The work was very well received. A review in the  American 

Ornithologists Union journal ‘The Auk’ (Apr. 1914), said upon the release of the last four parts, ‘The unusually high standard 

of both plates and letter press is fully maintained and the work will take its place as one of the noteworthy publications dealing 

with birds’ eggs - an example of what can be done in scientific oological investigation’. 
 

339. Veitch, James H. Hortus Veitchii. A History of the rise and progress of the Nurseries of Messrs. James 

Veitch and Sons, together with an account of the Botanical Collectors and Hybridists employed by them 

and a list of the most remarkable of their introductions. 1st. Ed. Pub. James Veitch and Sons Ltd. 1906  

pp.542 with 50 plates of photographs and illus. TEG. Med 8vo. With the exception of a minor amount of foxing, 

the contents are in fine condition. Pages rough-cut as published (some sections uncut). Hinges a little tender, 

firmer at rear. Original red cloth boards bright and in good condition; rubbed at spine ends and rear board shows 

old indentation mark.    [34194]  £225.00 

A most fascinating work. Hortus Veitchii begins with a biographical introduction to the Veitch family and their interests.  

Around a fifth of the work is dedicated to accounts of 27 of the leading plant collectors and hybridists whom the Veitch’s 

employed, including William Lobb, Thomas Lobb and E.H. Wilson. The book then focusses on the vast number of plants these 

men brought back and worked on; not just by listing them, but through an enticing mixture of detailed background text and 

photographs. 
 

340. Wallace, Alfred Russel. Darwinism. An Exposition of the Theory of Natural Selection with some of its 

applications. 3rd. Ed. Pub. Macmillan and Co. 1905  pp.xx, 494 with portrait frontis. of Wallace, fold-out map 

and 2pp. adverts at end. 8vo. Original green cloth binding in thor. vg. condition, showing some very minor 

mottling. Contents in nr. fine condition. Neat signature to ffep. Overall, a thor. vg. copy.    [49331]  £125.00 
 

341. Wallace, Alfred Russel. Island Life. Or the Phenomena and Causes of Insular Faunas and Floras. 3rd. Rev. 

Ed. Pub. Macmillan. 1902  pp.xx, 563 with 26 illus. (maps and diagrams). 8vo. Bound in original green cloth. 

Binding and contents in fine condition. A lovely copy.    [49332]  £150.00 
 

342. Wallace, Alfred Russel. The Malay Archipelogo.  New Ed. Pub. Macmillan (London). 1898  pp.xvii [1], 515 

with illus. frontis., two fold-out maps and illustrations. 8vo. Contents beautifully clean and in fine condition. 

Original binding in very pleasing, nr. fine condition (possible, neat repair to fold of free-end papers). Neat 

ownership inscription dated 1902 to half-title.    [49336]  £250.00 
 

343. Wallace, Alfred Russel. Natural Selection and Tropical Nature. Essays on descriptive and theoretical 

biology. New Ed. Corr. & Enl. Pub. Macmillan. 1895  pp.xii, 492. 8vo. Some scattered foxing to end-papers, o/w. 

contents clean and in fine condition. Neat ownership inscription dated 1904 to ffep. In original green cloth boards, 

with gilt lettering on spine and gilt emblem on front board.  Binding in very good plus condition. A lovely copy.    

[49138]  £120.00 
 

344. White, Gilbert. The Natural History & Antiquities of Selborne & A Garden Kalendar. Edited by R. 

Bowdler Sharpe. Ltd. Ed. Pub. S.T. Freemantle. 1900  Two volumes. With many plates, illustrations and 

vignettes. Crown 4to. Edges untrimmed as published. TEG. Bound in original stiff vellum boards - spine of 

volume 1 rebacked, preserving most of the original; a 4cm split to vellum at top of rear external hinge. Otherwise, 

bindings in vg. condition. Internal hinges in fine condition. Gilt embossed, hand coloured coat-of-arms to front 

boards. Very minor amount of foxing, o/w. contents in fine condition. Limited edition of 160 sets, this being 

no.67. Signed by Bowdler Sharpe and the artists.    [36807]  £400.00 



 

This edition is beautifully illustrated by three of the leading illustrators of the period, namely J.G. Keulemans, Herbert Railton, 

Edmund J Sullivan. Further, this edition contains Gilbert White’s Naturalist’s Kalendar first published in 1795. 
 

345. Williamson, Henry. (with illus. by C.F. Tunnicliffe) Salar the Salmon.  1st. Ed. (of this edition) Pub. Faber & 

Faber. 1936  pp.324 with 66 illustrations by Charles Tunnicliffe. 8vo. Bound in original binding of silver-

patterned cloth. Top-edge silver, fore-edge untrimmed as published. Illustrated end-papers. Boards show some 

even fading on spine, and some further fading on boards (common for this work). Neat bookplate. Minor foxing to 

ffep & half title, o/w. contents fine. Overall a vg. copy.    [36304]  £150.00 

Thirty nine of the 66 Charles Tunnicliffe illustrations were specially commissioned for this book. 
 

346. Withering, William. A Botanical Arrangement of British Plants. Including the uses of each species in 

medicine, diet, rural economy and the arts. 2nd. Ed. Pub. Robinson, Robson and Balfour. 1787-1792  Volumes 

1, 2 and 3 (Part 1) bound as two volumes complete with 12 plates (2 fold-out) and one fold out, linen backed table. 

8vo. Contents in thoroughly vg. condition. More recently, handsomely bound in quarter calf-leather with marbled 

boards and gilt lettering and decoration to spine. Near fine.    [48108]  £250.00 
 

347. Yarrell, William. A History of British Birds.  1st. Ed. Pub. Van Voorst.  1843  Three volumes. 8vo. With hand-

coloured frontis., (volume 1) and over 550 engravings. Half and full-titles in each volume. Quite handsomely 

bound in period, full-calf with gilt and blind tooling to boards and spine. Spines relaid, saving most of originals. 

Internal hinges strengthened. Marbled end-papers and fore-edges. Binding vg. condition, contents nr. fine.    

[39989]  £175.00 

‘The History of British Birds......proved a great success. The beautiful woodcuts were executed by the Thompsons....In fact, the 

value of his [Yarrell’s] works and the admiration which they evoke may be said to be due to the accuracy of the information 

they contain, together with the simplicity of their style and the charm and fidelity of the illustrations’ (Mullens and Swann). 
 

Forestry Commission 

348. Barrington, C.A. Forestry in the Weald. Forestry Commission Booklet No. 22. Pub. HMSO. 1968  pp.31 

with b/w. photographs and text figs. 4to. A nr. fine softback.     [49245]  £5.00 
 

349. Edlin, H. Forests of Central and Southern Scotland. Forestry Commission Booklet No. 25. Pub. HMSO. 

1969  pp.vi, 85 with b/w. photographs. 4to. A nr fine softback.     [49238]  £12.50 
 

350. Edlin, H. Know Your Broadleaves. Forestry Commission Booklet No. 20. Rep. Pub. HMSO. 1975  pp. 142 

with b/w. photos and illus. 4to. A nr. fine softback. Front cover illustration by Tunnicliffe.    [49244]  £7.50 
 

351. Edlin, H. Know Your Conifers. Forestry Commission Booklet No. 15. Pub. HMSO. 1970  pp.63 with b/w. 

photographs and illus. 4to. A nr. fine softback. Front cover illustration by Tunnicliffe.    [49243]  £5.00 
 

352. Leather, S.R. et al. (Eds.).  Population Biology and Control of the Pine Beauty Moth. Forestry 

Commission Bulletin 67. Pub. HMSO. 1987  pp.90 with b/w. text figs. 4to. Previous owner has attached Pine 

Beauty Moth (Forestry Commission Forest Record 120) to rear end paper with sellotape. From Library of Eric 

Hardy. A thor. vg. softback.     [49236]  £8.00 
 

353. Macdonald, James. et al. (Eds.). Exotic Forest Trees in Great Britain. Forestry Commission Bulletin No. 

30. Pub. HMSO. 1957  pp.vii, 167 with b/w. photographs and maps. 8vo. Ex-lib copy with lib. stamps and 

markings to end papers. A thor. vg. hdbk. in lib. cloth.    [49230]  £12.50 
 

354. MacKenzie, N.A. & Callander, R.F. The Native Woodland Resource in the Scottish Highlands. Forestry 

Commission Technical Paper No. 12. Pub. HMSO. 1995  pp.iv, 28 with b/w. text figs. 4to. Previous owner’s 

scribbled-out signature on front cover turn-in o/w. a fine softback.    [49239]  £5.00 
 

355. Mitchell, A.F. et al. Champion Trees in the British Isles. Forestry Commission Technical Paper No. 7. 
4th. Ed. Pub. Forestry Commission. 1994  pp.iv, 88 with keys. 4to. A thor. vg. softback.     [49241]  £12.50 
 

356. Moss, R. et al. Management of Forests for Capercaillie in Scotland. Forestry Commission Bulletin 113. 
Pub. HMSO.  1994  pp.viii, 32 with colour photographs and b/w. text figs. 4to. A fine softback.     [49237]  £10.00 
 

357. Petty, S.J. & Avery, M.I. Forest Bird Communities. Forestry Commission Occasional Paper 26. Pub. 

Forestry Commission. 1990  pp.110 with b/w. text figs. 4to. A thor. vg. softback.    [49242]  £30.00 

A review of the ecology and management of forest bird communities in relation to silvicultural practices in the British uplands. 
 

358. Ratcliffe, P.R. The Management of Red Deer in Upland Forests. Forestry Commission Bulletin 71. Pub. 

HMSO. 1987  pp.28 with colour photographs and b/w. text figs. 4to. A nr. fine softback.     [49235]  £12.50 
 



 

359. Steele, R.C. Wildlife Conservation in Woodlands. Forestry Commission Booklet No. 29. Pub. HMSO. 

1972  pp.67 with b/w. photographs and illus. 4to. A nr. fine softback.    [49240]  £8.00 
 

360. Wood, R.F. & Anderson, I.A. Forestry in the British Scene. Forestry Commission Booklet No. 24.  Pub. 

HMSO. 1968  pp.79 with colour and b/w. photographs. 4to. A nr. fine softback.     [49246]  £8.00 
 

Gardening 

361. Allan, Mea. E.A. Bowles and his Garden  at Myddelton House 1865-1954. 1st. Ed. Pub. Faber & Faber. 

1973  pp. 264, with some colour and many b/w. plates. 8vo. A nr. fine hardback in nr. fine dw.    [49630]  £12.00 
 

362. Bailey, L.H. et al (Eds.). Hortus Third. A Concise Dictionary of Plants Cultivated in United States and 

Canada. Rev. Ed. Pub. Macmillan & Cornell Uni. 1976  pp.xiv, 1290 with b/w. text figs. 4to. A vg. hdbk. in vg. 

dw. Long out-of-print.    [49293]  £30.00 

An authoritative reference work to the plants of North American horticulture. Almost 24,000 entries with descriptions for 

families, genera and species. A large number of entries for subspecies, varieties, forms and cultivars. Notes on use, culture and 

propagation. And much, much more! 
 

363. Beckett, K. Encyclopaedia of Alpines.   1st. Ed. Pub. Alpine Garden Society. 1993  2 volumes with 543 colour 

photographic plates, and line drawings. 8vo. A nr. fine set.    [41344]  £199.00 

Still the definitive work on Alpines, giving the uses and culture of each genus and a description of the species therein. 
 

364. Bond, Sandra. Hostas. Foliage Plants in Garden Design. Pub. Ward Lock.  1994  pp.96 with colour 

photographs and b/w. illus. Covers lightly creased, o/w. a vg. copy.     [49289]  £3.50 
 

365. Bowles, E.A. My Garden in Spring, Summer, Autumn and Winter.  1st. Ed. Pub. TC and EC Jack. 1914-15  

Three vols. in original decorated boards. 8vo. Some scattered foxing to Summer volume, also neat repair to front 

internal hinge. Historic stain mark to end-paper of Autumn and Winter volume, traces of which can be seen on 

rear board , o/w. contents of 3 vols. near fine.. Original boards have held their colour very well, gently rubbed and 

pulled in places, o/w. in vg. condition. Bookplates to two volumes; that of Benjamin Plunket (dated 1913) to 

Summer volume.     [49602]  £200.00 

Anglican Bishop Benjamin John Plunket (1870-1947) was the son of William Plunket, 4th Baron Plunket.  In 1913, he became 

Bishop of Tuan, Killala and Achonry in Armagh. 
 

366. Brookes, John. Planting the Country Way. A Hands-on Approach. 1st. Ed. Pub. BBC Books. 1994  pp.192 

with colour photographs. 8vo. Previous owner’s neat inscription on ffep. o/w. a fine hdbk. in nr fine dw..      

[49538]  £8.00 

In Planting the Country Way John Brookes takes a close look at our native plants - how and where they grow, their 

relationship to each other and how to get the best out of them. 
 

367. Bryan, J.E.  Bulbs.   Rev. Ed. Pub. Timber Press.  2002  pp.524 with colour photographs throughout. 4to. A fine 

hdbk. in nr. fine dw. Out-of-print.    [46965]  £40.00 

John Bryan’s substantive revision to his original work published in 1989. A sumptuously illustrated guide to bulbs, corns, 

rhizomes and tubers of the world. Latest edition.  
 

368. Cameron, R. Great Comp Garden.  Pub. E.C. Parker Ltd. 2002  pp.xvi, 224 with colour and b/w. photographs. 

Folio. Signed by the author. A fine hdbk. in fine dw.    [49226]  £18.00 
 

369. Davies, D. Alliums. The Ornamental Onions.  1st. Ed. Pub. Batsford. 1992  pp.168 with coloured plates and 

text figs. 8vo. A nr. fine hdbk. in vg. dw.    [31774]  £11.00 
 

370. Delille, Jacques. Les Jardins. Poeme. (Nouvelle edition, considerablement augmentee). Pub. Paris. 1801  

pp.xxxi, 166. 8vo. Contents fine. Two bookplates to front-paste down, one on top of the other. Half-leather with 

marbled boards - more recent replacement spine, handsomely decorated. VG.    [49345]  £30.00 

“In ‘Les Jardins’, Delille considers the merits of the formal and the landscape garden, comparing them though the work of Le 

Notre and William Kent, and decides that the latter is the higher form. The advice he subsequently gives throughout the poem 

on how to make a garden in the image of Nature was widely followed at home and abroad” (Garden History, Vol.18 No.2 

(1990)). 
 

371. Duncan, Graham. The Genus Lachenalia.  Pub. Kew. 2012  pp.480 with over 300 photographs and supporting 

botanical illustrations & line drawings. 4to. A new hardback.    [49107]  £120.00 

The first complete monograph of the Genus Lachenalia or Cape Hyacinths. Cultivation, propogation and much, much more. 
 



 

372. Dykes, William Rickatson. The Genus Iris.  Rep. Pub. Dover. 1974  pp.245 with 47 reproductions of colour 

paintings, 30 line drawings, 1 coloured plate depicting seeds. Small folio. Fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw.    [40331] 

 £50.00 

Unabridged republication of the original 1913 edition. 
 

373. Eburne, A. and Taylor, R.  How to Read an English Garden.   1st. Ed. Pub. Ebury Press.  2006  pp.272 with 

colour photographs and other text figs. throughout. 4to. A fine hdbk. in fine dw.    [44947]  £10.00 

Provides a very interesting account of the different elements of gardens, explaining their history and meaning. It also answers 

many questions including for example, when were tulips introduced to British Gardens and what was Tulipomania? 
 

374. Evans, Alfred. The Peat Garden and its Plants.  2nd. Ed. Pub. J. M. Dent. 1974  pp.164 with colour and b/w. 

photographs. 8vo. A thor. vg. hdbk. in vg. dw.     [49540]  £8.00 

Practical guidance on the construction, arrangement and planting in this specialized environment. 
 

375. Eyler, E.C. Early English Gardens and Garden Books. Folger Booklets on Tudor and Stuart 

Civilization. Pub. Cornwell. 1963  pp.48, 20 plates of illustrations. 8vo. Nr. fine softback.    [49386]  £6.00 
 

376. Farrar, L.  Ancient Roman Gardens.   Pub. Sutton.  2000  pp.xviii, 237 with colour and b/w. plates and other 

text figs. 4to. A nr. fine softback. Related articles have been loosely inserted into the book.     [45144]  £9.00 
 

377. Faure, G.  Gardens of Rome.   1st. English Ed. Pub. Nicholas Kaye. 1960  pp.200 with high quality b/w. 

photographs and a fold-out map. Previous owner’s bookplate to half-title. FFEP neatly removed. Contents in fine 

condition. Hardback in vg. dw.    [45675]  £15.00 
 

378. Festing, S. Gertrude Jekyll.  Pub. Viking.  1991  pp.xii, 322 with b/w. plates. 8vo. A fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw.    

[45981]  £7.50 
 

379. Fish, Magery. A Flower For Every Day.  Pub. The Garden Book Club. 1965  pp.208 with b/w. photographs. 

8vo. A thor. vg. hdbk. in vg. dw., gently darkened on the spine.     [49280]  £7.50 

Margery Fish’s premise behind this book was that there is no need for any garden to be bare and dull at any time in the year. 

Here she charmingly describes, month by month, the plants she grows to make her garden interesting every day of the year. 
 

380. Fish, Margery. Ground Cover Plants.  1st. Ed. 4th Imp. Pub.  1970  pp.144 with b/w. photographs. A nr. fine 

hdbk. in nr. fine dw. 8vo. A lovely copy of this charmingly written, informative classic.    [49285]  £5.00 
 

381. Flowerdew, Bob. Simple, Green Pest and Disease Control. Bob’s Basics. Pub. Kyle Cathie Limited. 2010  

pp.112 with colour photographs. 8vo. A new hardback.    [48615]  £9.99 

Employing such techniques as companion planting, encouraging natural predators and erecting physical barriers, Bob 

Flowerdew’s approach is to use wit and cunning to out-manoeuvre garden pests, rather than seeking to eradicate them. 
 

382. Giles, Will. Encyclopedia of Exotic Plants for Temperate Gardens.  1st. Ed. Pub. Timber Press. 2007  

pp.440 profusely illus. with colour photographs. 4to. A fine hdbk. in fine dw.      [42607]  £35.00 

More than 1,500 plants including Aroids, Bamboos, Bananas, Bromeliads, Succulents, Yuccas, Palms, Cycads and Restios. 
 

383. Gray, A. Gardens of Marrakesh.  1st. Ed. Pub Frances Lincoln. 2013  pp.128 with colour photographs 

throughout. 4to. A thor. vg. hardback in same dw.    [49688]  £18.00 
 

384. Grey-Wilson, C. The Genus Cyclamen.  1st. Ed. Pub. Timber Press. 1988  pp. 147 with 12 colour plates, 11 

maps and numerous figs. Royal 8vo. A vg. plus hardback in vg. plus dw.     [40189]  £15.00 
 

385. Grey-Wilson, C.  Poppies.  The Poppy Family in the Wild and in Cultivation.  1st. Ed. Pub. B.T. Batsford.  

1993  pp.208 with line drawings and colour plates. 8vo. Light scattered spots to fore-edges of the text block, o/w. a 

fine hardback in vg. dw.     [45579]  £18.00 
 

386. Griswold, Mac & Weller, Eleanor. The Golden Age of American Gardens. Proud Owners. Private Estates. 

1890-1940. 1st. Ed. Pub. Harry N. Abrams. 1991  pp.408 with colour illus. and b/w. photographs. 4to. A fine 

hdbk. in nr. fine dw., gently sunned on spine.     [49542]  £15.00 

This book surveys more than 500 private estates dating back to the 1800s. 
 

387. Grounds, R. Grasses. Choosing and using these ornamental plants in the garden.  Pub. Quadrille. 2005  

pp.160 with colour photographs and other figs. 4to. A fine hdbk. in fine dw.     [43877]  £12.00 
 

388. Hansell, P. & J. Doves and Dovecotes.  1st. Ed. Pub. Millstream. 1988  pp.248 with colour and bw. plates 

throughout. 4to. A fine hdbk. in fine dw.    [35022]  £35.00 



 

This was the first substantial account of dovecotes and their inhabitants for 50 years. Chapters cover subjects including that of 

the bird itself, its culinary and medicinal use, early domestication, the first and later dovecotes in England and Wales, 

interiors, management, ruins and restoration. 
 

389. Hawthorn, R. (Ed.). Dawson’s Practical Lawncraft.  7th. Rev. Ed. Pub. Crosby. 1977  pp.ix, 313 with b/w. 

photographs and text figs. 8vo. A vg. hdbk. in vg. dw.    [49286]  £20.00 
 

390. Hedley, G. & Rance, A. (Eds.). Pleasure Grounds.  The Gardens and Landscapes of Hampshire. Pub. 

Milestone Publications. 1987  pp.95 with colour and b/w. illus. A fine hdbk. in vg. dw.      [49288]  £5.00 
 

391. Heistinger, Andrea. The Manual of Seed Saving. Harvesting, storing, and sowing techniques for 

vegtables, herbs, and fruits. Pub. Timber Press. 2013  pp.343 with many colour photographs. 4to. A new hdbk.     

[49351]  £24.99 

This book brings together the experience of experts who have reliably maximized seed quality and yield for more than 100 

everyday crop plants. Essential reference for all food producers from vegetable growers to small-scale farmers.  
 

392. Hibberd, Shirley. The Amateur’s Greenhouse and Conservatory. A handy guide to the construction and 

management of plant-houses, and the selection, cultivation, and improvement of ornamental greenhouse 

and conservatory plants. Pub. Groombridge and Sons. 1875  pp.272 with 6 folding colour chromolithograph 

plates and many wood engraved illustrations. 8vo. Internal hinges showing wear, binding still firm. Frontis. and 

title page foxed, ffep. chipped on edges, o/w. contents thoroughly vg. Boards thor. vg.     [49347]  £50.00 

Very well illustrated, showing plans for construction, equipment and plants. A fascinating insight into the subject by one of the 

most popular and successful Victorian garden writers.  
 

393. Hibberd, Shirley. The Floral World and Garden Guide. (1876).  Pub. Groombridge & Sons, London. 1876  

pp.vi, 346 with 12 colour chromolithographed plates. 8vo. Contents thor. vg. with neat blind-stamp of W&H 

Smith, Evesham to ffep. Original green cloth binding, with gilt decoration and lettering to spine and front board; 

thoroughly vg. condition. A nice copy.    [49337]  £50.00 

James Shirley Hibberd was a very popular and successful garden writer of the Victorian era. Within this monthly magazine he 

proved how important he was to amateur gardeners. In it, he encouraged correspondence and discussion alongside answering 

questions and the encouragement of local amateur gardeners to contribute articles. 
 

394. Horst, Arend Jan van der. Art of the Formal Garden.  1st. Ed. Pub. Cassell. 1995  pp.144 with colour 

photographs. 4to. A nr. fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw.    [49581]  £14.50 

Illustrates how formal and romantic elements can be combined to make exciting gardens, large and small. 
 

395. Hunt, John Dixon William Kent. Landscape Garden Designer. 1st. Ed. Pub. A. Zwemmer Ltd. 1987  pp, 176 

with illustrations throughout the text. 4to. A fine hdbk. in fine dw.    [41463]  £15.00 
 

396. Ingwersen, Will.  Manual of Alpine Plants.  Rep. Ed. Pub. Cassell. 1991  pp.448. 8vo. A nr. fine hdbk. in nr. 

fine dw.    [49539]  £5.00 

A huge range of alpine plants are described in alphabetical order, in clear and careful detail, and where appropriate, with 

particular horticultural requirements. 
 

397. Jefferson-Brown, M. Narcissus.  Pub. Batsford Ltd. 1991  pp.vii, 224 with colour photos. 8vo. A new hdbk. copy 

with new dw. very lightly faded on the spine.    [48458]  £8.00 
 

398. Jekyll, Gertrude.  Home and Garden.  Notes and Thoughts, Practical and Critical, of a Worker in Both.  
1st. Ed. Pub. Longmans, Green and Co. 1900  pp.xv, 301 with b/w. plates. 8vo. Contents very clean. In original 

boards which are lightly faded. Overall a very good copy.     [45994]  £75.00 
 

399. Jekyll, Gertrude. Wood & Garden.  1st. Ed. 13th. Imp. Pub. Longmans. 1926  pp.xvi, 286 with b/w. 

photographs. 8vo. Some evidence of old spillage, still a good plus hdbk.     [49343]  £14.95 

Gertrude Jekyll’s thoughts on woodland gardening written in her wonderfully descriptive style. Twelve of the sixteen chapters 

cover the subject month by month, with the last 3 chapters covering large and small gardens, information for the beginner then 

flower-borders and pergolas.  
 

400. Jekyll, Gertrude and Weaver, L.  Gardens for Small Country Houses.   Pub. Antique Collectors’ Club.  1981  

pp.xvi, 260 with b/w. photographs and other text figs. throughout. 4to. A fine hdbk. in fine dw.    [45026]  £20.00 
 

401. Jekyll, Gertude and Mawley, E. Roses for English Gardens.  A Photographic Guide.  1st. Ed. Pub. Country 

Life.  1902  pp.xvi, 166 with photographic plates. 8vo. Foxing throughout, not affecting plates. Lacks free-end 

papers. Previous owner’s label appears to have been removed from front paste-down. Boards heavily rubbed and 

spine-ends pulled. Overall  a good to vg. copy.     [46746]  £40.00 
 



 

402. Junker, K. Gardening With Woodland Plants.  Pub. Timber Press. 2007  pp.384 with colour photos. 4to. A 

new hdbk. copy in new dw.    [48214]  £29.99 

A comprehensive guide to over 2,000 woodland plants. 
 

403. Kenney, Neil. An Illustrated Guide to Japanese Maples. For Garden Planting and Pots. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

Larchfield Trees. 2015  pp.130 illustrated in colour throughout. 8vo. A new softback.    [48973]  £14.95 

Recommended. Practical information and tips, easy-to-follow and do. Deals with propagation, repotting, maintenance, 

pruning, pests and diseases.  Neil Kenney is very well-regarded and has won 14 RHS Gold medals for his work with Maples. 
 

404. King, M. &. Oudolf, P. Gardening With Grasses.  Pub. Frances Lincoln. 1996  pp.152 with many colour 

photos. 4to. Fine hardback in fine dw. Out-of-print.     [47721]  £35.00 
 

405. Liden, Magnus & Zetterlund, Henrik. Corydalis. A gardener’s guide and a monograph of the tuberous 

species. Pub. Alpine Garden Society. 1997  pp.140 with colour photographic plates. 4to. A new hdbk. in new. dw.     

[49273]  £25.00 
 

406. Little, Archibald. Round About My Peking Garden.  1st. Ed 2nd. Imp. Pub. T. Fisher Unwin. [1905]  pp.284 

with b/w. photographs. 8vo. Scattered foxing, o/w. contents fine. TEG. Some spine lean. Original illustrated 

boards lightly marked and in vg. condition. Neat inscription dated 1922 to ffep. Scarce.    [49537]  £120.00 
 

407. Lloyd, Christopher.  Exotic Planting for Adventurous Gardeners.   1st. Ed. Pub. BBC.  2007  pp.192 with 

colour photographs throughout. 4to. A fine hdbk. in nr. fine price clipped dw.    [49582]  £15.00 
 

408. Lloyd, Christopher. The Well-Tempered Garden. A revised edition of this classic book. Rev. Ed. Pub. 

Viking. 1985  pp.479 with colour and b/w. photographs. 8vo. Neat ownership inscription to ffep. Overall a very 

good hdbk. in vg. dw.     [49577]  £22.50 

First published in 1970, all parts that needed updating were thoroughly revised for this edition.  
 

409. Lloyd, Christopher. The Well-Tempered Garden.  1st. Ed. Pub. Collins.  1970  pp.479 with b/w. and colour 

photographs throughout. 8vo. A fine hardback in vg. dw. chipped at ends and a small piece of loss to top front.     

[49673]  £22.50 
 

410. McAllister, H. The Genus Sorbus. Mountain Ash and Other Rowans. Pub. Kew Publishing. 2005  pp.256, 

beautifully illustrated with eighteen full-page paintings and over 100 colour photographs. 4to. A new hardback 

copy in same dustwrapper.    [47786]  £42.00 

Varying from tiny mountain shrubs to tall trees, there is a Rowan suitable for every garden. Dr McAllister has 25 years of 

knowledge and experience in growing rowans, and in this book describes over 60 visually striking species, including recent 

introductions from China. 
 

411. McKay, C.D. The French Garden. A Diary & Manual of Intensive Cultivation. Pub. The Daily Mail. 

[1908]  pp.61 with b/w. photographs and adverts. 8vo. A very good hdbk. in illus. boards.     [49368]  £9.00 

A fascinating insight into French market-gardening of the period which was proving of great interest to Edwardian England. 

Well illustrated. 
 

412. Mathew, Brian. Hellebores.  1st. Ed. Pub. AGS. 1989  pp.ix, 180 with colour plates and photographs throughout. 

4to. Signed ‘With my best wishes, Brian Mathew’ to title page. A near fine hardback in near fine dw. with lightly 

coloured mark to bottom edge of dw.    [42918]  £65.00 

This attractive and authoritative book is still the standard work on Hellebores. 
 

413. Mathew, Brian. The Year-Round Bulb Garden.  1st. Ed. Pub. Souvenir. 1986  pp.144 with many colour 

photographs. 4to. A fine hardback in fine dw.    [42928]  £10.00 
 

414. Members of the New York Botanical Garden. Bulletin of the New York Botanical Garden. Volume 2, No. 

6. (Issued May 27, 1901). Pub. New York Botanical Garden. 1901  pp.[I], 233 plus 20 plates. 8vo. Contents in 

fine condition. Original marbled boards, professionally repaired using complimentary blue cloth spine and very 

neat repairs to corners. Scarce.    [49268]  £45.00 

A fascinating insight into what was happening at the New York Botanic Gardens at the start of the 20th Century. Contains 

reports from the Secretary and Director in Chief, the Librarian, Curator of Plantations, the Head Gardener and other key 

members of staff, alongside a schedule of expenditure during 1900. Fifty pages are dedicated to ‘Contributions to the Botany of 

the Yukon-Territory’, detailing specimens collected of Hepaticae, Mosses, Pteridophytes and Flowering Plants. ‘The Oaks of 

the Contimental Divide North of Mexico’ are supported by 9 plates of illustrations. 
 

415. Nesbit, J.C. Agricultural Chemistry and the Nature and Properties of Peruvian Guano.  5th. Ed. Pub. 

Longman & Co. 1856  pp.128 illus. with vignettes. 8vo. Contents good to vg. Webbing at hinges exposed and 

joints tender. Still a very readable copy. Boards rubbed, showing some wear and the bottom 2cm of outer casing of 

the spine is not present. A good reading copy.     [49310]  £12.00 



 

‘Of all the artificial manures, Peruvian guano is not only the most concentrated, but is, from its composition, adapted to the 

greatest variety of crops’ (p.84). Considers manures in general, and more specifically, the modes of applying Peruvian guano 

to soil and crops.  
 

416. Newsholme, C. Willows. The Genus Salix.  1st. Pbk. Ed. Pub. Batsford. 2002  pp.224 with colour photography 

and b/w. illus. 8vo. A nr. fine softback.     [49199]  £18.50 
 

417. Norris, C. A. and B. Nerine Nurseries Catalogues.  Pub. Nerine Nurseries. 1983-87  A group of 7 catalogues, 

all in fine condition with neat annotations to contents. 8vo. Each catalogue contains cultivation tips and a list of 

both Hardy and indoor Nerines that were for sale. Scarce.    [49388]  £20.00 
 

418. Osler, M. The Secret Gardens of France.  1st. Ed. Pub. Prentice. 1993  pp.158 with colour photographs 

throughout. 4to. A nr. fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw.    [49583]  £12.00 

An enchanting account of Mirabel Osler’s travels through France in search of some of their loveliest gardens. 
 

419. Pilbeam, J. Mammillaria. A Collector’s Guide.  1st. Ed. 3rd. Imp. Pub. Batsford. 1985  pp. 165 with colour 

and b/w. photographs. Small knock to rear board has caused a small hole in the dw. and dented/scuffed rear board., 

o/w. a fine hardback in vg. dw.    [37942]  £15.00 

This book fully describes over 200 Mammillaria species and their growth requirements, supported with clear, close-up 

photographs. Also, all the names collectors are likely to encounter are listed. 
 

420. Rickard, M.  Gardening with Ferns.   Pub. Horticulture. 2005  pp.128 with colour photographs throughout. 4to. 

A nr. fine softback with one very minor closed tear on rear.    [48266]  £12.50 

Gardening with Ferns provides guidance on choosing the best ferns for your garden, as well as growing advice and how to 

position them to best advantage.  
 

421. Robinson, William. The Wild Garden.   Rep. Pub. Scolar Press. 1979  pp.xxxiv, 304 with b/w. plates 

throughout. 8vo. A thor. vg. hdbk. copy in thor. vg. dw.    [44975]  £15.00 

The re-issue of the handsome fourth edition of 1894. The introduction by Robin Lane Fox sets ‘The Wild Garden’ and its 

author in the context of their time. 
 

422. Robinson, William., (Hay, Roy Ed.). The English Flower Garden. And home grounds of hardy Trees and 

Flowers. 16th Ed. Rep. Pub. Reprint Society. 1961  pp.x, 723 with b/w. photographs and illus. 8vo. A fine 

hardback in fine dw.    [49535]  £18.00 
 

423. Rohde, Eleanour Sinclair. The Scented Garden.  1st. Ed. 5th. Imp. Pub. Medici Society. 1936  pp.xvi, 311 with 

b/w. photographs. 8vo. Some pages uncut. Scattered foxing to front few pages and top of text block o/w. a thor. 

vg. hdbk.     [49541]  £12.00 
 

424. Royal Horticultural Society. The Fruit Garden Displayed.  1st. Ed. Pub. RHS. 1951  pp.176 with b/w. 

photographs. 8vo. Good to vg. softback. Comes with a leaflet ‘Successful Fruit-growing in the Garden’ and a 

letter, headed ‘Root Stocks’ loosely inserted.    [49389]  £12.00 
 

425. Ruksans, Janis. Crocuses. A Complete Guide to the Genus. Pub. Timber Press. 2010  pp.216 with colour 

photographs. 4to. A new hdbk. in new dw.     [49352]  £29.99 

Ruksans describes all the known species of the genus Crocus,  including information on cultivating crocuses, growing crocuses 

from seed, and coping with pests and diseases. 
 

426. Schmid, W. The Genus Hosta.  1st. Ed. Pub. Batsford. 1991  pp.428 with over 200 colour photographs and 

many b/w. 4to. A nr. fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw.    [31858]  £40.00 

A superb work on this beautiful plant.  
 

427. Scott-James, Anne. Perfect Plant, Perfect Garden. The 200 Most Rewarding Plants for Every Garden. 
Rep. Pub. Conran Octopus. 1991  pp.157 with colour photographs and b/w. line drawings. 4to. A nr. fine softback.     

[49544]  £6.00 

Anne Scott-James’s personal selection of two hundred of the very best plants available. Plants have been selected for every 

type of garden condition and for all seasons. 
 

428. Siqueira, Vera Beatriz. Burle Marx. Espacos da arte brasileira. 1st. Ed. Pub. Cosac & Naify, Brasil.  2001  

pp.127 profusely illustrated throughout with photographs of Burle Marx’s work. Med 4to. Portuguese text. A fine 

softback.    [49671]  £75.00 

Documents and analyses Burle Marx's (1909-1994) internationally renowned landscape architecture through 16 of his most 

noted projects in Brazil. An important reference that includes a chronology of his life and work. 
 

429. Smit, Daan. Plants of the Bible. A Gardener’s Guide. Pub. Lion. 1992  pp.160 with colour photographs and 

b/w. line illus. Fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw.    [49140]  £12.00 



 

 

430. Smith, M.  The Plant Propagator’s Bible.  A Step-by-Step Guide to Propagating Every Plant in Your 

Garden.  Pub. Reader’s Digest.  2007  pp.192 with colour photographs and illus. throughout. 4to. Spine gently 

faded o/w. a fine hdbk.    [46996]  £15.00 
 

431. Stout, A.B. Daylilies. The wild species and garden clones, both old and new, of the Genus Hemerocallis. 
1st. UK. Ed. Pub. Dent. 1986  pp.xxx, 145 with 11 colour plates and numerous b/w. photographs. 4to. A fine 

hardback copy in fine dw.    [39823]  £15.00 

Originally published in the USA in 1934. 
 

432. Strong, Roy. The Laskett. The story of a garden. Pub. Bantam Press. 2003  pp.272 with colour photographs. 

4to. Neat inscription to half title o/w. a fine hdbk. in fine dw.    [49275]  £15.00 
 

433. Stroud, Dorothy. Capability Brown.  Rev. Ed. Pub. Country Life Ltd. 1957  pp.228 with b/w. illus. and photos. 

4to. A very good hdbk. in original orange cloth boards.    [47632]  £20.00 
 

434. Tankard, J.B. and Wood, M.A.  Gertrude Jekyll at Munstead Wood.  Writing, Horticulture, Photography 

and Homebuilding.  Pub. Bramley Books.  1998  pp.xiii, 201 with b/w. photographs and colour plates. 8vo. A 

thor. vg. hardback in same dw.     [44996]  £10.00 

Presents a detailed look at the life of Gertrude Jekyll at Munstead Wood. As well as describing the building and development of 

the house and garden, the authors look at the arts she practised while at the house.  
 

435. Tayor, H.V. The Apples of England.  3rd Ed. Pub. Crosby Lockwood. 1946  pp.206, xxiii with colour plates. 

4to. A thor. vg. hdbk. in green cloth boards. The preferred edition with colour plates.    [48233]  £25.00 

Still considered a must have text for this subject. 
 

436. Tebbitt, M., et al. Bleeding Hearts, Corydalis, And their Relatives.  Pub. Timber Press and Brooklyn Botanic 

Garden. 2008  pp.176 with colour photographs. A new hdbk. in new dw.     [49353]  £24.99 

A thorough guide to cultivated members of the bleeding heart family. This book provides useful steps to plant identification and 

practical tips for cultivation. 
 

437. Thomas, Graham Stuart. The Garden through the Year. A month-by-month guide to the favourite plants 

of the greatest gardener of all time. Pub. Thames & Hudson.  2002  pp.xxi, 301 with colour photographs and 

text illus. 4to. VG. hdbk. in vg. dw.     [46152]  £15.00 
 

438. Turner, D. and Muir, K. The Handbook of Soft Fruit Growing.  Pub. Croom Helm. 1985  pp.xiv, 181 with 23 

colour plates and numerous figs. 8vo. A fine hdbk. in vg.  dw. showing some fading to spine.    [39720]  £10.00 
 

439. Turner, R. Capability Brown and the eighteenth-century English landscape. 1st. Ed. Pub. Weidenfeld & 

Nicholson. 1985  pp.204 with illus. 4to. A nr. fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw. Signed by Roger Turner on title page.    

[37956]  £20.00 

This will be of particular interest to those whose interest is in understanding the history of landscape design and 18th century 

society. 
 

440. van Wyk, Ben-Erik. Food Plants of the World. An Illustrated Guide. Pub. Timber Press. 2005  pp.480 with 

colour photographs. 8vo. A new hdbk. in illus. boards.     [49151]  £25.00 
 

441. Webb, D.A. and Gornall, R.J. Saxifrages of Europe.  Pub. Helm. 1989  pp.viii, 307 with b/w. and colour 

photographs and other figs. 4to. A fine hdbk. in fine dw.     [42912]  £12.00 
 

442. Wemyss-Cooke, Jack. Primulas Old and New. Auriculas. Primulas. Primroses. Polyanthus. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

David & Charles. [1986]  pp.200 with colour photos and b/w. illus. 8vo. Fine hdbk. in fine dw.     [49545]  £15.00 
 

443. Wilford, R.  Tulips.  Species and Hybrids for the Gardener.  Pub. Timber Press.  2006  pp.211 with colour 

photographs throughout. 8vo. Spine of dustwrapper lightly faded otherwise a near fine hardback.     [46304] 

 £10.00 
 

444. Williams, B.S. The Orchid Grower’s Manual.  5th. Enl. Rev. Ed. Pub. Victoria & Paradise. 1877  pp.336 with 

many illustrations and fold-out plates, incl. fold-out colour frontis. 8vo. Some spine lean, o/w. a thor. vg. copy 

bound in original gilt-decorated green boards.     [44150]  £35.00 
 

445. Wilson, A. (Ed.). The Book of Plans for Small Gardens.  1st. Ed. Pub. Mitchell Beazley. 2007  pp.256 with 

many colour plans and photographs. 4to. A nr. fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw.    [34094]  £15.00 

More than 140 ready-made schemes to help you transform your garden. Superbly illustrated. 
 



 

446. Wilson, Robert. Horticultural Colour Chart.  1st. Ed. Pub. British Colour Council and The Royal 

Horticultural Society. 1938  One hundred and two loose colour charts as published. Small 4to. Stored in publishers 

fold-out case and further slipcase. Colour charts curled at edges (caused by tight fitting case) o/w. fine condition. 

With introductory/explanatory booklet in nr. fine condition. Case and slip-case in fine condition.    [49536]  £45.00 

This work standardised colour types and terms for use in horticulture. 
 

Natural History 

447. Alexander, C. One Dry Season. In the Footsteps of Mary Kingsley. 1st. Ed. Pub. Bloomsbury. 1989  pp.290. 

8vo. Nr. fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw.    [31651]  £10.00 

Mary Henrietta Kingsley was an English writer and explorer whose travels throughout West Africa and her resulting work 

helped shape European perceptions of African cultures and British Imperialism. 
 

448. Allan, Mea. Darwin and his Flowers. The Key to Natural Selection. Pub. Faber and Faber. 1977  pp.318 

with b/w. photographs and illus. 8vo. A nr. fine hdbk. in fine dw.    [49161]  £10.00 
 

449. Allman, G.J. A Monograph of The Fresh-Water Polyzoa, Including All The Known Species, Both 

British and Foreign.  Pub. Ray Society 1856  pp.viii, 119 with 11 colour and b/w. plates. Folio. Scattered foxing 

to end-papers and plates (largely confinded to margins). Neat repair to verso of half-title and fore-edge of 1 plate. 

Green cloth boards in nr. fine condition. Overall a vg. to fine copy.    [49196]  £95.00 
 

450. Andrews, J.R.H. The Southern Ark: Zoological Discovery in New Zealand 1769-1900. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

Hawaii Press. 1986  pp.xii, 237 reproducing colour illustrations. Fine hdbk. in thor. vg. dw.    [40089]  £15.00 

A survey of 130 years of discovery, description and illustration of New Zealand’s Fauna. It begins with the voyages of Captain 

Cook and concludes at the end of the Victorian Era. 
 

451. Apps, P. (Ed.). Smithers’ Mammals of Southern Africa. A Field Guide. 3rd. Ed. Pub. Southern. 1996  

pp.xvi, 364 with many colour illus. 8vo. A near fine softback.     [35504]  £15.00 

With expanded information on each species, this book will satisfy the interests of the general reader as well as the wildlife 

enthusiast. Also includes entries on the whales, dolphins and seals that can be seen along the southern African coastline.  
 

452. Archbold, Rick. Robert Bateman. An Artist in Nature. 1st. Ed. Pub. Swan Hill.  1990  pp.176 illus. 

throughout, plus appendix. 4to. Neat, ornithological bookplate to front paste down. A nr. fine hdbk. in vg. dw.    

[49556]  £15.00 
 

453. Bates, H. E. Through the Woods. The English Woodland - April to April. Rep. Pub. Frances Lincoln. 1995  

pp.141 with superb wood engravings by Agnes Miller Parker throughout. 4to. A nr. fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw.    

[49552]  £18.00 
 

454. ‘BB’ Watkins-Pitchford, (D. Holden, B. (Ed.).) BB’s Butterflies.  A celebration of one man’s passion for the 

Purple Emperor. Pub. Rose World. 2013  pp.207 with illus. by ‘BB’, colour photographs and other illus. 4to. 

Limited edition of 950 numbered and signed hardback copies. New hdbk. with new dw.    [49342]  £45.00 

This is the story of BB’s lifetime mission to conserve ‘the most regal of our British butterflies’. A treasure trove of extracts from 

his many books and magazine articles featuring the Purple Emperor and other butterflies. Illustrated with his superb 

scraperboard drawings and colour photographs.  Foreword by Matthew Oates, the National Trust’s specialist on butterflies 

and first-hand contributions from many who knew and supported BB in his conservation work including Douglas Goddard, 

Badger Walker, Bill Humphreys and John McEwen.  
 

455. ‘BB’. Watkins-Pitchford, D.J. The Naturalist’s Bedside Book.  1st. Ed. Pub. Michael Joseph. 1980  pp.192 

with many illus. by BB. 8vo. A fine hdbk. in fine dw.    [42428]  £85.00 
 

456. ‘BB’. Watkins-Pitchford, D.J. Ramblings of a Sportsman-Naturalist.  1st. Ed. Pub. Michael Joseph. 1979  

pp.176 with illus. by the author. 8vo. A thoroughly vg. hardback in same dw. which is very lightly marked in 

places.    [42727]  £70.00 
 

457. ‘BB’. Watkins-Pitchford, D.J. (and Holden, B. (Ed.)). BB’s Birds.   Ltd. Ed. Pub. Roseworld.  2007  pp.215 with 

illus. by ‘BB’ throughout. 4to. A new hardback in new dw. Signed by the editor Bryan Holden. A limited of 950 

copies this copy being no. 625.     [46781]  £30.00 

BB’s Birds is a celebration of birdlife which includes extracts from some of the finest writings of this true-born countryman and 

naturalist. 
 

458. ‘BB’. Watkins-Pitchford, D.J. (and Holden, B. (Ed.)). Confessions of a Coastal Gunner.   1st. Ed. Pub. 

Roseworld.  2012  pp.127 with illus. by ‘BB’ throughout. 8vo. A new hardback with new dw.    [46780]  £35.00 

BB’s eagerly awaited ‘lost book’. Completed just three months before his death in 1990, the manuscript lay unpublished for 

more than 20 years. Written in BB’s inimitable style, it is an account of one man’s love for wildfowl and the wide open spaces.  



 

 

459. Beebee, T. Amphibians and Reptiles.  Naturalists’ Handbooks 31. Pub. Pelagic. 2013  pp.170 with colour 

photographs and text figs. 8vo. A new softback.     [49327]  £19.99 

A comprehensive guide to the native and non-native species of amphibians and reptiles found in the British Isles. This book 

covers the biology, ecology, conservation and indentification of the British herpetofauna.  
 

460. Bennett, A.G. Whaling in the Antarctic.   1st. Ed. Pub. Henry Holt. 1932  pp.x, 222 with b/w. photograph. 8vo. 

A thor. vg. hdbk.     [44399]  £25.00 
 

461. Berry, Andrew (Ed.). Infinite Tropics. An Alfred Russel Wallace Anthology. Pub. Verso. 2002  pp.xvii, 430 

with b/w. illus. 8vo. A fine hdbk. in fine dw.     [49159]  £16.00 
 

462. Binstead, D. et al. (Eds.). Wildlife around Cardiff. Six further wildlife walks. Pub. Cardiff Naturalists’ 

Society. 1995  pp.88 with colour photographs and line drawings. 8vo. A new softback.    [49318]  £12.00 

The first book ‘Cardiff’s Wildlife: six wildlife walks around the city’ was published in 1995 to celebrate the 125th anniversary 

of the society. This second book was published in response to demand for information on further walks in the area. 
 

463. Bonner, N. Whales of the World.  Rep. Pub. Facts on File. 1994  pp.191 with colour plates and figs. 8vo. 

Bottom corners sl. bumped otherwise a fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw.    [20524]  £6.00 
 

464. Borrow, George. Wild Wales. Its People, Language, and Scenery. New Ed. Pub. John Murray. 1888  pp.xii, 

347. Small 8vo. A thor. vg. hdbk. in original red cloth boards. A nice copy.     [49564]  £30.00 
 

465. Boyd, J.M.  The Song of the Sandpiper.  Memoir of a Scottish Naturalist.  Pub. Colin Baxter.  1999  pp.240 

with b/w. photographs and other text figs. 8vo. A fine hdbk. in fine dustwrapper.     [44468]  £10.00 

The late John Morton Boyd was a pioneer of nature conservation in Scotland, with a career spanning more than forty years. A 

fascinating account by a man who flung himself at life, and his interest in the harmonies of nature. 
 

466. Brooks, John Langdon. Just Before the Origin. Alfred Russel Wallace’s Theory of Evolution. Pub. 

Columbia Uni. Press. 1984  pp.xiii, 284 with b/w. maps. 8vo. Neat ownership label to front-paste down. A fine 

hdbk. in nr. fine dw.     [49162]  £15.00 
 

467. Browne, Janet. Charles Darwin.  Volume 1 - Voyaging. Pub. Jonathan Cape. 1995  pp.xiii, 605 with b/w. 

illus. 4to. A fine hdbk. in fine dw.     [49168]  £15.00 
 

468. Burrows, G.T. The Cheshire Hunt. Reprinted from the “Chester Courant”. Pub. Chester. c.1930  pp.36 with 

full-page b/w. photographs. 8vo. This was the naturalist Eric Hardy’s copy and comes with a good number of 

articles and correspondence (period and later) related to this subject. Original covers repaired by Eric to suit his 

own needs. A very interesting assoc. copy of a scarce work.     [49279]  £30.00 
 

469. Bustard, R. Australian Lizards.  1st. Ed. Pub. Collins.   1970  pp.viii, 162 with colour and b/w. photos and illus. 

8vo. Inscription on ffep. o/w. a nr. fine hardback in thor. vg. dw.     [49534]  £18.00 

This book will appeal to everybody who is interested in lizards, even in the most general way, and the liberal selection of 

photographs which accompanies the text makes it an ideal reference and identification guide. 
 

470. Caire, W. (et al). Mammals of Oklahoma.  Pub. Ok. Mus. of NH. 1989  pp.xiii, 567 with illus. and dist. maps. 

8vo. A nr. fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw.    [29520]  £7.50 
 

471. Carwardine, Mark The Shark Watcher’s Handbook. A Guide to Sharks and Where to See Them. 1st. Ed. 

Pub. BBC. 2002  pp.287 with colour illus. and silhouettes. 8vo. A new softback.     [32554]  £6.00 
 

472. Corkill, Norman L. Snakes and Snake Bite. A Handbook for Medical Officers. 1st. Ed. Pub. For Royal 

College of Medicine of Iraq. 1932  pp.51 plus 20 photographic plates. 8vo. This was the Naturalist and author Eric 

Hardy’s copy. He was given the book in 1946 when he was a Capt. in the Royal Signals and a letter explaining this 

(from the British Embassy in Baghdad) is on the front paste down. Mr Hardy has added a good number of related 

articles to the book, including the obituary for Norman Corkill. A very interesting assoc. copy in vg. condition. 

Rare.    [49274]  £120.00 
 

473. Cushman, J.A. Foraminifera. Their Classification and Economic Use. 4th. Ed. 2nd Imp. Pub. Harvard. 1950  

pp.viii, 605 with 55 b/w. plates. 8vo. A vg. plus hdbk.     [49188]  £20.00 
 

474. D’Arcy, G. The Natural History of The Burren.  Pub. IMMEL. 1992  pp.168 with colour photos. 4to. A fine 

hdbk. in gently spine faded, o/w. fine dw.    [49304]  £12.50 
 

475. Dance, S.P. The Art of Natural History. Animal Illustrators and their Work. Pub. Country Life Books. 1978  

pp.224 with superb colour and b/w. illus. Folio. A fine hdbk. in fine slipcase.     [49253]  £40.00 



 

Considers the prehistory of animal art, the early illustrated book, animal artwork in the 19th century and the lithographic 

revolution. 
 

476. Dance, S.P. & Hancock, E.G. Butterflies, Moths & Other Insects. Classic Natural History Prints  Pub. 

Studio Editions. 1991  pp.128 with superb full-page colour illustrations. Folio. A nr. fine hdbk. in vg. dw.    

[49250]  £22.50 
 

477. Darwin, Charles. The Formation of Vegetable Mould Through the Action of Worms.  Pub. Faber. 1945  

pp.153 with b/w. illus. 8vo. A nr. fine hdbk. in vg. dw. Neat address label to front paste-down.    [49158]  £20.00 
 

478. Darwin, Charles.  The Movements and Habits of Climbing Plants.   Pub. John Murray.  1906  pp.ix, 208. 

8vo. Scattered foxing to end-papers and to a few areas of text, o/w. contents fine. Original boards in vg. condition. 

Neat ownership inscription dated 1918 to ffep. Freeman No. 852.    [49592]  £30.00 
 

479. Darwin, Francis. (Ed.). The Life and Letters of Charles Darwin; Volumes I & II. Including an 

Autobiographical Chapter. Pub. D. Appleton and Company. 1888  Two volume set with 2pp. publishers advert 

at end of each volume. 8vo. Original bindings. Contents and bindings in fine condition.    [49333]  £60.00 
 

480. Dawkins, Richard. The Selfish Gene.  1st. Ed. Rep. (with Corrections). Pub. Oxford. 1976  pp.xi, 224 with 

Times Newspaper review of the book loosely inserted (dated 4/2/77). 8vo. Some feint, scattered foxing to fore-

edge of text block o/w.  a nr. fine hdbk. in fine dw.     [49186]  £20.00 
 

481. Desmond, Adrian. Huxley.  The Devil’s Disciple & Evolution’s High Priest. Pub. Michael Joseph. 1994  

Two volume set. With b/w. photographs. 8vo. Loosely inserted newspaper clippings in both volumes. Fine 

hardbacks in nr. fine dws.     [49156]  £18.00 
 

482. Desmond, Adrian. The Politics of Evolution. Morphology, Medicine, and Reform in Radical London. 
Pub. Chicago. 1989  pp.x, 503 with b/w. photographs. 8vo. Ownership inscription on front paste-down, some 

notes on rfep. o/w. a vg. hardback in vg. dw.     [49157]  £18.00 
 

483. Desmond, Adrian & Moore, J. Darwin’s Sacred Cause. Race, Slavery and the Quest for Human Origins. 
Pub. Allen Lane. 2009  pp.xxi, 484 with b/w. photograph. 8vo. Neat ownership inscription on half-title. A fine 

hdbk. in fine dw.    [49167]  £7.00 
 

484. Edlin, H. L. The Changing Wild Life of Britain.  1st. Ed. Pub. Batsford. 1952  pp.viii, 184 with many illus. 

taken from the works of Thomas Bewick. 8vo. A thoroughly vg. hdbk. in vg. dw. with small amount of loss at top 

of spine.     [49557]  £5.00 
 

485. Edwards, I.D. et al. (Eds.). Natural History of Seram.  Maluka, Indonesia.  Pub. Raleigh International.  1993  

pp.x, 240 with b/w. photographs and other figs. throughout. 8vo. With one label to foot of dw. spine o/w. a  fine 

copy in nr. fine dw. Scarce.     [44700]  £75.00 
 

486. Ennion, E.A.R. Adventurers Fen. The Classic Portrait of Primitive Fenland. New Ed. Pub. Colt Books. 1996  

pp.67 with b/w. illus. 8vo. A fine hdbk. in fine dw. Written and illustrated by Eric Ennion.    [49234]  £12.00 
 

487. Fara, Patrcia. Erasmus Darwin. Sex, Science, and Serendipity. Pub. Oxford. 2012  pp.xi, 322 with b/w. 

photographs. 8vo. A fine hdbk. in fine dw.     [49164]  £4.00 
 

488. Fitter, J. Field Guide to the Wildlife of New Zealand.  1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. Bloomsbury. 2014  pp.276 with 

colour photographs throughout. 8vo. Very well illustrated. A new softback.    [42812]  £16.99 
 

489. Flowerdew, J.R. Mammals. Their Reproductive Biology and Population Biology. Pub. Arnold. 1987  pp.vi, 

241 with many figs. 8vo. With owners blindstamp to corner of front cover and title page. VG. in card covers.    

[36773]  £12.50 
 

490. Fowles, John & the Kenneth Allsop Trust. Steep Holm. A case history in the study of evolution. 1st. Ed. 

Dorset Publishing. 1978  pp.vi, 222, photographs, map and index, 8vo. Old stain mark and cockling at end, o.w, a 

nr. fine hdbk. in vg. dw.     [49558]  £7.50 

A fascinating study of Steep Holm Island in the Bristol Channel; its evolution and differences to mainland Britain. 
 

491. Freeman, R.B. The Works of Charles Darwin:   An Annotated Bibliographical Handlist. 2nd. Ed. Pub. 

Dawson & Archon 1977  pp.235. 8vo. A fine hardback copy of this, the preferred second, enlarged edition. Neat 

address label to front paste-down.    [49137]  £40.00 

The must have work for those interested in collecting Darwin’s works. 
 



 

492. Frohoff, T. & Peterson, B. (Eds.). Between Species. Celebrating the Dolphin-Human Bond. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

Sierra Club. 2003  pp.xii, 351 with the signature of the naturalist Mark Carwardine to ffep. 8vo. A fine hdbk. in 

fine dw.    [30099]  £10.00 
 

493. Gifford, B. Ledyard. In Search of the First American Explorer.  Pub. Harcourt.  2007   pp.xix, 331 with b/w. 

plates. 8vo. A fine hdbk. in fine dw.    [43836]  £10.00 

A very interesting insight into the life of this celebrated American explorer. 
 

494. Gillham, Mary E. Exploring the Inner Hebrides.  Pub. Halsgrove. 2008  pp.272 with colour photographs and 

b/w. illus. 8vo. A new softback. Out-of-print.    [49319]  £15.00 

Mary Gillham’s recollections from exploring the island-dotted Minch. 
 

495. Gillham, Mary E. Salt Wind from the Cape.  Pub. Lazy Cat Publishing. 2005  pp.261 with b/w. photographs 

and illus. 8vo. A new softback, spine gently rubbed. Out-of-print. Scarce.    [49320]  £20.00 

Mary Gillham wrote this book following a 6 month research period in 1960, and shorter ‘up dating’ visits more recently. It is a 

natural history of the plants and animals of the coasts and sea-bird islands around South Africa. 
 

496. Gillham, Mary E. Town Bred, Country Nurtured.  Pub. By the author. 1998  pp.xi, 134 with b/w. photographs 

and illus. 8vo. A new softback.     [49321]  £7.50 

Mary Gillham was awarded an MBE for her services to nature conservation. She was a prolific writer. This work is her story 

of life on the land between 1941 and 1942, as seen through the eyes of a suburban Londoner, drafted into the wartime 

Women’s Land Army. 
 

497. Greenaway, F. & Hutson, A.M. A Field Guide to British Bats.  Pub. Coleman Books. 1990  pp.52 with colour 

photographs. 8vo. A fine hardback.  Scarce.    [48584]  £32.50 
 

498. Groves, R.E. The Crayfish. Its Nature and Nurture. Pub. Fishing News Books Ltd. 1985  pp.72 with b/w. 

photography and text figs. 8vo. From the library of the well-know naturalist Eric Hardy - Eric has inserted various 

crayfish related, articles, newspaper clippings and images throughout making this an even more interesting copy. 

A nr. fine softback.     [49216]  £20.00 
 

499. Gunnell, G.F. &. Simmons, N.B. (Eds.). Evolutionary History of Bats. Fossils, Molecules and Morphology. 
Pub. Cambridge Uni. Press. 2012  pp.xii, 560 with colour and b/w. photos and text figs. 4to. A new softback copy.    

[48035]  £44.99 

Covers nearly every aspect of bat biology, ecology and evolutionary history. 
 

500. Haeckel, E. The Evolution of Man. Volume I and II. Pub. Watts & Co. 1910  2 volume set. With b/w. illus. 

8vo. Contents fine in thor. vg. original red cloth boards.    [49175]  £15.00 
 

501. Hand, N et al. Amphibians and Reptiles of Herefordshire.  Pub. Herefordshire. 2006  pp.73 with colour 

photography and dist. maps throughout. 8vo. Fine softback.    [47768]  £5.00 
 

502. Hanna, Thomas J. Fly-fishing in Ireland. Some practical hints on procedure, locality and new methods of 

Fly-dressing. Ltd. Ed. Fac. Pub. Smith Settle. 2003  pp.xii, 175 with b/w. photographic plates and illus. 8vo. 

Limited edition of 1,000 copies. Fine hardback in fine dw.    [49281]  £27.00 

Thomas Hanna was born in Co. Derry in 1908. He published the ‘Fly-fishing in Ireland’ in 1933 in which he gives a very 

detailed account of how to dress and fish the nymph. He also includes a number of excellent dressings for trout flies which are 

as popular today as they were over 70 years ago. 
 

503. Hart, Ian. Antarctic Magistrate. A life through the lens of a camera. 1st. Ed. Pub. Pequena. 2009  pp.303 

with many photographs. 8vo. A new hdbk. with new dw.     [45362]  £25.00 

This volume is a celebration of the life of Edward Beveridge Binnie, (born on the Falkland Islands in 1884) the eighth child of 

immigrant Scottish parents. The book traces his rise from humble beginnings through Falkland Islands Government service to 

becoming the first Antarctic Magistrate. 
 

504. Hart, Ian. Whaling in the Falkland Islands Dependencies 1904-1931. A History of shore and bay-based 

whaling in the Antarctic. 1st. Ed. Pub. Pequena. 2006  pp.xvi, 363 with many illus. 8vo. New hdbk. with new 

dw.    [41995]  £30.00 

A fascinating account of the whaling industry in the Falkland Islands Dependencies. The sequence of events which led to the 

extension of British sovereignty in the Antarctic and the legislation & policing imposed by the Falkland Islands Government to 

control the burgeoning whaling industry are also discussed. 
 

505. Heldmaier, G. & Klingenspor, M. Ed’s. Life in the Cold.  1st. Ed. Pub. Springer. 2000  pp.x, 546 with many text 

illus. 8vo. Neat inscription to ffep. A fine hdbk. in illustrated boards.      [36935]  £95.00 

This book gives an up-to-date account of the current knowledge of cold adaptation in animals, including phenomena like 

hibernation, daily torpor, thermoregulation and thermogenesis. 



 

 

506. Hoskins, W.G. The Making of the English Landscape.  1st. Ed. 8th. Imp. Pub. Hodder and Stoughton.  1969  

pp.xi, 240 with b/w. photos. and maps. 8vo. A fine hdbk. in good only dw.    [49551]  £12.00 

Considered by many as the first book to deal with the historical evolution of the English Landscape. 
 

507. Humfrey, Michael. Sea Shells of the West Indies. A guide to the marine molluscs of the Caribbean.  1st. 

Ed. Pub. Collins. 1975  pp.351 with colour illus. 8vo. A vg. hdbk. in vg. dw.     [49586]  £18.00 

Over 650 shells illustrated in colour. 
 

508. Inger, R. F. The Amphibia of Borneo.  Pub. Field Mus. of Nat. Hist. Chicago. 1990  pp.402 with line drawings 

and b/w. photographs. 8vo. A fine hdbk.     [28251]  £25.00 
 

509. Israel, S. & Sinclair, T. (Ed.). Indian Wildlife.  2nd. Ed. Rep. Pub. APA. 1992  pp.380 with many colour 

photographs. 8vo. A nr. fine softback, very gently faded on spine.     [49587]  £7.50 
 

510. Kastner, Joseph. A Species of Eternity.  Pub. Alfred A. Knopf. 1977  pp.xiv, 350 with colour and b/w. illus. 4to. 

A nr. fine hdbk. in vg. dw.    [49221]  £8.50 

An account of American 18th & 19th century natural historians. 
 

511. Kennard, A.S. & Woodward, B.B. The Post-Pliocene non-marine mollusca of the South of England 

(1901); The Post-Pliocene non-marine mollusca of Ireland (1917); The Post-Pliocene non-marine 

mollusca of the East of England (1921).  Pub. Proc. Geol. Assoc. 1901-21  Three papers published by the 

Geological Association, illus. with figs. in text and 2 fold-out tables. 8vo. Some annotations to first paper.  

Contents in fine condition. Bound as one volume with green boards and more-recent plain green spine, all in vg. 

plus condition. Thoroughly vg.    [49339]  £28.00 
 

512. King-Hele, D. (Ed.). The Letters of Erasmus Darwin.  Pub. Cambridge. 1981  pp.xxxii, 363 with b/w. 

photographs. 4to. Neat address label on front endpaper. A fine hdbk. in fine dw.     [49177]  £35.00 
 

513. King-Hele, Desmond. Erasmus Darwin.  1731-1802. Pub. Macmillan & Co. Ltd. 1963  pp.vii, 183. 8vo. A nr. 

fine hdbk. in vg. dw.     [49169]  £6.00 
 

514. King-Hele, Desmond. The Essential Writings of Erasmus Darwin.  Pub. MacGibbon & Kee. 1968  pp.223 

with b/w. illus. 8vo. A fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw., showing some fading on spine.    [49174]  £17.50 
 

515. Kingdon, Jonathan. The Kingdon Field Guide to African Mammals.  2nd. Ed. Pub. Bloomsbury. 2015  

pp.640 profusely illus. with both colour and line drawings. 8vo. A new softback.     [49066]  £30.00 

Completely revised and published in 2015. Highly recommended, covering more than 1,100 species of African mammals. 
 

516. Knight, D.M. Natural Science Books in English.  1600-1900. Pub. Portman. 1989  pp.x, 262 with colour 

and b/w. illlus. 4to. A fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw.     [49224]  £7.50 

A quite comprehensive account of all the significant scientific works published in the English language during the years 1600 

to 1900. 
 

517. Kricher, J. Galapagos. Smithsonian Natural History Series. 1st. Ed. Pub. Smithsonian. 2002  pp.xvi, 221 with 

colour photos. and map illustrated end-papers. 8vo. A fine hdbk. in fine dw.    [41502]  £10.00 
 

518. Kruuk, Hans. The Social Badger.  Pub. Oxford. 1989  pp.x, 155 with colour photographs and b/w. text figs. 8vo. 

A fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw. Recommended.     [49147]  £25.00 
 

519. Lack, David. The Natural Regulation of Animal Numbers.  Pub. Oxford. 1967  pp.viii, 343 with b/w. text 

figs. 8vo. Previous owner’s neatly crossed out inscription on ffep. A nr. fine hdbk in vg. plus dw.     [49195] 

 £10.00 
 

520. Lloyd, H. G. The Red Fox.  1st. Ed. Pub. Batsford. 1980  pp.320 with b/w. photographs. 8vo. A fine hdbk. in nr. 

fine dw.    [42272]  £18.00 
 

521. Lockley, R.M. Dream Island Days. A record of the simple life.  1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. H. F. & G. Witherby. 

1943  pp.144 with b/w. illus. 8vo. Neat inscription to verso of frontis., o/w. a thor. vg. hardback.    [49548]  £8.00 
 

522. Lockley, R.M. The Way To An Island.  1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. J. M. Dent & Sons. 1942  pp.xi, 208 with b/w. 

photos. 8vo. Neat inscription to front paste-down. A vg. hdbk.     [49547]  £6.00 
 

523. McKinney, H. L. Wallace and Natural Selection.  Pub. Yale. 1972  pp.xix, 193 with b/w. illus. and fold-out 

map. 8vo. School prize copy. A fine hdbk. in vg. dw.     [49165]  £15.00 
 



 

524. Maddison, R.E.W. The Life of the Honourable Robert Boyle.  1st. Ed. Pub. Taylor and Francis. 1969  

pp.xxii, 332 with b/w. plates. 8vo. Foxing to fore-edges o/w. contents v. clean. Dustwrapper lightly marked. 

Overall a vg. hdbk.    [40081]  £20.00 
 

525. Meagher, W.L. & Sheasby, P. Portrait of a River. The River Swere in Oxfordshire. Pub. English 

Landscapes. 2005  pp.176 with colour photos. and b/w. text figs. 4to. Signed by author. A nr. fine softback.     

[49302]  £10.00 
 

526. Mitchell, B. Ecology of Red Deer. A Research Review Relevant to their Management in Scotland. Pub. 

Institute of Terrestrial Ecology. 1977  pp.vii, 74 with b/w. photographs and text figs. 4to. A nr. fine softback.     

[49247]  £12.00 
 

527. Morris, Pat. Hedgehogs.  1st. Ed. Rev. Rep. Pub Whittet. 2003  pp.125 with illus. A fine hdbk.    [49675]  £6.00 

Provides simple, factual information on the hedgehog - its behaviour, habits, physiology and private life. 
 

528. Mountfort, Guy. Portrait of a River. The Wildlife of the Danube from the Black Sea to Budapest. 1st. Ed. 

Pub. Hutchinson.  1962  pp.206 with b/w. photographs. 8vo. A thor. vg. hdbk. in vg. dw.     [49590]  £15.00 

This book is the account of two scientific expeditions by a group of naturalists who explored the lower and middle reaches of 

the Danube, in Bulgaria and Hungary. 
 

529. Mountfort, Guy. Portrait of a Wilderness. The story of the ornithological expeditions to the Coto 

Donana. 1st. Ed. Pub. Hutchinson. 1958  pp.240 with colour and b/w. photographs. 8vo. A thor. vg. hdbk. in good 

dw.     [49589]  £12.00 

This book is an account of the work and adventures of three scientific expeditions to Coto Donana in the wilds of southern 

Spain, which took place in 1952, 1956 and 1957. 
 

530. Mountfort, Guy. So Small a World.  1st. Ed. Pub. Hutchinson.  1974  pp.224 with b/w. photographs. 8vo. A nr. 

fine hdbk. in thor. vg. dw.     [49588]  £9.50 

In this informative book, distinguished naturalist Guy Mountfort looks back on forty-five years of travel and exploration in five 

continents and puts forward his case for the preservation of wildlife and the world’s natural ecology. 
 

531. Neal, E. The Badger. New Naturalist Monograph. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1948  8vo. A vg. ex-lib. hdbk. in 

green cloth boards.     [43274]  £6.00 
 

532. Olsen, Lars-Henrik. Tracks and Signs. of the Animals and Birds of Britain and Europe. Pub. Princeton. 

2013  pp.273 with superb colour photography and illus. 8vo. A new softback.     [49325]  £17.95 

This field guide covers 175 species of mammals and birds.  
 

533. Ott, R. Alaska’s Copper River Delta.  Pub. Inmerc. BV, Wormer. 1998  pp.160 with illus. throughout. 4to. A 

fine hdbk. in fine dw.     [38937]  £25.00 

This book visits the largest wetland on the Pacific coast of North America - with its associated rain forest, barrier islands, 

mountains, and glaciers, and its wildlife and human inhabitants. It reveals the Delta through the work of 22 artists from 11 

countries.  Beautifully illustrated. 
 

534. Park, Sooyong. The Great Soul of Siberia. In Search of the Elusive Siberian Tiger. 1st. Eng. Ed. Pub. 

William Collins. 2015  pp.xiii, 270 with colour photographs. 8vo. A new hdbk. in new dw.     [49528]  £16.99 

There are five races of tiger on our planet and all but one live in tropical regions: the Siberian Tiger Panthera tigris altaica is 

the exception. Mysterious and elusive, and with only 350 remaining in the wild, the Siberian tiger remains a complete enigma.  
 

535. Powys, Lllewlyn. The Twelve Months. With engravings by Robert Gibbings. 1st. Rep. Ed. Pub. Redcliffe. 

1986  pp.88 with engravings throughout. 8vo. A fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw.    [49549]  £15.00 

This is the first reprint of this work since it’s original publication in 1936. Powys’ book marries his month-by-month 

observations of natural history with superb wood engravings by Robert Gibbings. 
 

536. Prater, S.H. The Book of Indian Animals.  3rd. Ed. Rep. Pub. Bombay Natural History Society/ Oxford Uni. 

Press. 1990  pp.xxii, 324 with 28 full-colour plates and 41 monochrome plates. 8vo. A fine hdbk. in thor. vg. dw.    

[41486]  £10.00 

Very well illustrated with easily absorbed, yet detailed text. 
 

537. Prior, Richard.  Trees & Deer.  How to Cope with Deer in Forest, Field and Garden.  1st. Ed. Pub. 

Batsford.  1983  pp.208 with b/w. photographs and several other text figs. 8vo. A thor. vg. hdbk. in thor. vg. dw.    

[45019]  £25.00 
 

538. Pryor, K. & Norris, K. Dolphin Societies. Discoveries and Puzzles. Pub. Univ. of California Press. 1998  

pp.vii, 397 with line drawings and b/w. photographs. 8vo. A nr. fine softback.    [23815]  £8.50 
 



 

539. Raby, Peter. Alfred Russel Wallace. A Life. Pub. Pimlico.  2002  pp.xi, 340 with b/w. photographs. 8vo. Neat 

inscription of ownership on half-title. A fine softback.     [49160]  £12.50 
 

540. Rackham, Oliver. The Last Forest. The story of Hatfield Forest. 1st. Ed. Pub. J. M. Dent. 1989  pp.xiii, 302 

with b/w. photographs and maps. A fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw., very gently sunned on spine.     [48925]  £50.00 
 

541. Ransome, R. The Natural History of Hibernating Bats.  1st. Ed. Pub. Helm. 1990  pp.xxi, 235 with b/w. 

photographs. 8vo. A fine hdbk. in fine dw.    [42286]  £50.00 

This book concentrates on the hibernating bats of the temperate zone. It looks in depth at their biology and ecology, focusing 

on echolocation, foraging and diet, reproduction and their physiology for flying. 
 

542. Raven, Charles E. English Naturalists from Neckam to Ray. A Study of the Making of the Modern 

World. 1st. Ed. Pub. Cambridge Uni. Press. 1947  pp.x, 379. 8vo. Fine hdbk. in vg. dw. with a little loss at top of 

spine.     [49202]  £35.00 
 

543. Reid, F.A. et al.  The Wildlife of Costa Rica. A Field Guide. Pub. A & C Black. 2010  pp.xv, 267 with more 

than 450 detailed colour illustrations and photographs. 8vo. A new softback.     [49069]  £24.99 
 

544. Richardson, Phil. Bats.  Rev. Ed. Rep. Pub. Whittet. 2007  pp.128 with line drawings and figs. 8vo. A new hdbk.     

[49585]  £10.00 
 

545. Riffenburgh, Beau. (With the Royal Geographic Society). The History of Cartography.  Mapping the World. 
Pub. Sevenoaks. 2015  pp.160 with many colour illustrations. A new hdbk. in new dw.     [49260]  £12.50 

Begins with the art of mapping in the Ancient and Medieval world through to mapping in the Noughties. Features rare 

photographs and memorabilia.  
 

546. Roosevelt, T. et al. The Deer Family. American Sportsman’s Library. 1st. Ed. Pub. Macmillan. 1902  pp.ix, 

334 with b/w. illus. 8vo. Contents nr. fine. In original gilt decorated and lettered boards which are in thor. vg. 

condition.     [42185]  £40.00 

Separated into two distinct parts. Part one considers the deer and antelope of North America whilst part two focuses on the 

deer and elk of the Pacific Coast. 
 

547. Scott, Peter. Travel Diaries of a Naturalist. Volume 2. Hawaii, California, Iceland, Norway, Alaska, 

Florida, The Bahamas, Israel, Romania, Siberia, Spitzbergen, Greenland. Pub. Collins. 1985  pp.288 with 

many coloured illustrations and text figs. 4to. Signed by both Sir Peter Scott and Lady Philippa Scott on . A fine 

hdbk. in thor. vg. dw., gently sunned on spine. Unusual to find works signed by both Peter and Philippa Scott.    

[49233]  £30.00 
 

548. Shackleton, Keith. Shackleton, Keith. An Autobiography in Paintings. Pub. Swan Hill. 1998  pp.144 with 

colour illus. throughout. 4to. A fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw.    [49254]  £12.00 
 

549. Sheppard, Thomas. Geological Rambles In East Yorkshire.  Pub. A. Brown. c.1903  pp.xi, 235 plus adverts. 

8vo. With many b/w. photographs and fold-out map. Neat ownership inscription dated 1943 to ffep. Hardback. 

Contents nr. fine. Original cloth binding vg.     [30375]  £22.00 
 

550. Skipwith, Peyton. The Great Bird Illustrators, and their Art 1730-1930. Pub. Hamlyn. 1979  pp.176 with 

colour photographs. Medium 4to. A nr. fine hdbk. in good to vg. dw.    [49373]  £10.00 

Sixty-five plates illustrating the work of Catesby, Eleazer Albin, Alexander Wilson, Audubon, Gould, Wolf, Keulemans, Millais, 

Gronvold, Thorburn and more. Biographical information for each illustrator. 
 

551. Smith, C.H. & Beccaloni, G. (Eds.). Natural Selection & Beyond. The Intellectual Legacy of Alfred Russel 

Wallace. Pub. Oxford. 2008  pp.xxv, 482 with colour and b/w. illus. 4to. A fine hdbk. in fine dw.     [49166] 

 £15.00 
 

552. Steward, J.W. The Tailed Amphibians of Europe.  Pub. David & Charles. 1969  pp.180 with colour 

frontispiece, plates & figs. 8vo. A nr. fine hdbk. in vg. dw.    [17356]  £8.00 
 

553. Stonehouse, B. (Ed.). Animal Marking. Recognition Marking of Animals in Research.  Proceedings of the 

R.S.P.C.A. Symposium, London 1977. Pub. Macmillan Press Ltd. 1977  pp.viii, 257 with figures and tables. 

8vo. Gentle fading to spine of dw, o/w. a very clean, near fine hdbk.    [28137]  £16.00 
 

554. Storer, Bernard. The Natural History of the Somerset Levels.  Pub. Dovecote Press. 1985  pp.141 with b/w. 

photographs and illus. 4to. Neat inscription to title page. o/w. nr. fine softback.     [49182]  £5.00 
 



 

555. Swanton, E.W. The Mollusca of Somerset. (Land, Freshwater, Estuarine and Marine). Pub. Somersetshire 

Archaeological and Natural History Society.  1912  pp.xlii, 85 with 5 b/w. plates. 8vo. Feint, scattered foxing to 

fore-edge of text block o/w. a nr. fine hdbk.    [49269]  £28.00 
 

556. Swift, S.M. Long-Eared Bats. Poyser Natural History. 1st. Ed. Pub. Poyser. 1998  pp.x, 182 with colour 

photographs and supporting figs. 8vo. A new hdbk. in new dw.     [42172]  £45.00 
 

557. Sydeman, M. & Lund, A. Alaska Wildlife Viewing Guide.  Pub. Falcon. 1996  pp.96 with colour photography 

throughout. 8vo. A fine softback.     [29978]  £5.00 
 

558. Sykes, L. and Durrant, J. The Natural Hedgehog.  1st. Ed. Pub. Bounty Books. 2005  pp.107 with colour illus. 

and photographs. 4to. Signed by Lenni Sykes to title page. A new hdbk. in new dw.    [41530]  £10.00 

A practical guide to helping hedgehogs. With information on how to make your garden safe for hedgehogs, how to care for & 

rehabilitate them. 
 

559. Tennent, J. Emerson. Sketches of the Natural History of Ceylon with Narrative and 

Anecdotes...Mammalia, Birds, Reptiles, Fishes, Insects etc. including a monograph on the Elephant. 1st. 

Ed. Pub. Longman, Green, Longman & Roberts. 1861  pp.xxiii, 500 with many text engravings and a several full 

page plates by G.B.Sowerby. 8vo. Neat ownership inscription on title-page dated 1864. Spine very neatly relaid. 

Corners a little bumped, o/w. a vg. clean hdbk.    [39967]  £95.00 
 

560. Thomas, Paul. The Year of the Weasel. The Story of Beale of Dildawn. Pub. Souvenir Press. 1986  pp.144 

with b/w. photographs throughout. 4to. A fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw.    [42374]  £5.00 
 

561. Thorburn, Archibald. The Complete Illustrated Thorburn’s Mammals.  Pub. Wordsworth Editions. 1989  

pp.v, 102 with colour and b/w. illustrations. Royal 4to. A fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw.    [49251]  £10.00 
 

562. Tubbs, C.R. The New Forest. An Ecological History 1st. Ed. Pub. David and Charles. 1968  pp.248 with b/w. 

photographs and other figs. 8vo. A vg. hdbk. in same dw.    [42264]  £20.00 
 

563. Tunnicliffe, C. F. My Country Book.  1st. Ed. Pub. The Studio. 1942  pp.95 with colour and b/w. illus. Small 

4to. Neat inscription to ffep. A fine hdbk.    [49567]  £30.00 
 

564. Tunnicliffe, C. F. (Introduced by Robert Gillmor). Shorelands Winter Diary.  1st. Ed. Pub. Robinson 

Publishing. 1992  pp.159 with many colour illus. 4to. A fine hdbk. in vg. to fine dw.    [49566]  £18.00 
 

565. Uttley, Alison. Ambush of Young Days.  1st. Ed. Rep. Faber and Faber. 1943  pp.206. 8vo. Neat ownership 

inscription dated 1945 o/w. a vg. hdbk. in vg. dw.     [49358]  £20.00 
 

566. Wallace, Alfred Russel. The World of Life. A Manifestation of Creative Power, Directive Mind and 

Ultimate Purpose. 2nd. Ed. Pub. Chapman & Hall. 1911  pp.xvi, 408 with illus. 8vo. Very minor amount of 

foxing, o/w. contents fine. In original red cloth boards, gently faded on spine and in vg. condition.    [49139] 

 £25.00 
 

567. Weifel, J. Care of Australian Reptiles in Captivity.  Pub. Reptile Keepers Assoc. 1995  pp.144 with b/w. and 

colour photographs. 8vo. A nr. fine softback.    [41516]  £10.00 
 

New Naturalists 

568. 09. Boyd, A.W. A Country Parish. The New Naturalist.  1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1951  8vo. A nr. fine hdbk. in 

nr. fine dw. Not price-clipped.     [49616]  £150.00 
 

569. 12. Yonge, C.M. The Sea Shore. The New Naturalist.  1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1949  8vo. Neat ownership 

inscription on ffep. o/w. a nr. fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw. Not price-clipped.     [49615]  £60.00 
 

570. 15. Macan, T.T. and Worthington, E.B. Life in Lakes and Rivers. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 

1951  8vo. A fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw. Not price clipped.    [38361]  £20.00 
 

571. 27. Harvey, L.A. &. St. Leger-Gordon, D. Dartmoor.  The New Naturalist.  1st. Ed. Pub. Collins.  1953  8vo. 

A fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw. gently darkened on spine. Not price clipped.    [49115]  £65.00 
 

572. 40. Free, J.B. and Butler, C.G. Bumblebees. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1959  8vo. Some very 

minor blemishes to dw., which o/w. is in fine condition. Overall a nr. fine copy. Not price clipped. Would be hard 

to better this copy.    [38772]  £295.00 
 



 

573. 41. Corbet, P.S. et al. Dragonflies. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1960  8vo. Nr. fine hdbk. in vg. 

dw. showing some darkening on spine, and some darkening and foxing on rear panel and turn-ins. Overall a vg. 

copy. Not price clipped.     [49198]  £150.00 
 

574. 42. Swinnerton, H.H. Fossils. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1960  8vo. Neat name inscription to 

ffep., o/w. a fine hdbk. in fine dw. Not price clipped.    [40408]  £90.00 
 

575. 54. Proctor, M. & Yeo, P. The Pollination of Flowers. The New Naturalist.  1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1973  8vo. 

Fine hdbk. in fine dw. A superb copy. Not price clipped.     [49201]  £125.00 
 

576. 59. Brian, M.V. Ants.  The New Naturalist.  1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1977  8vo. A fine hardback in dustwrapper 

that is almost imperceptibly faded on spine o/w. fine. Not price-clipped.    [49614]  £115.00 
 

577. 68. Matthews, L. Harrison. Mammals in the British Isles. The New Naturalist.  1st. Ed. Pub. Collins.  1982  

8vo. Dustwrapper almost imperceptibly faded on spine o/w. a fine hdbk. copy. Price clipped.    [47801]  £100.00 
 

578. 78. Simms, E. British Larks, Pipits and Wagtails. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1992  8vo. A 

fine hdbk. in fine dw. Price clipped.    [36146]  £500.00 
 

579. 81. Majerus, M.E.N. Ladybirds. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1994  8vo. A beautiful copy. Most 

copies of this work have a degree of fading on the spine of the dw. - not the case with this copy. A fine hardback 

in fine dw. Not price clipped.    [45321]  £600.00 
 

580. 82b. Marren, P. The New Naturalists.  The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins.  2005  8vo. A fine hardback 

in fine dustwrapper. Signed by Peter Marren. Not price clipped.      [43792]  £85.00 
 

581. 83. Proctor, M., Yeo, P. and Lack, A. The Natural History of Pollination. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Rep. 

Pub. Collins.  1996  8vo. A fine hdbk. copy in fine dw. Not price clipped.     [49203]  £95.00 
 

582. 86. Gilbert, O. Lichens. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2000  8vo. A new hardback in new 

dustwrapper. Out-of-print.    [49612]  £120.00 
 

583. 87. Beebee, T. & Griffiths, R. Amphibians and Reptiles. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub collins. 2000  8vo. 

A new hardback in new dustwrapper. Out-of-print.    [46035]  £70.00 
 

584. 88. Mitchell, J. Loch Lomondside. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub Collins. 2001  8vo. A new hardback in 

new dustwrapper. Out-of-print.    [49609]  £70.00 
 

585. 89. Moss, B.  The Broads.  The New Naturalist.  1st. Ed. Pub. Collins.  2001  8vo. A new hardback in new 

dustwrapper. Out-of-print.    [49613]  £60.00 
 

586. 90. Majerus, Michael. Moths. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2002  8vo. A new hardback in new 

dustwrapper. Out-of-print.    [49118]  £65.00 
 

587. 91. Marren, P.  Nature Conservation.  The New Naturalist.  1st. Ed. Pub. Collins.  2002  8vo. A new 

hardback in new dustwrapper. Out-of-print.     [49119]  £50.00 
 

588. 92. Ratcliffe, D. Lakeland. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2002  8vo. A new hardback in new 

dustwrapper. Out-of-print.    [45443]  £70.00 
 

589. 93. Altringham, J. British Bats. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2003  8vo. A new hardback in new 

dustwrapper. Out-of-print.     [49610]  £120.00 
 

590. 94. Hayward, P. Seashore. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2004  8vo. A new hardback in new 

dustwrapper. Out-of-print.    [49611]  £85.00 
 

591. 98. Benton, T. Bumblebees. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2006  8vo. A new hardback in new 

dustwrapper. Out-of-print.    [48937]  £60.00 
 

592. 99. Mullard, Jonathan. Gower. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2006  pp.xviii, 445 with illus. A vg. 

softback.     [49546]  £20.00 
 

593. 125. Toms, M. Owls. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2014  pp.x, 421 with colour photography. 8vo. 

A new hardback with new dw. RRP £55.00.    [46080]  £44.00 
 

594. 126. Mullard, J.  Brecon Beacons.  The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins.  2014  pp.xvi, 416 with colour 

photography. 8vo. A new hardback with new dw. RRP £55.00.     [46454]  £44.00 



 

 

595. 127. Goode, David. Nature in Towns and Cities. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2014  pp.xii, 420 

with colour photography. 8vo. A new hardback with new dw. RRP £55.00.    [47419]  £44.00 

Stephen Moss in his Guardian review of the best nature literature of 2014 called this ‘probably the finest work on urban 

ecology ever written’ (taken from Birmingham Nat. Hist. Soc. Newsletter Jan. 2015). 
 

596. 128. Moss, Brian. Lakes, Loughs and Lochs. New Naturalist Series. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2015  pp.464 with 

colour photography. 8vo. A new hardback with new dw. RRP £60.00.     [48464]  £45.00 
 

597. 129. Stace, C. & Crawley, M. Alien Plants. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2015  pp.xiii, 626 with 

colour photography. 8vo. A new hardback with new dw. RRP £65.00.     [49108]  £48.75 
 

598. 130. Lee, John. Yorkshire Dales. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 2015  pp.496 with colour 

photography. 8vo. A new hardback with new dw. RRP £60.00.    [49133]  £45.00 
 

Ornithology 

599. Sir Peter Scott at 80. Retrospective. Pub. Alan Sutton. 1989  pp.xxvi, 146 with colour and b/w. photographs 

and illus. 4to. Signed by Peter Scott on title page. This was Robin Reckitt’s copy and contains two other loosely 

inserted pieces of ephemera. A nr. fine softback.     [49220]  £20.00 

This book was published to accompany the retrospective exhibition of Sir Peter Scott’s work by Cheltenham Art Gallery and 

Museums. Contains a detailed bibliography of Scott’s work. 
 

600. Baker, K. Warblers of Europe, Asia and North Africa. Helm Identification Guides. 1st. Ed. Pub. Helm. 

1997  pp.400 with 48 plates of colour illus; dist. maps and some line drawings. Royal 8vo. A fine hdbk. in fine dw.    

[37779]  £18.00 

In this book 145 species are described covering all aspects of identification. The treatment is comprehensive, with text 

including sections on moult, voice, habitat and behaviour, distribution and measurements. 
 

601. Balmer, D. et al. Bird Ringing. A Concise Guide. Pub. British Trust for Ornithology. 2009  pp.75 with colour 

photographs and text figs. 8vo. A fine softback.     [49149]  £8.00 
 

602. Balmer, Dawn et al. Bird Atlas 2007-11. The breeding and wintering birds of Britain and Ireland. 1st. Ed. 

Pub. BTO Books. 2013  pp.720 with colour photos, illus. and dist. maps. Royal 4to. A new hardback.    [46072] 

 £69.99 

The most complete and up-to-date survey of the status of birds in Britain and Ireland. Nearly 300 species are treated and their 

distribution, abundance and population changes are depicted in maps and described in text. 
 

603. Bannerman, David A. The Canary Islands. Their History, Natural History and Scenery. An Account of an 

Ornithologists Camping Trips in the Archipelago.  1st. Ed. Pub. Gurney and Jackson.  1922  pp.xv, 365 with 

b/w. plates, colour frontis and fold-out map. 8vo. Thinning of paper to top part of ffep. Lightly foxed fore-edges of 

text block otherwise contents very clean and bright. Corners of boards a little bumped. TEG. Boards gently rubbed 

at extremities. Overall a vg. copy.     [45964]  £95.00 
 

604. Barrett, H.B. The 19th-century journals & paintings of  William Pope.  Pub. M.F. Feheley. 1976  pp.175 

with colour illus. Royal 4to. A nr. fine hardback in vg. dw.     [49377]  £12.00 

Pope was born in Kent (1811) and was attracted to the Americas aged 23. Extensive travel in the NE United States and Upper 

Canada led to him settling in Ontario. This volume reproduces extracts from his daily journals, supported by copies of his 

excellent watercolours, artistically comparable to Audubon. 
 

605. Batten, L. et al. Birdwatchers’ Year.  1st. Ed. Pub. Poyser. 1973  pp.351 with plates and line drawings. Royal 

8vo. A nr. fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw.    [31461]  £20.00 
 

606. Beehler, B.M. Upland Birds of Northeastern New Guinea.  Pub. WAU. 1978  pp.ix,156 with 10 colour and 

b/w. plates and several figs. 8vo. A fine softback.    [42317]  £10.00 
 

607. Benson, C.W. et al.  The Birds of Zambia.  Pub. Collins. 1971  pp.414 with colour illus. 8vo. A fine hdbk. in 

vg. to fine dw.     [49312]  £15.00 
 

608. Bewick, Thomas. A Memoir of Thomas Bewick. Written by himself. Pub. The Cresset Press. 1961  

pp.xxxiv, 203 with b/w. illus. 8vo. A vg. hdbk. with good only dw., chipped and rubbed on extremities and spine.     

[49255]  £10.00 

This memoir of Bewick’s life has been through many editions since its first appearance in 1862 - 34 years after Bewick’s death.  

The text established by Bewick’s daughter Jane with the unwelcome help of her printer, Robert Ward was a smoothed out, 

repunctuated and abridged version of the original manuscript.  
 



 

609. Bishop, Billy & Bernard. Cley Marsh and its Birds.  2nd. Rev. Ed. Pub. Hill House Press. 1996  pp.ix, 145 

with b/w. photography. A fine softback. Out-of-print. Scarce.    [49145]  £28.00 

Billy Bishop first published his memoirs in 1983. In this new edition, his son Bernard, who succeeded him in 1979, continues 

the story of the Marsh up to 1996. An updated checklist of birds seen at Cley is included. 
 

610. Borrow, N. and Demey, R. Birds of Senegal and the Gambia.  1st. Ed. Pub. Helm. 2011  pp.352 with 143 

pages of colour plates along with colour dist. maps for each bird. A new softback.    [42998]  £29.99 
 

611. Brown, A. & Grice, P. Birds in England.  1st. Ed. Pub T & AD Poyser. 2004  pp.x, 693, with colour plates, b/w. 

illustrations, dist. maps and tables. Royal 8vo. A nr. fine hdbk. in fine dw.    [43801]  £35.00 

A thorough examination of the status and distribution, past and present, of every species on the English list. 
 

612. Burton, John. Birds & Climate Change.  1st. Ed. Pub. Helm. 1995  pp.376 with text illus. Royal 8vo. A fine 

hdbk. in fine dw.    [29073]  £15.00 
 

613. Busby, John. The Living Birds of Eric Ennion.  Pub. Victor Gollancz Ltd. 1982  pp. 128 with colour illus. and 

sketches throughout. 4to. A fine hardback in near fine dw.    [44452]  £18.00 

This book provides a selection of the beautiful studies and field sketches kept by Eric Ennion as references for his larger 

paintings; as well as illustrations and descriptive extracts from some of his articles and books.  
 

614. Chantler, P. and Driessens, G. Swifts. A Guide to the Swifts and Treeswifts of the World. 2nd. Ed. Pub. Pica 

Press. 2000  pp.272 illustrated in colour and b/w. 8vo. Fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw.     [49259]  £15.00 
 

615. Cleere, Nigel. Nightjars of the World. Potoos, Frogmouths, Oilbird and Owlet-nightjars. Pub. WildGuides. 

2010  pp.464 with 580 superb colour photographs. 4to. A new hdbk. in new dw.    [49330]  £34.95 

135 species of nightjars are covered, following the latest taxonomic thinking. 
 

616. Cramp, Stanley. et al. Handbook of the Birds of Europe the Middle East and North Africa. The Birds of 

the Western Palearctic. Vol. 1-9 complete. Pub. RSPB. 1977-94  9 volumes. Crown 4to. The dustwrappers of 

volumes 6 and 7 show some historic stain marks (contents are not affected). A thoroughly very good to fine set in 

same dustwrappers. Sought after.    [47810]  £250.00 

Comprises descriptions of over 740 species of birds occurring in the Western Palearctic, of which 600 are breeding species.  

Illustrated using colour plates which were specially commissioned for this work. Illustrators included N.W. Cusa, Robert 

Gillmor, Sir Peter Scott and others. Eggs are also displayed, as are voice sonograms, melograms and annual cycles. This 

edition was limited to a print run of 5,000 complete sets. 
 

617. Dance, Peter S. Birds. Classic Natural History Prints. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins.  1990  pp.128 with 60 

reproductions of colour plates. Crown folio. Nr. fine hdbk. in vg. dw.     [49393]  £17.50 

Opening with Albin’s ‘Hoopoe’, this work touches on the great bird illustrators including Manetti, Sepp, Audubon, Gould, 

Bowdler-Sharpe, finishing in the 20th Century with Thorburn and Lodge. 
 

618. De Juana, E. &. Garcia, E. The Birds of the Iberian Peninsula.  1st. Ed. Pub. Christopher Helm, Bloomsbury. 

2015  pp.688 with 64 colour photos, 216 b/w. illus. and dist. maps. Royal 8vo. A new hdbk. copy in new dw.      

[47953]  £60.00 

Covers every species recorded in mainland Spain, the Balearic Islands, Portugal, Gibraltar and Andorra, including the many 

vagrants. 
 

619. De Schauensee, R.M. The Species of Birds of South America with Their Distribution.  Pub. Academy of 

Natural Sciences. 1966  pp.xvii, 577. A near fine hardback.    [39455]  £25.00 
 

620. Del Hoyo, J., Elliott, A. & Sargatel, J. (Eds.). Handbook of the Birds of the World. Volume 2. New World 

Vultures to Guineafowl. 1st. Ed. Pub. Lynx Editions. 1994  pp.638 with colour plates and colour photographs. 

Royal 4to. A fine hdbk. in nr. fine dustwrapper.     [47839]  £140.00 

Comprehensively treats birds from the orders Falconiformes and Galliformes. 
 

621. Del Hoyo, J. et al. (Eds.). Handbook of the Birds of the World.  Volume 3 - Hoatzin to Auks.  1st. Ed. Pub. 

Lynx Edicions. 1996  pp.821 with colour plates, colour photographs and dist. maps. Royal 4to. A fine in fine 

dustwrapper. As new.    [47840]  £110.00 
 

622. Del Hoyo, J. et al. (Eds.). Handbook of the Birds of the World.  Volume 4 - Sandgrouse to Cuckoos.  1st. 

Ed. Pub. Lynx Edicions. 1997  pp.679 with colour plates, colour photographs and dist. maps. Royal 4to. A fine 

hdbk in fine dustwrapper. As new.    [47841]  £110.00 
 

623. Del Hoyo, J. et al. (Eds.). Handbook of the Birds of the World.  Volume 9 - Cotingas to Pipits and 

Wagtails.  1st. Ed. Pub. Lynx Edicions. 2004  pp.863 with colour plates, colour photographs and dist. maps. 

Royal 4to. A fine hdbk. in fine dustwrapper. As new.    [47842]  £145.00 



 

 

624. Dickson, G.W.R. Northern Waders. Caliologists’ Series No.9. 1st. Ed. Pub. Oriel Stringer. 1992  pp.120 with 

colour plates. 8vo. A nr. fine hdbk. in thor. vg. dw., gently darkened in places.     [49258]  £45.00 
 

625. du Feu, Chris. Nestboxes. BTO Guide 23. 2nd. Ed. Pub. The BTO. 1985  pp.80 with b/w. line drawings. 

Previous owner’s neat signature to ffep. A nr. fine softback.     [49150]  £12.00 
 

626. Dymond, J.N. The Birds of Fair Isle.  Pub. By the author. 1991  pp.ix, 148 with b/w. illus. and text figs. A nr. 

fine softback.    [49146]  £12.00 
 

627. Feare, C. & Craig, A. Starlings and Mynas. Helm Identification Guides. 1st. Ed. Pub. Helm. 1998  pp.284 

with 32 coloured plates. Royal 8vo. A fine hdbk. in fine dw.     [49595]  £25.00 
 

628. Fisher, James. (Ed.). Thorburn’s Birds.  1st. Ed. Pub. Ebury. 1967  pp.184 with colour illus. throughout. 4to. 

Thor. vg. hdbk. in same dw. A previous owner has neatly annotated the work indicating the status of each 

birdspecies eg. increasing, decreasing etc.     [49364]  £8.00 
 

629. Fleming, R.L. et al. Birds of Nepal. With reference to Kashmir and Sikkim. Pub. Nature Himalayas. 1984  

pp. 367 with colour illustrative plates. Small 8vo. A vg. hardback in vg. dw.     [42415]  £30.00 

Over 1,000 individuals are shown, all in colour, representing 741 species. All data on the birds is given on the page facing the 

illustrations to facilitate quick identification.  
 

630. Forsman, D. The Raptors of Europe and the Middle East. A handbook of field identification. 1st. Ed. 

Rep. Ed. Pub. Helm. 2006  pp.xviii, 589 with over 700 colour photographs. 8vo. A new softback.    [44797] £29.99 

This book presents the most complete and up-to-date guide to the recognition of the diurnal raptors of Europe and the Middle 

East yet published. 
 

631. Fry, C. H. et al. Kingfishers, Bee-Eaters & Rollers.  1st. Ed. Pub. Helm. 1992  pp.xi, 324 with colour plates, 

line drawings and dist. maps. Royal 8vo. A fine hdbk. in fine dw.      [39578]  £22.00 
 

632. Fuller, Errol. The Great Auk.  Pub. By the author. 1999  pp.448 with colour illus. and b/w. photos. Royal 4to. A 

fine hdbk. in fine dw.     [49252]  £45.00 
 

633. Garcia, E. and Paterson, A. Where to Watch Birds in Southern Spain.  Andalucia, Extremadura and 

Gibraltar. 1st. Ed. Pub. Helm.  1994  pp.314 with dist. maps. and other figs. throughout. 8vo. A nr. fine softback.    

[43950]  £12.00 
 

634. Gillmor, R. Cutting Away. The Linocuts of Robert Gillmor. Wildlife Art Series. 1st. Ed. Pub. Langford 

Press. 2011  pp.176 with colour prints. Royal 4to. Bumped at bottom of spine, causing a minor tear in cloth and 

dw., otherwise a fine hdbk. copy.  RRP £38.00.    [48201]  £25.00 
 

635. Gillmor, R. et al. Charles F. Tunnicliffe, RA. The Composition Drawings. Pub. Bunny Bird Fine Art. 1986  

pp.72 with colour and b/w. illus. 8vo. A fine softback.    [49227]  £16.00 
 

636. Gould, J. John Gould’s Birds of Great Britain.  Rep. Pub. Bloomsbury. 1988  pp.239 with colour illus. Some 

dustmarking to contents, minor stain mark to bottom edge (contents not affected), front internal hinge starting. 

Crown folio. A good working copy in same dw.     [49376]  £10.00 

This volume contains all of the illustrations Gould used in his ‘Birds of Great Britain’. 
 

637. Gould, John. Birds of Asia. Text by A. Rutgers. Pub. Methuen. 1969  pp.321 with reproductions of 80 plates. 

4to. Light foxing to the last 6 pages. Overall a vg. hardback.    [42002]  £15.00 
 

638. Grihault, Alan. Dodo: The Bird Behind the Legend.  1st. Ed. Pub. IPC. 2005  pp.171 with many colour illus. 

8vo. Related ephemera loosely inserted, including letters from Ralfe Whistler and an amatuer artist’s original 

Dodo drawings. A nr. fine softback.      [49591]  £12.00 
 

639. Hagemeijer, W.J.M. & Blair, M.J. (Ed.). The EBCC Atlas of European Breeding Birds. Their distribution 

and abundance. 1st. Ed. Pub. Poyser. 1997  pp.cxli, 903 with many illus., maps. Royal 4to. A fine hdbk. in fine 

dustwrapper.     [49593]  £50.00 
 

640. Hammond, N. and Pearson, B. Waders. Hamlyn Bird Behaviour Guides. 1st. Ed. Pub. Hamlyn. 1994  pp. 174 

with  illus. by Bruce Pearson throughout. 8vo. A nr. fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw.     [49550]  £12.50 

This book provides the reader with an invaluable guide to recognising, understanding and appreciating waders, whether they 

are nesting, feeding, migrating or roosting. 
 



 

641. Harris, T. & Franklin, K. Shrikes & Bush-Shrikes.  1st. Ed. Pub. Helm. 2002  pp.392 with 41 fine plates. Royal 

8vo. A nr. fine hdbk. in vg. to fine dw.    [49599]  £20.00 
 

642. Harrison, P.  Seabirds.  An Identification Guide.  Rev. Ed. Rep. Pub. Helm.  1988  pp.448 with 88 colour plate, 

text figs. and dist. maps. Royal 8vo. A nr. fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw.    [45165]  £15.00 
 

643. Hazevoet, C.J. The Birds of the Cape Verde Islands. B.O.U. Check-list No.13. Pub. British Ornithologists’ 

Union. 1995  pp.192 with colour photographs and b/w. maps. 4to. A nr. fine hdbk.    [49228]  £25.00 
 

644. Henry, Bruce. Highlight the Wild. The Art of the Reid Henrys. 1st. Ed. Pub. Palaquin. 1986  pp.viii, 103 

with 40 fine coloured plates and many sketches in b/w. 4to. Signed by Bruce Henry on half-title and a postcard 

with an illustration of a Golden Eagle by David M. Reid-Henry loosely inserted at front. A fine hardback.    

[49568]  £17.50 

There were 3 members of this family who were talented artists; the father and his two sons. 
 

645. Hill, D. Turner’s Birds. Bird Studies from Farnley Hall. Pub. Phaidon Press. 1988  pp.64 with colour illus. 

8vo. A nr. fine softback.     [49248]  £3.50 
 

646. Holden, P. and Cleeves, T. RSPB Handbook of British Birds.  2nd. Ed. Pub. Helm. 2006  pp.304 with colour 

illus. and dist. maps throughout. A new softback.    [44788]  £9.99 

A very good reference for birdwatchers of all levels of interest and experience. Covering the 282 commonest birds in Britain 

and Ireland, the concise text offers a ‘biography’ of each species. 
 

647. Hume, J.P. and Walters, M. Extinct Birds.   1st. Ed. Pub. Poyser. 2012  pp.544 with line drawings. Royal 8vo. A 

new hdbk. in new dustwrapper.    [43155]  £50.00 

Extinct Birds is the first comprehensive review of the hundreds of bird species and subspecies that have become extinct over the 

last 700 years. 
 

648. Hume, R. Birds. An Artists View. Selected Paintings by Terance James Bond. Pub. Parkgate Books. 1997  

pp.192 with colour plates and sketches throughout. Large 4to. Ownership inscription to ffep. o/w. a fine hdbk. in 

fine dw.    [49570]  £20.00 

Presents a thorough portfolio of Terance James Bond paintings, complemented with informed text from Rob Hume.  
 

649. Jaramillo, A. and Burke, P. New World Blackbirds. The Icterids. Helm Identification Guide. 1st. Ed. Pub. 

Helm. 1999  pp.431 with 39 colour illus. plates and some line drawings. Royal 8vo. A nr. fine hdbk. in fine dw.    

[49596]  £20.00 

This work is a comprehensive guide to the 103 members of the family Icteridae. 
 

650. Johnson, A. & Cezilly, F. The Greater Flamingo.  1st. Ed. Pub. Poyser. 2007  pp.328, colour photographs, line 

drawings, charts and tables. 8vo. A new hdbk. in new dw.    [46068]  £40.00 

Provides up-to-date information on Flamingos. With emphasis placed on the authors work on the Flamingo population in the 

Carmargue region of Southern France. 
 

651. Jonsson, Lars. Bird Island.  Pictures from a shoal of sand. Pub. Croom Helm. 1984  pp.88 with many superb 

colour illustrations. Folio. A fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw.    [49249]  £45.00 
 

652. King, B., Woodcock, M. & Dickinson, E.C. A Field Guide to the Birds of South-East Asia.  Rep. Pub. 

Collins. 1978  pp.480. Over 1,100 birds are illustrated in colour and b/w. 8vo. A nr. fine hdbk.    [49307]  £10.00 
 

653. Lack, David. The Birds of Cambridgeshire.  1st. Ed. Pub. Cambridge Bird Club. 1934  pp. 118 with folding 

map. 8vo. With bookplate and signature. VG. Hardback. Scarce.    [38982]  £40.00 
 

654. Lysaght. A. M. The Book of Birds. Five Centuries of Bird Illustration. Pub. Chancellor Press. 1975  pp.208 

with colour and b/w. illus. Crown folio. A thor. vg. hardback in same dw.    [49371]  £7.50 

Covers the period from 1450 onwards. 
 

655. Macdonald, J.D. Birds of Australia.  1st. Ed. Pub. H.F. & G. Witherby. 1973  pp.552 with 24 full colour plates 

depicting over 300 species. 4to. Fine hardback in fine dw.    [35710]  £15.00 
 

656. Madders, M. & Welstead, J. Where to Watch Birds in Scotland.  3rd. Ed. Pub. Helm.  1997  pp.332 with 

vignettes and maps. 8vo. A nr. fine softback.     [49605]  £7.50 
 

657. Madge, S. & Burn, H. Wildfowl. An identification guide to the ducks, geese and swans of the world. 1st. 

Ed. Pub. Helm. 1988  pp.298 with 47 colour plates. Royal 8vo. A fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw.     [46178]  £15.00 
 



 

658. Merikallio, Einari. Finnish Birds. Their distribution and numbers. 1st. Ed. Fauna Fennica. 1958  pp.181 with 

distribution maps. 4to. Contents in fine condition. Original wrappers in vg. condition.    [49640]  £12.00 

A detailed work on the breeding birds of Finland, written in an informal, anecdotal style.  Refers to significant people and 

works in the field including the likes of John Wolley. 
 

659. Mitchell, Dominic. Where to Watch Birds in the London area.  1st. Ed. Pub. Helm. 1997  pp.240 with line 

drawings and maps. 8vo. Some minor indentations to rear cover o/w. a fine softback.     [49606]  £8.00 
 

660. Mitchell, W.R. Birds of the Lake District. A Popular Guide to the Birds and their Haunts. Pub. Castleburg. 

2000  pp.140 with b/w. illus. Protected by a removeable clear plastic cover. A nr. fine softback.     [49152]  £10.00 
 

661. Monahan, Patricia. Painting Birds & Animals.  Pub. Macdonald. 1986  pp.176 with colour photos. 4to. A fine 

hdbk. in thor. vg. dw.     [49309]  £5.00 

22 projects for painting birds and animals illustrated step-by-step, with advice on materials and techniques. 
 

662. Monroe Jr., B.L. A distribution survey of the birds of Honduras. Ornithological Monographs No. 7. Pub. 

American Ornithologists’ Union. 1968  pp. 459 with 2 colour plates and 28 figs. A nr. fine hardback.    [39284] 

 £20.00 
 

663. Nethersole-Thompson, D. The Snow Bunting.  2nd. Ed. Pub. Peregrine Books. 1993  pp.xv, 339 with many 

b/w. photographs. 8vo. New hardback with new dw.    [41701]  £35.00 

The second edition of this book (originally published by Oliver & Boyd in 1966) contains additional  material. 
 

664. Newton, A. A Dictionary of Birds.  1st. Ed. Pub. A & C Black. 1896  pp.xii, 1088 with illus. throughout. 8vo. 

Neat repair to verso of half-title. Scattered foxing to fore-edges of text block, not affecting contents which are o/w. 

in fine condition. More recently, handsomely rebound in full morroco leather with gilt lettering to spine. Binding 

in fine condition.     [39546]  £30.00 
 

665. Pemberton, J.E. (Ed). Who’s Who in Ornithology.  1st. Ed. Pub. Buckingham Press. 1997  pp.416. Royal 8vo. 

A fine hdbk. in fine dw.     [38187]  £20.00 
 

666. Penny, Malcolm. The Birds of Seychelles and the Outlying Islands.  Pub. Collins. 1974  pp.160 with colour 

and b/w. illus. 8vo. A vg. hdbk. in vg. dw.    [49311]  £5.00 
 

667. Pike, Oliver G. Behind the Veil in Birdland. Some Nature Secrets Revealed by Pen and Camera. 1st. Ed. 

Pub. Religious Tract Society. 1908  pp.106 plus 24 b/w. plates (photographs and illus.) Royal 4to. Scattered foxing 

to text, plates fine. Original boards in vg. condition.    [49315]  £40.00 

Pike’s aim for the book was to ‘picture with pen and camera some of those hidden scenes in nature that are possibly only 

looked upon by the naturalist’. 
 

668. Potts, G.R.  The Partridge.  Pesticides, Predation and Conservation.  Pub. Collins.  1986  pp.xiii, 274 with 

colour photographs and text figs. throughout. Signature of previous owner to ffep. Spine of dustwrapper lightly 

faded. Overall a vg. hardback.     [46696]  £40.00 
 

669. Prestwich, Arthur A. Records of Parrots kept in Captivity. Additions volume. Pub. Prestwich. 1954  pp.80. 

8vo. A nr. fine hdbk. with ‘application for membership’ flyer for The Avicultural Society loosely inserted at rear.     

[49359]  £22.00 
 

670. Pritchard, D. E., et al. Important Bird Areas. In the United Kingdom Including the Channel Islands and 

the Isle of Man. Pub. RSPB. 1992  pp, xii, 540 with site maps and accounts. 8vo. Some spotting to top-edge of 

text block, o/w a thoroughly vg. copy. Softback.    [27883]  £20.00 
 

671. Ratcliffe, D. Bird Life of Mountain and Upland.  Pub. Cambridge. 1990  pp.256 with b/w. illus. 8vo. Title 

page removed o/w. fine hardback in thor. vg. dw. Illustrated by Chris Rose.    [49384]  £5.00 
 

672. Ratcliffe, D.  The Raven. A Natural History in Britain and Ireland.  1st. Ed. Pub. Poyser.  1997  pp.xxii, 326 

with b/w. photographs, text figs and illus. 8vo. Fine hdbk. in fine dw.     [49600]  £40.00 
 

673. Rebane, Michael. Where to Watch Birds in North & East Spain.  1st. Ed. Pub. Helm.  1999  pp.295 with 

vignettes and maps. 8vo. Spine gently faded o/w. a fine softback.     [38076]  £7.00 
 

674. Restall, R. Munias and Mannikins.  1st. Ed. Pub. Pica Press. 1996  pp.264 with illus. and dist. maps. Royal 

8vo. A fine hdbk. in fine dw.    [39375]  £20.00 
 

675. Richmond Paton, E. & Pike, O.G. The Birds of Ayrshire.  1st. Ed. Pub. H.F.& G. Witherby. 1929  pp.xv, 228 

with photographs and folding map. 8vo. TEG. Contents very clean and in near fine condition. Original blue cloth 



 

boards in near fine condition. With neat inscription by Richmond Paton which reads ‘V.J. Buchan Watt from E. 

Richmond Paton 16.V.38’.    [23248]  £40.00 

Buchan White wrote a book in 1947 called 'The Book of Banchory' which contains 'a wealth of information and entertainment 

on the history, topography, folklore, local characters past and present, the flora and the fauna of this interesting Dee-side 

town'.  
 

676. Ripley, S.D. Rails of the World. A Monograph of the Family Ralidae (Portfolio Edition). Pub. 

Smithsonian. 1984  pp.31 with 41 colour plates. Small folio. Contents fine. Card portfolio case with a few neat 

repairs, o/w. nr. fine.    [49366]  £30.00 

This edition of this super work by Ripley comprises a text volume with introductory chapters and abbreviated species accounts; 

together with 41 high quality reproductions of Rail plate illustrations, loosely inserted at the rear of the work. An absolute joy 

to look at, the plates could easily be framed to appreciate them more frequently.  
 

677. Robinson, P. The Birds of the Isles of Scilly.  1st. Ed. Pub. Helm. 2003  pp.608. Royal 8vo. A fine hdbk. in 

fine dw.    [39278]  £27.50 
 

678. Savory, John (Ed.). George Lodge.  Artist Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Croom Helm. 1986  pp.118 with colour and 

b/w. illus. Small 4to. Neat bookplate to ffep. A nr. fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw.     [49565]  £10.00 
 

679. Scott, Don. Harriers: Journeys Around the World. A Personal Quest. 1st. Ed. Pub. Tiercel. 2008  pp.xvii, 

182 with colour photos. A new copy in new dw. Limited edition of 700 copies only.     [49670]  £38.50 

Don set himself a personal goal to see all of the claimed world species of harriers, and by doing so, become the first person to 

achieve this distinction. The book tells the story of this feat (BTO). 
 

680. Scott, Peter. The Wild Swans at Slimbridge.  Pub. Wildfowl Trust. [c.1970]  pp.12 (unpaginated) with colour 

and b/w. photos., including colour identification chart for Bewick’s Swans. 4to. A fine softback.    [49232]  £5.00 

A fascinating work. 
 

681. Scott, Peter. A Coloured Key to the Wildfowl of the World.  Rev. Rep. Pub. The Wildfowl Trust. 1988  pp.96 

with colour plates and b/w. illus. 8vo. A vg. softback. With an unused postcard of a Mandarin Duck loosely 

inserted.    [49219]  £3.00 
 

682. Scott, Peter. Peter Scott. Observations on Wildlife. 1st. Ed. Pub. Phaidon. 1981  pp.112 illustrated with 

reproductions of 105 paintings and drawings, many in colour. Med 4to. Near fine hdbk. in vg. dw. Presentation 

copy from the author ‘Inscribed for Robin Reckitt [landscape and bird artist] by Peter Scott, Slimbridge December 

1980’. Comes with an unused Wildfowl Trust, Peter Scott illus. christmas card, a publisher’s announcement 

advertising the sale of ‘a Peter Scott limited edition print’, a copy of ‘The Wildfowl Trust’s ‘Walkabout Guide 

Slimbridge c.1980 and a copy of the letter that The Wildfowl and Wetlands Trust sent out announcing the passing 

away of Peter Scott in 1989. Also a good number of Peter Scott related articles.     [49292]  £65.00 
 

683. Scott, Peter & Philippa. The Swans Fly In.  Pub. Wildfowl Trust. 1983  pp.36 with colour photographs and b/w. 

illus. 8vo. A nr. fine softback. Comes with a charming piece of ephemera - a card inviting you to “Adopt a Duck” 

published by The Wildfowl Trust, Slimbridge c.1950-‘60.    [49217]  £12.50 
 

684. Scott, Philippa. So Many Sunlit Hours.  Pub. Wildfowl & Wetlands Trust. 2002  pp.224 with colour 

photographs with b/w. illus. 8vo. A review copy sent to Robin Reckitt with his invitation to review Lady Scott’s 

new book. A nr. fine softback.     [49218]  £7.50 

This is Philippa Scott’s account of her life and travels from the time she married Peter Scott to his death in 1989. 
 

685. Self, Andrew. The Birds of London.  1st. Ed. Pub. Helm. 2014  pp.432 with 30 colour photos and over 150 

illus. Royal 8vo. A new hdbk. with new dustwrapper.     [47811]  £50.00 

Birds of London is the first comprehensive avifauna for the London area ever published. 
 

686. Shawyer, C.R. The Barn Owl in the British Isles. Its Past, Present and Future. Pub. The Hawk Trust. 1989  

pp.xi, 113 with colour photographs, b/w. illus and text figs. 8vo. A fine softback.     [49385]  £5.00 

A wealth of information on this, the second most popular bird in the British Isles. 
 

687. Skead, C.J. Sunbirds of Southern Africa. also Sugarbirds White-Eyes and the Spotted Creeper. 1st. Ed. 

Pub. A.A. Balkema. 1967  pp.351 with coloured and b/w photos plus text figs. and a 45 RPM record in sleeve at 

rear of volume on which is recorded ‘Sunbird calls and songs’. 4to. Near fine in thor. vg. dw.    [35539]  £65.00 
 

688. Skutch, A.F. Parent Birds and Their Young.  Pub. Texas. 1976  pp.xviii, 503 with b/w. photographs and 

numerous figs. 4to. A vg. plus copy in same dw.     [39555]  £12.50 

A comprehensive review of the family life and reproductive behaviour of birds through to the young birds’ attainment of 

independence. 
 



 

689. Steyn, P. Nesting Birds: The Breeding Habits of Southern African Birds. Pub. Fernwood Press. 1996  pp. 

240 sumptuously illustrated with colour photos. 4to. A fine hardback.     [22957]  £10.00 

A fascinating text, supported with close-up, high quality photographs.  Focusses on South African birds and will be of interest 

to all those in the nesting behaviour of birds. 
 

690. Storr, G.M. & Johnstone, R.E. A Field Guide to the Birds of Western Australia.  2nd. Ed. 5th. Rep. Pub. W. 

Australian Museum. 2001  pp.214 with 40 colour plates and b/w. illus. 8vo. A vg. softback.     [49607]  £18.00 
 

691. Taylor, B. and van Perlo, B.  Rails. A Guide to the Rails, Crakes, Gallinules and Coots of the World.  1st. 

Ed. Pub. Pica Press.  1998  pp.600 with 43 colour plates, text figs. and dist. maps. Royal 8vo. A fine hdbk. in nr. 

fine dw.    [49594]  £20.00 
 

692. The Royal Horticultural Society.  Birds in Your Garden. Expert Advice on Attracting Birds into Your 

Garden. Pub. Think Books.  2007  pp.256 with colour photos. 8vo. Fine softback.    [40871]  £3.00 
 

693. Thom, V.M. Birds in Scotland.  1st. Ed. Pub. Poyser. 1986  pp.382 with b/w. photographs and illus. 4to. A nr. 

fine hdbk. in nr. fine dw.     [49192]  £15.00 
 

694. Toops, C. The Enchanting Owl.  1st. Ed. Pub. Swan Hill Press. 1990  pp.127 with many colour photographs. 

4to. A fine hardback in nr. fine dw.    [23879]  £6.00 
 

695. Trobe, William M. The Birdnester’s Bedtime Book.  1st. Ed. Pub. Peregrine books. 2008  pp.ix, 411 with 

photographs. Royal 8vo. New hdbk. in new dw. Limited edition of 150 copies.     [48608]  £50.00 

This book offers a selection of 34 pieces from various ornithological works (by writers including John Harvie-Brown and John 

Walpole Bond) most of which are now expensive and/or difficult to obtain. Every effort has been made to select a variety of 

accounts which will appeal to all with an interest in breeding birds and in particular birdnesting. 
 

696. Tyler, S. and Ormerod, S.  The Dippers.   1st. Ed. 2nd. Imp. Pub. Poyser.  2001  pp.xi, 225 with b/w. 

photographs and other text figs. 8vo. A fine hdbk. in fine dw.    [44535]  £50.00 
 

697. Urquhart, E. Stonechats. A Guide to the Genus Saxicola. 1st. Ed. Pub. Helm. 2002  pp.320 with 14 pages of 

colour plates and over 100 photographs. Royal 8vo. Bumped on corners of boards and dw. which also has a closed 

1 cm tear on front, o/w. a fine hdbk.    [49597]  £22.00 
 

698. Van Perlo, Ber. Birds of South America. Passerines: From Sapayoa to Finches. Pub. William Collins. 2015  

pp.464 with colour illustrations. 8vo. A new hdbk. in illus. boards.     [49322]  £40.00 
 

699. Venables, A. et al.  Birdwatching Walks in Gwent.   Pub. Gwent Ornithological Society.  2013  pp.239 with 

colour photographs and maps throughout. A new softback.     [46287]  £11.99 

Over sixty walks are presented in this guide, helping the reader explore Gwent’s magnificent countryside and its birds. The 

routes were provided by 26 experienced birdwatchers, each with an intimate knowledge of their particular area.  
 

700. Venables, W.A. et al. The Birds of Gwent.  1st. Ed. Pub. Helm. 2008  pp.416 with coloured photos. and with 

dist. maps and tables. Royal 8vo. New hardback in new dw.     [47945]  £37.50 

The county of Gwent is bounded to the east by the heavily wooded Wye Valley and to the west by the Rivers Rhymney, Sirhowy 

and Usk. This area provides a very wide range of habitats and this is reflected in the range of breeding bird species. 
 

701. Whitaker, J. The Golden Eagle. With chapters on the Sea Eagle. 1st. Ed. Pub. Peregrine Books. 2001  pp.x, 

258 with illustrations. Royal 8vo. A new hdbk. in new dw.     [47399]  £50.00 

This work from Peregrine Books offers not only information on the status of both species, with chapters on identification, the 

eyrie, eggs, persecution etc., but also delves into now scarce historical literature, including material from such authors as John 

Wolley, Robert Gray and several others.  
 

702. Wild Bird Society of Japan. A Field Guide to the Birds of Japan.  1st. Ed. Pub. Wild Bird Society of Japan. 

1982  pp.336 with colour illus. and dist. maps. 8vo. Nr. fine hardback. Scarce.    [49229]  £30.00 
 

703. Woolf, Joanne. Daring to Fly. The wildlife paintings of Colin Woolf. 1st. Ed. Pub. Madwolf. 2008  pp.178 

illustrated throughout. Landscape format (14 in x 10 in). Front free-end paper creased, o/w. a fine hdbk. in fine 

dw. A Christmas card depicting a woodcock which was sent and signed by Colin Woolf loosely inserted. Also, an 

illustrated flyer announcing Colin Woolf’s change of address (dated 2009) and a Colin Woolf newsletter (Oct. 

2009).    [49554]  £80.00 

The first book to focus on Colin’s work as an artist. It charts his life from childhood to professional illustrator. A chapter is 

dedicated to depicting his technique. 
 



 

Special Offers – all subjects 

704. Black, J.M. et al. The Barnacle Goose.  1st. Ed. Pub. Poyser. 2014  pp.287 with photos., figs and illustrated by 

Mark Hulme. 8vo. A new hdbk. in new dw. RRP £50.00.    [47513]  £45.00 

This book represents the culmination of more than 35 years of research into the Barnacle Goose. 
 

705. Blockeel, T.L. et al. (Eds.). Atlas of British & Irish Bryophytes. 2 Volumes. Pub. Pisces Publications. 2014  

Two volume set with colour photographs and dist. maps throughout. 8vo. A new hardback set. RRP £75.00.     

[47625]  £70.00 

All 1,069 species of hornworts, mosses and liverworts are mapped in this superb two volume publication. 
 

706. Blomfield, D.  Kew Past.   Pub. Phillimore 2004  pp.144 with b/w. photographs and other text figs. throughout. 

8vo. A new hdbk. in new dw. In-print at £15.99. A very interesting read.    [44812]  £3.00 

A well written and nicely illustrated history of Kew Botanic Gardens. 
 

707. Booy, O. et al. Field Guide to Invasive Plants & Animals in Britain.  1st. Ed. Pub. Bloomsbury. 2015  

pp.304 with 250 full-colour photographs, 200 dist. maps and b/w. illus. 8vo. A new softback. RRP £24.99.    

[47952]  £22.50 

This field guide covers mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians, fish, insects and other invertebrate animals. Plant groups include 

trees, shrubs, climbers & creepers, herbs, grasses, aquatic plants, mosses & liverworts. 
 

708. Brown, A. and Warren, M. (Eds.). There and Back?  A Celebration of Bird Migration. Wildlife Art Series. 
1st. Ed. Pub. Langford Press. 2011  pp.352 with illustrations and photographs throughout. Royal 4to. A new 

hardback in new dw. Title Number 27 in the series. RRP £50.00. Last 3 copies.    [44001]  £22.00 

With essays on the migrations of a range of birds and artwork from some of Europe’s foremost contemporary wildlife artists.  
 

709. Buczacki, S. &. et al. Collins Fungi Guide. The Most Complete Field Guide to the Mushrooms & 

Toadstools of Britain & Ireland. Pub. Collins. 2012  pp.640 with colour illus. throughout. 8vo. A new hardback 

copy in new dw. RRP. £35.00. Last two copies.    [47564]  £25.00 

A superb work. One of those books to keep at home as a key reference work. 
 

710. Bull, Marilyn. Flora of Melbourne. A Guide to the indigenous plants of the Greater Melbourne Area. 4th. 

Ed. Pub. Hyland House. 2014  pp.624 with colour photographs and line drawings. 4to. A new hardback. Latest 

edition. RRP £89.99.    [49357]  £80.00 

Contains 1367 plant descriptions with colour photographs and line drawings. Symbols for bird- and butterfly-attracting plants. 
 

711. Burton, Robert. At the Edge / Aig an Oir. Wildlife Art Series. 1st. Ed. Pub. Langford Press. 2005  pp.167 

with colour illustrations throughout. Royal 4to. A new hardback copy with new dw. Title number 8 in the series. 

RRP £35.00. Last 3 copies.    [43990]  £16.00 

This is the personal record of three groups of artists (over 40 artists in total) from a week long stay in Scotland’s Atlantic 

Oakwoods. Includes works by Keith Brockie, John Busby, David Guy Measures, Bruce Pearson, Chris Rose, Dafila Scott, 

Michael Warren. 
 

712. Clevely, Andi. The Allotment Book. A practical guide to creating and enjoying your perfect plot. 1st. Ed. 

Pub. Collins. 2006  pp.224 profusely illustrated with colour photographs. 4to. A new hdbk. RRP £17.99. Save 

£5.49.     [49578]  £12.50 

Recommended. Well written and illustrated making this an easy book to dip in and out of. 
 

713. Crawley, M.J. The Flora of Berkshire. Including those parts of modern Oxfordshire that lie to the 

south of the River Thames. With Accounts of Charophytes, Ferns, Flowering Plants, Bryophytes, 

Lichens and Non-lichenized Fungi. Pub. Brambleby Books. 2005  pp.1375 with colour plates. 8vo. A new 

hardback. RRP. £50.00.    [47569]  £45.00 

Comprehensive. Provides full plant descriptions, their ecology and habitats and locations.  Sites of interest are provided 

alongside nature walks and anecdotes of the history of the areas described. 
 

714. Cross, R. and Ravenscroft-Hulme, A.  Vita Sackville-West. A Bibliography. Pub. Oak.  1999  pp.306 with a 

few b/w. plates. 8vo. A new hdbk. with new dw. In-print at £45.00. Last few copies.    [47876]  £15.00 

A bibliography of works by English author, poet and gardener Vita Sackville-West (1892-1962, b. Kent) including her novels 

the ‘The Edwardians’ and ‘All Passion Spent’, biographies such as ‘Pepita’ and her famous Letters of Vita Sackville-West to 

Virginia Woolf.  
 

715. de la Bedoyere, Charlotte Portrait of a Woodland.  Biodiversity in 40 acres. 1st. Ed. Pub. Search Press. 2004  

pp.175 with many fine coloured photographs. 4to. New hardback with new dw. RRP £25.00.    [49135]  £19.99 

This book deals with one persons obsession with 40 acres of woodland and shows how biodiversity can be enhanced. 
 



 

716. Dixon Hunt, J. The Picturesque Garden in Europe.   Pub. Thames & Hudson.  2002  pp.208 with b/w. & 

colour photographs and text figs. 4to. A new softback. RRP 19.95.    [46798]  £12.00 

In this work, John Dixon Hunt traces the rise of the picturesque garden in England and throughout Europe. He surveys a wide 

range of sites - Rousham, Stourhead, Kew and many more.  
 

717. Falk, S. Field Guide to the Bees of Great Britain and Ireland. British Wildlife Field Guide. Pub. British 

Wildlife Publishing. 2015  pp.432 with colour photographs & over 1,000 colour and black & white illustrations by 

Richard Lewington. 8vo. A new softback copy. RRP £35.00.    [49180]  £31.50 
 

718. Falk, S. Field Guide to the Bees of Great Britain and Ireland. British Wildlife Field Guide. Pub. British 

Wildlife Publishing. 2015  pp.432 with colour photographs & over 1,000 colour and black & white illustrations by 

Richard Lewington. 8vo. A new hardback copy. RRP £50.00. Save £5.00.    [49181]  £45.00 

Steve Falk and Richard Lewington are behind this new guide which will surely prove to be the book to have for the 

identification of all 275 species of Bees found in Britain and Ireland. 
 

719. Foley, M. and Clarke, S.  Orchids of the British Isles.   Pub. RBG. Edinburgh.  2005  pp.xvii, 390 with colour 

photographs and other figs. throughout. A new hdbk. with new dw. RRP £45.00.    [44755]  £30.00 
 

720. Gillham, Mary E. The Garth Countryside: Part of Cardiff’s Green Mantle. A Natural History. Pub. A 

Lazy Cat Production. 1999  pp.xvi, 348 with colour photographs and b/w. illus. 8vo. A new softback. RRP £12.95. 

Out-of-print.     [49317]  £10.00 

A rural study of the parish of Pentyrch and beyond. It’s wildlife and flora in relation to the geology, and its rich industrial 

history. 
 

721. Gilmore, D. et al.  The Moths of Glamorgan.  1st. Ed. Pub. Atropos. 2014  pp.424 with dist. maps. 4to. A new 

hdbk. in illus. boards. RRP £40.00.    [49434]  £30.00 

The Moths of Glamorgan is the first comprehensive assessment of the moth fauna of the county for nearly two hundred years. 

The status, distribution and flight period is given for each of the 1,500 species recorded from Glamorgan based on the county 

database of over 350,000 records.  
 

722. Guillemain, M. and Elmberg, J. The Teal.  1st. Ed. Pub. Poyser 2014  pp.320 with plates, figs. and illus. by 

Federico Gemma. 8vo. A new hdbk. in nr. fine dw. RRP £50.00.    [47512]  £40.00 

A definitive study on the Teal. 
 

723. Hale, W.G. The Meyers’ Illustrations of British Birds.  1st. Ed. Pub. Maggs Bros. & Peregrine Books. 2007  

pp.xv, 257 plus copies of the original lists of subscribers and covers, contains 42 fine reproductions of plates. 4to. 

Hdbk. New in dw. This book was limited to 120 standard copies. A beautiful production originally priced at 

£250.00.    [46425]  £95.00 

Meyers’ Illustrations of British Birds’ published over a number of years from 1835, has been said to be ‘one of our most 

valuable illustrated works on Ornithology’ (Mullens & Swann 1917) and with the possible exception of Lilford’s Birds - the 

finest and most complete atlas of portraits of British avifauna ever published with their eggs (Woods 1931). Hale’s book aimed 

at determining the number and content of the various editions. The contribution of other members of the Meyer family is 

examined. 
 

724. Haslen, A. The Winter Hare. Wildlife Art Series. Enl. Rev. 2nd. Ed. Pub. Langford Press. 2012  pp.174 with 

illustrations throughout. Royal 4to. New hdbk with new dw. Title Number 33 in the series. RRP £38.00. Last 3 

copies.    [43999]  £30.00 

This book is a selection of the work that Andrew produced in a two year period when he reared three orphan Hares. 
 

725. Jaramillo, Burke & Beadle. Birds of Chile. including the Antarctic Peninsula, the Falklands and South 

Georgia. Rep. Corr. Pub. Helm. 2007  pp. 240 with 96 plates depicting 470 species. 8vo. A new softback. RRP 

£19.99.    [44793]  £18.50 

The first comprehensive field guide to the birds of Chile. 
 

726. Jennings, Anne. Tudor and Stuart Gardens.  1st. Ed. Pub. English Heritage. 2005  pp.106 with colour illus. 

and photos. throughout. 8vo. A new hdbk. with a short, closed tear to half-title. RRP £8.99.    [49576]  £6.99 

A good introduction to Tudor and Stuart Gardens, providing practical suggestions to help create a period feel in your garden. 
 

727. Konig, C. and Weick, F. Owls of the World.  2nd. Ed. Pub. Helm. 2008  pp. 528 with 72 colour plates depicting 

250. Large 8vo.  Hardback in dustwrapper. New copy. NOTE: Title page neatly removed and the top corners of 

the boards have been gently bumped. In print at £75.00.    [49263]  £40.00 

This is the most comprehensive book ever published on the group.  Not merely an excellent identification guide, it is the latest 

source of information on the ecology and biology of owls.  Where gaps in knowledge exist, they are acknowledged.  This 2nd 

edition will remain the major reference work for many years to come. 
 



 

728. Lambdon, Phil. Flowering Plants & Ferns of St Helena.  Pub. Pisces Publications. 2012  pp.624 profusely 

illustrated with colour photography. 8vo. A new softback, gently bumped at spine ends. RRP £34.95.    [49360] 

 £30.00 

Lying 1,800 km from the west coast of Africa, St Helena is a tiny, remote island of dramatic landscapes with a unique flora of 

great evolutionary interest. This is the first identification guide to cover all of the island's native and established vascular 

plants. 
 

729. Lawson, B. Where to Watch Birds in Costa Rica.  Pub. Helm.  2009  pp.xv, 365 with figs. throughout. Front 

cover edge a little creased o/w. a new softback. RRP £19.99.    [49603]  £16.99 

Features 53 top birding locations across the country with information on access, accommodation and target species. 
 

730. Lewington, Richard. Pocket Guide to the Butterflies of Great Britain and Ireland.  1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. 

B.W.P. 2011  pp.144 with colour illus. and dist. maps. 8vo. A new softback. Recommended. RRP £9.95.    [44770] 

 £9.00 

Includes information on all our resident and migrant species of butterfly, together with a selection of day-flying moths.  
 

731. McAllen, M. & Savill, R. Clematis. Plant Portraits of Species and Selected Cultivars. 1st. Ed. Pub. Book 

Guild . 2001  pp.104 with over 40 different species and cultivars illustrated by Monica McAllen. 4to. A new 

hardback with dustwrapper. In-print at £25.00.    [37348]  £5.00 
 

732. Marder, J.  Water-Efficient Gardening.  Pub. Crowood 2009  pp.160 with colour photographs and other figs. 

throughout. 4to. A new softback. In-print at £14.99.    [44652]  £10.00 

A handbook to making the most of water in gardening. From choosing a style and landscape design, to picking appropriate 

plants; from techniques to prevent wastage, to a general outline of the natural science of water-efficiency.  
 

733. Mason, Jill. The Hare.  1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. Merlin Unwin Books. 2006  pp.viii, 184 with many colour photos. and 

illus. 4to. A fine hardback in fine dw. RRP £20.00.    [49553]  £12.00 

Jill Mason presents a lively account of the natural history of the hare, covering its behaviour throughout the seasons, favoured 

habitats, worldwide distribution, remarkable survival techniques and more. 
 

734. Message, S. & Taylor, D. Waders of Europe, Asia and North America.  1st. Ed. Pub. Helm. 2005  pp.224 

with 77 plates. 8vo. A new copy. Softback. RRP £29.99.    [49575]  £15.00 

A definitive field guide to 124 species of northern hemisphere waders with dist. maps. 
 

735. Mikkola, H.  Owls of the World. A Photographic Guide.  2nd. Ed. Pub. Helm.  2013  pp.528 with colour 

photographs and distribution maps throughout. Royal 8vo. Gently bumped at top of spine o/w. a new hdbk. copy. 

In-print at £40.00.    [45988]  £30.00 

This revised and updated second edition is packed with spectacular photography by dozens of the world’s finest natural history 

photographers. Covering all of the world’s 268 species of owls, the detailed text looks at identification, calls, food and hunting, 

habitat, status and distribution, geographical variation and confusion species.  
 

736. Moores, Richard. Where to Watch Mammals in Britain and Ireland.  1st. Ed. Pub. A & C Black.  2007  

pp.295 with maps and line drawings. 8vo. A new softback. RRP £16.99.    [49608]  £12.50 
 

737. More, D. and White, J.  Illustrated Trees of Britain and Europe.   2nd. Ed. Rev. Enl. Pub. Bloomsbury / 

Domino. 2013  pp.832 with colour illustrations throughout. 4to. A new hardback in new dw. In-print at £35.00. 

Recommended.    [45363]  £30.00 

This new edition has been extensively revised and lengthened. Improvements have been made to the detail of the illustrations 

and text. A fairly large section on trees of the Mediterranean has been included for the first time and the section on shoots and 

buds has been extended to include leaf shapes.  
 

738. Olsen, S. Encyclopedia of Garden Ferns.  Pub. Timber Press. 2007  pp.444 with colour photos. Royal 4to. A 

new hdbk. in new dw. Recommended. RRP £40.00.    [48046]  £35.00 

This comprehensive work presents succinct descriptions for nearly 1,000 ferns from Acrostichum to Woodwardia, with habitat 

information, cultural recommendations, and help on plant identification. 
 

739. Parkinson, A.  Nature’s Alchemist.  John Parkinson, Herbalist to Charles I. Pub. Frances Lincoln.  2007  

pp.335 with text illus. 8vo. A new hdbk. in new dw. In-print at £25.00.    [44816]  £15.00 

Original research producing an interesting insight into the life of an extraordinary gardener and herbalist. 
 

740. Porter, Michael. Welsh Marches Pomona.  1st. Ed. Pub. Marcher Apple Network. 2010  pp.95 with 31 full-

page colour plates of blossom and fruit by Margaret Gill. 4to. New copy. Hardback with dw. A small print-run. 

RRP £25.00.     [43882]  £22.50 

This book provides information on 31 varieties of apple which originated in the Welsh Marches. Although most of these have 

been growing there for generations, several have only recently been ‘re-discovered’. 
 



 

741. Potter, J. The Rose.   Pub. Callisto. 2010  pp.xxi, 520 with colour plates and other text figs. throughout. 4to. A 

new hdbk. in  new dw. In-print at £30.00.     [44805]  £20.00 

In ‘The Rose’, acclaimed horticultural historian Jennifer Potter shows what exactly gives this most fragrant flower its potency 

in societies around the world. The story begins in the Greek and Roman Empires moving through time and around the world, 

ending up with ‘Rose Mania’ in the mid to late nineteenth century.  
 

742. Ratcliffe, D.A. In Search of Nature.  1st. Ed. Pub. Peregrine Books. 2000  pp.xii, 249 with illus. 8vo. New 

hdbk. RRP. £27.00.    [40505]  £10.00 

This is the only autobiography of this distinguished naturalist. 
 

743. Redfern, M. Insects and Thistles. Naturalists’ Handbook 4. 2nd. Rev. Ed. Pub. Richmond 1995  pp.70 with 

colour plates, figs. and line drawings. 8vo. A new softback. RRP. £9.95. Last 2 copies.    [42158]  £8.50 
 

744. Sale, R. A Complete Guide to Arctic Wildlife.  1st. Ed. Pub. AC Black. 2006  pp.464 with many colour 

photographs, colour illus. and distribution maps. 4to. A new hdbk., lightly indented on front board. RRP £40.00.    

[44781]  £35.00 

Includes more than 450 photographs, 294 maps and 38 colour plates, illustrating all the birds and mammals of the region. A 

detailed look at the geology, climate, ecology and peoples of the Arctic; the regions exploration and exploitation and the 

threats to it from climate change and pollution.  
 

745. Salmon, M.A. The Aurelian Legacy. British Butterflies and their Collectors. Pub. Harley Books. 2000  

pp.432 with colour plates. 4to. A new hdbk. with dw. ever so lightly faded on spine.      [44012]  £14.00 

A fascinating read. With bibliographical information for all of the great butterfly collectors from the mid-sixteenth century to 

the mid-twentieth century. An excellent reference book for those collecting antiquarian butterfly books. 
 

746. Shephard, S.  Seeds of Fortune.  A Gardening Dynasty.  Pub. Bloomsbury.  2003  pp.xix, 300 with colour 

plates and b/w. figs. A brand new copy - please note the dustwrapper is marked a little. Out-of-print. RRP.19.99.    

[46664]  £12.50 

A captivating account of adventure, big business and Veitch family intrigue in the horticultural world.  
 

747. Sheppard, R. (Haslen, A.) Raymond Sheppard - Capturing the Moment. Wildlife Art Series 1st. Ed. Pub. 

Langford Press. 2009  pp.176 profusely illustrated in colour and b/w. throughout. Royal 4to. A new hardback with 

new dw. Title number 24 in the series. RRP £38.00. Last 4 copies.    [43991]  £16.00 

This volume reproduces the work of British nature artist and illustrator Raymond Sheppard (1913-1958). It includes images 

drawn from nature and from his extensive researches at London Zoo, alongside the pictures he created to accompany literary 

works such as ‘The Old Man and the Sea’. 
 

748. Simson, C. The Butterflies’ Fly-Past. with illus. by Mandy Shepherd. 1st. Ed. Pub. Peregrine Books. 1994  

pp.xviii, 127 with 8 coloured illus. 8vo. A new hdbk. with dw. Originally priced at £20.00. Last few copies.    

[44011]  £8.00 

An interesting book describing the author’s experiences of studying butterflies in the field.  All native British Butterflies are 

mentioned at some point in the text, which is handsomely supported by 8 watercolour plates by Mandy Shepherd, daughter of 

David Shepherd. 
 

749. Spedding, Colin. Gardens. Their hidden life. Unnoticed plants and unseen animals. Pub. Bloomsbury. 2012  

pp.320 with colour photographs throughout. 4to. A new hardback with new dw. RRP £25.00.    [49136]  £20.00 

The author’s aim is to convert a stroll around the garden into a voyage of discovery that includes, plant life, invertebrates and 

larger animals as well. 
 

750. Spottiswoode, Claire et al. Where to Watch Birds in Ethiopia.  1st. Ed. Pub. Helm. 2010  pp.192 with colour 

photographs and maps throughout. 8vo. A new softback. RRP £19.99.     [49604]  £15.00 
 

751. Stace, Clive. New Flora of the British Isles.  3rd. Ed. Pub. Cambridge. 2015  pp.xxxii, 1232 with b/w. illus. 

8vo. A new softback. RRP £64.99. Save £4.99.    [49340]  £60.00 

Latest edition. 
 

752. Thomas, J. and Lewington, R.  The Butterflies of Britain and Ireland.   Rev. Ed. Pub. B.W.P. 2014  pp.288 

with colour illustrations by Richard Lewington. 4to. A new hardback with new dw. RRP £35.00.    [46832]  £31.50 

Revised again in 2014 to reflect the latest research findings, and with up-to-date distribution maps, this remarkable book is the 

guide to the appearance, behaviour, life cycle and ecology of the butterflies of Britain and Ireland.  
 

753. Veitch, James H. Hortus Veitchii. A History of the Rise and Progress of the Nurseries of Messrs. James 

Veitch and Sons, Together with an Account of the Botanical Collectors and Hybridists Employed by 

Them and a List of the Most Remarkable of Their Introductions.  Fac. Rep . Pub. Caradoc Doy. 2006  

pp.542 with plates. 8vo. Originally published in 1906, this is a smaller format than the original and a tastefully 



 

produced facsimile. Numbered, limited Edition. Originally in-print at £95.00. A new copy in new dustwrapper.     

[48325]  £45.00 

Includes biographies of 22 plant hunters working for the Veitch family in North and South America and the Middle and Far 

East, in the nineteenth century; also the leading hybridists.  
 

754. Waltho, C. &. Coulson, J. The Common Eider.  1st. Ed. Pub. Poyser. 2015  pp.352 with colour photographs and 

many text figs. 8vo. A new hardback in new dw., which has been gently bumped on top of fore-edge corner. RRP 

£50.00.    [49601]  £38.00 

This book, the first English-language monograph of this arctic-adapted sea duck, delves deep into the natural history of the 

Common Eider to provide a global perspective of the species. 
 

755. Warren, Michael. Images From Birding. Wildlife Art Series. 1st. Ed. Pub. Langford Press. 2007  pp.168 

illustrated in colour throughout. Royal 4to. A new hardback copy in new dw. Title number 15 in the series. RRP 

£35.00. Last 3 copies.    [47823]  £18.00 

In this book, Michael Warren brought together drawings from his sketch books and field notes from over twenty years of 

birdwatching in Britain and Ireland. He has also included more than 60 new paintings, which depict not only bird life, but also 

the changing seasons and countryside of the UK. 
 

756. Waymark, J. Thomas Mawson. Life, Gardens and Landscapes. Pub. Frances Lincoln. 2009  pp.240 with 

many colour photos. A new hdbk with new dw. RRP. £40.00.    [47989]  £35.00 
 

757. Wilkinson, A.  The Passion for Pelargoniums.  How they found their place in the garden.  Pub. Sutton.  

2007  pp.xviii, 302 with b/w. photographs and text illus. throughout. New hdbk. RRP £16.99.    [46796]  £12.00 

Garden historian Anne Wilkinson exposes tales of scandal, fraud and fast dealing, excitement in creating new plants and bitter 

disappointment in losing them. She reveals the extraordinary variety of pelargoniums, from night-scented plants and perfumed 

leaves, to flowers of purple, yellow, green and black. 
 

 

New for April 2016 
 

New Naturalist No.131 – Shallow Seas 
 

Shallow Seas are the most biologically rich and productive areas of the world’s oceans.  
 

This latest New Naturalist volume provides a fascinating insight into the natural history of this environment and its 

communities. 
 

Peter Hayward, author of New Naturalist No. 94 Seashore and numerous other key works on the natural history of this 

environment, is the person bringing this new book to fruition.  
 

The RRP for this title is £60.00. Available from us at a 25% discount, so £45.00 plus postage. Quote New Naturalist 

Shallow Seas to order a copy. 
 

 

 

New for June 2016 
 

New Naturalist No.132 – Falcons 
 

Falcons will take each of the four British breeding species in turn (Kestrel, Merlin, Hobby and Peregrine Falcon), 

exploring their form, habitat, breeding biology and status. 
 

A chapter dedicated to understanding the hunting techniques of each species will shed the latest light on this subject. 
 

Richard Sale has drawn on a wealth of experience and research and is the author behind this volume. 
 

The RRP for this title is £60.00. Available from us at a 25% discount, so £45.00 plus postage. Quote New Naturalist 

Falcons to order a copy. 
 

 

 

Just arrived 
 

Hybrid Flora of the British Isles 
 

Clive Stace, Chris Preston and David Pearman collaborated to produce this superb book.   
 

It provides detailed accounts of the 909 vascular plant hybrids, reliably recorded in the wild in the British Isles, together 

with comprehensive identification notes. 
 

Published in 2015 by the Botanical Society of Britain and Ireland (BSBI). New hardback. £55.00. Quote Hybrid Flora 

to order a copy. 
 

 

 


